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Abstract
Use of homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) combustion mode in engines
offers the potential to simultaneously achieve high efficiency and low emissions. Implemen-
tation and practical use of HCCI combustion, however, remain a challenge due to the limited
operating load range. Managing the timing and duration of the combustion event, so that
it is neither too early nor too late, neither too fast nor too slow, causing knock or misfire
respectively, is difficult and represents a major obstacle to achieving high loads.
Most studies on high load extension of HCCI have been done on engines with
conventional positive valve overlap (PVO) strategies, which use a heater to control intake
temperature and adjust combustion timing. From a practical standpoint, however, this is not
preferred, because of the additional energy required by the heater, slow response time and
inadequate authority over combustion timing. Although there has been work on engines
employing a more practical negative valve overlap (NVO) strategy, which controls charge
temperature by varying the retained amount of hot internal residual gas, most of these studies
were confined to a limited boost pressure range and/ or did not explore and isolate the effects
of individual thermo-physical parameters on combustion and the maximum load limit.
This research work is unique in that a practical yet highly flexible NVO engine with
fixed compression ratio, allowing for independent control of intake boost pressure, charge
temperature and composition, thermal/ compositional stratification (NVO) and exhaust back-
pressure, was used to independently investigate the effects of these variables on burn duration
and combustion phasing limits. Results showed that maximum achievable loads for the NVO
engine were less than those obtained by previous workers on a boosted PVO engine due
to less efficient breathing, less stable combustion, which limits the achievable combustion
phasing retard, and lower maximum allowable peak cylinder pressure. Lower engine speed
enabled higher maximum load due to shorter crank-angle burn durations, facilitating later
combustion phasing, and higher allowable peak pressure rise rates. Employing external
EGR to partially replace air led to an increase in maximum load due to its retarding effect on
ignition alleviating the constraint of limited cam-phasing authority. Similarly, lower intake
temperature and exhaust back-pressure enabled higher maximum load.
xviii
Detailed studies of burn rates showed minimal effects of intake boost pressure and
moderate effects of composition. In particular, replacing air with eEGR, thus decreasing
in-cylinder oxygen concentration, led to a moderate increase of burn duration especially
during the early heat release. Increase in boost pressure caused a minimal shortening of
burn duration, but pressure rise rates and knock were unaffected.
Additional studies of knock and combustion stability limits showed that internal EGR
has a negative effect on the combustion stability limit, because of increased cycle-to-cycle
feedback, yet it had a positive effect on the knock limit by decreasing maximum pressure
rise rates due to increased thermal stratification. Partially replacing air with external EGR
led to an extension of the viable combustion phasing window, because of an increase in heat
capacity moderately slowing down combustion rates. Boost pressure had no direct effect on
either of the combustion phasing limits.
This research provides new insights into how boost pressure and other operating
parameters in a NVO HCCI engine impact the maximum attainable load and combustion
phasing limits. The results suggest that the maximum load is more dependent on the
combustion stability limit and overall engine constraints, such as maximum allowable peak




This chapter presents the research topic of this dissertation by motivating the need for further
research in the area of advanced internal combustion engines, reviewing the fundamentals
of homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) combustion and addressing its merits
and challenges. Consequently, various approaches to extend the limited maximum load
capability of HCCI combustion are reviewed to identify gaps within the literature and
discuss benefits and shortcomings of previous works. Recent experiments involving these
approaches are summarized and current challenges presented. Finally, the objectives for this
dissertation are stated and an overview of its organization is given.
1.1 Motivation for Research on Advanced IC Engines
1.1.1 Increased Energy Consumption and Limited Resources
World-wide demand for energy has increased and will continue to increase as emerging
countries including China, India, Brazil and Russia are about to join the established
industrialized nations. High energy use characteristic of industrialized regions in the world
such as the United States, Canada, Western Europe and Japan is directly related to economic
prosperity, longer life expectancy and an improved quality of life [1]. A five-fold increase
in world energy consumption over the past 60 years was accompanied by an increase in
the world population from 2.5 billion in 1950 to 7 billion today. Since the middle of
the twentieth century, as the US economy flourished and Europe and Japan rebuilt their
economies, these nations required energy in proportions larger than their population growth.
Whereas population in the industrialized countries has been stabilizing, emerging countries,
and especially impoverished third world countries with high fertility rates, are expected to
largely contribute to a projected increase of the world population from 7 billion today to 9
billion in 2050 [2].
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Given finite fossil energy resources available, an increasing world population will make
it even more challenging for leaders of all countries to make a decision in the interest of
its people, as they have to carefully balance various national interests including economic
progress, autonomy, peace and many others. Achieving and maintaining national energy
security has become a decisive factor in the policies of many industrialized nations to
preserve the economic status-quo. The United States (US) had been able to match their own
energy needs until the 1970s, but since then increasingly larger amounts of energy especially
petroleum, which is primarily used by the transportation sector, had to be imported. This
has prompted the current US administration under President Obama to pursue the goal of
energy independence within the next 10 years [3].
1.1.2 Climate and Environmental Concerns
Environmental impacts and in particular climate change, as a result of combustion of fossil
fuels, which are still the back-bone of today’s energy production grid, have been the subject
of serious debate in recent years. By now, there is irrefutable evidence that the increase in
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations is of anthropogenic nature. CO2 is not
only the most prominent product of combustion but also exhibits a pronounced green-house
potential, which significantly alters the radiation balance of the atmosphere and leads to an
increase of the average temperature on Earth. More severe weather conditions including
raising water levels, floods, droughts and storms can be the consequences and occur more
frequently as the CO2 level increases [4]. CO2 production is directly related to the amount of
fossil fuel burned and also dependents on the type of fuel used, where natural gas performs
better than petroleum, which in turn performs better than coal. Replacing fossil fuels with
renewable energy sources in conjunction with higher efficiency energy conversion devices
can alleviate the situation.
In an effort to stabilize atmospheric CO2, currently at 400 ppm, or at least decrease the
rate of increase, several countries have set goals and devised policies on the implementation
of rules. The European Union (EU) has imposed a maximum allowable CO2 amount per
km traveled - 130 g/km by 2015 and 95 g/km by 2025 - that is to be phased in gradually
[5]. The US have chosen a similar route through the Clean Air Act enacted by the current
administration that sets corporate average fuel economy values of 34.1 mpg for 2016 and
54.5 mpg in 2025 [6]. These are steps in the right direction as they foster increased effort
for developing more efficient technologies and create research opportunities for universities,
government laboratories and industry.
While imposing more stringent CO2 emission and fuel economy standards mainly
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address the issue of climate and global warming, the challenge of keeping environmental
pollution, in particular air pollution, in check remains. This is exacerbated by the fact that
urban environments are becoming increasingly more popular and attractive as people move
from the countryside to cities. Currently, about 3.5 billion people live in urban areas and
this number is expected to increase to 5.3 billion by 2050. This trend toward urbanization
entails several implications on transportation system modality and energy requirements [7].
In particular, legislation needs to account for these changes by adjusting emission standards
for power plants and automobiles. Recently, US CO2 emissions from power plants have
decreased because of a progressive switch from coal to natural gas.
1.1.3 Success Story of the Automobile and the IC Engine
Since the invention of the first four-stoke engine by Nicolaus A. Otto in 1887 [8] and the
first automobile by Carl Benz in 1886 [9], there has been a lot of progress in terms of the
development of the technology over the years. It was not until 1908, when the very first
Model-T, to be followed by millions more, left Henry Ford’s factory, that the automobile
could become affordable and available to many people in Europe and North America. Now
there are approximately 250 million automobiles on American roads and one billion world-
wide. Along with this growth, the automobile brought many great societal advances but
perhaps its greatest contribution has been the freedom of personal mobility [10].
1.1.4 Advanced IC Engines as Part of the Solution
Having stated the incentives for less energy consumption per capita and more efficient
automobiles in the preceding sub-sections, there are various potential avenues. The
increasingly more stringent CO2 and mpg regulations in the EU and the US have already
sparked research in search of more efficient powertrain technologies and development and
implementation of advanced powertrain technology. To maximize chance of success, a
diverse range of technologies are being considered ranging from improved advanced internal
combustion (IC) engines, hybrid powertrain architectures, electrified vehicles to fuel cells
that use hydrogen as energy storage medium.
The IC engine has evolved over more than a century and in terms of efficiency
improvements, for a variety of reasons, there is still no end in sight. It can be run off a myriad
of fuels, most commonly liquid hydrocarbons, which have an inherently high energy density
allowing for hundreds of miles to be traveled without need to refuel. Moreover, infrastructure
for liquid fuels is already in place. Due to their long history of more than a hundred years, IC
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engines today have reached a very high level of maturity and are a well proven technology
available at relatively low cost thanks to mass production and optimization of manufacturing
processes. Although fuels cells promise even higher efficiency and no tail-pipe emissions,
the technology is still very expensive and the storage question of hydrogen as a fuel including
infrastructure has not been fully clarified yet. Similarly with electric vehicles, despite a lot
of progress has been made on development of batteries in recent years, a few key challenges
need to be resolved before adoption of this technology in a sustainable manner at large scale
becomes possible. The current electric grid cannot handle millions of electric vehicles, so
it needs to be modified and a transition toward truly renewable power generation sources
needs to occur.
In the near to mid-term future, most likely, a myriad of different powertrain technologies
will evolve concurrently and we will witness a gradual transition going from the IC engine,
hybridization and electric vehicles to fuels cells eventually. However, currently and in the
near term future, in particular when having to meet EU 2015 and CAFE 2016 standards,
highly advanced IC engines will play a pivotal role. Homogeneous charge compression
ignition (HCCI) as a prominent example of modern low temperature combustion modes
shows great promise and might facilitate a further leap in terms of efficiency improvement.
1.2 HCCI Background
1.2.1 Fundamentals
Homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) is an advanced combustion mode, which
has the potential to achieve high efficiency as a compression ignition (CI) engine and low
emissions as a spark ignition (SI) engine [11]. As a low temperature combustion mode,
HCCI uses a highly dilute and homogeneous fuel-air-mixture that undergoes a global auto-
ignition event. A modern conventional SI engine can be operated in HCCI mode with
minimal engine hardware modifications.
The origins of HCCI date back to the late 1970s. In 1979, Onishi et al. were the
first to report running a two-stroke engine, whereby a fuel-air-mixture was brought to
ignition without a spark simply by compression [12]. In the same year, Noguchi et al.
showed HCCI combustion in a two-stroke opposed piston engine [13]. In 1983, Najt and
Foster demonstrated HCCI combustion on a four-stroke engine suggesting that HCCI is
predominantly controlled by chemical kinetics [14]. Thring reported operating a four-
stroke engine with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) over a wider range of loads in 1989
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[15]. Starting in the 1990s, research on HCCI was intensified, and especially since 2000,
extensive amounts of research have been done yielding a greater understanding of the HCCI
combustion process.
Contrasting HCCI combustion with SI and CI combustion facilitates drawing a direct
comparison between this novel and the two important and distinct conventional combustion
modes. While HCCI exhibits features of both SI and CI combustion, it is unique in that
combustion onset is not triggered through a spark discharge or fuel injection event, but
instead solely relies on chemical kinetics triggering auto-ignition. The properties of the
fuel-air-mixture and its thermo-kinetic state around top dead center (TDC) determine the
onset of combustion.
SI combustion is characterized by a flame propagating through a premixed fuel-air-
mixture, whereas CI combustion can be best described by mixing-controlled burning of fuel
and air, after fuel injection and combustion onset have occurred. Because of the presence of
locally very hot reaction zones, specifically across the flame fronts, both SI and CI engines
emit relatively high levels of nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide emissions, together commonly
referred to as NOX. Moreover, the heterogeneous nature of the fuel-air-mixture charge
preparation process in a CI engine leads to locally rich pockets, despite a globally lean
composition, that give rise to the formation of considerable amounts of particulate matter
(PM) in these fuel rich regions [16].
HCCI combustion, in contrast to SI or CI combustion, involves no flame, that develops
and propagates, instead imaging studies have revealed that the fuel-air-mixture undergoes
a sequential auto-ignition process [17, 18, 19, 20]. During this staged auto-ignition event,
combustion occurs rapidly, where burned gas originating from the portion of the mixture
that burned first compresses the remaining mixture, and therefore, leads to an auto-ignition
cascade [21]. Typically, HCCI combustion is completed within 10-15 cad, which is much
faster than in a conventional SI engine. HCCI engines operate at compression ratio (CR)
values intermediate to those of SI (8-14) and CI (14-24) engines i.e. CR ∼ 10-18. When
HCCI combustion is phased correctly, CA50 ∼ 5-10 cad aTDC, it generally exhibits very
low cyclic variability relative to SI combustion.
1.2.2 Merits and Some Drawbacks
Based on the discussion in sub-section 1.2.1, the merits and some of the challenges of HCCI
engines can now be stated and discussed. From a thermodynamic point of view, a greater
compression ratio (CR) and a highly dilute fuel-air-mixture, characterized by a large value
of the ratio of specific heats, γ , each facilitate high thermal efficiency, ηth, as can be seen
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As mentioned before, the burn duration during HCCI combustion is significantly shorter
than that during SI combustion i.e. CA10-90 ∼ 10-15 cad compared to CA10-90 ∼ 40-90
cad, which facilitates combustion to be phased closer to TDC. This ensures maximizing
the expansion ratio and aides indicated thermal efficiency. From an ideal cycle point of
view, a HCCI engine resembles the ideal constant volume process more closely than a SI
engine thus facilitating higher ηth. Compared to SI engines, HCCI engines are generally
operated unthrottled, which entails decreased pumping work and an increase in net indicated
efficiency, ηnet . Since rich zones are absent in HCCI combustion, due to a homogeneous
fuel-air-mixture, particulate matter (PM) and soot emissions tend to be very low. Another
benefit of HCCI, related to emissions, stems from its high dilution levels, which lead to peak
in-cylinder temperatures that usually are below the NOx formation threshold of 1900 K.
Despite many benefits related to improved indicated efficiency and lower emissions of
pollutants, notably PM and NOx , HCCI also has its own specific requirements and some
shortcomings, of which a few will be mentioned here, but certain key drawbacks will be
covered in greater detail in section 1.3. HCCI necessitates a well-mixed fuel-air-mixture,
which typically can be achieved using modern high pressure gasoline direct injection. More
importantly, HCCI requires the fuel-air-mixture to have a certain minimal amount of thermal
energy to facilitate auto-ignition around TDC. HCCI operation is only possible for a limited
speed and load range. If peak in-cylinder temperatures are below 1300-1400 K during light
load operation, combustion efficiency may decrease substantially eventually leading to a
partial burn or incomplete burn that is a misfire. Moreover, higher levels of carbon monoxide
(CO) and hydrocarbons (HC), originating from near-wall regions with low temperature and/
or outgassing from crevices, may not be oxidized, because post-combustion in-cylinder
temperatures are too low for completion of combustion. At higher loads, it is difficult to
keep heat release rates low enough to avoid harsh combustion and objectionable knock.
Under certain high load conditions, NOx emissions can increase to a level that may deem
a de-NOx aftertreatment device necessary, unless EGR is used to attain a stoichiometric
composition, Φ∼ 1.0, facilitating use of a conventional three-way catalyst (TWC).
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1.2.3 Enabling Technologies
HCCI combustion requires appropriate thermodynamic and chemical in-cylinder conditions
close to TDC to facilitate auto-ignition with proper combustion phasing. Moreover, the
fuel-air-mixture needs to be adequately dilute to keep combustion rates and peak in-cylinder
temperature low enough to avoid objectionable knock and limit NOx formation thus not
requiring a three-way catalyst (TWC) to meet emission standards. This section will describe
and discuss some of the most common enabling technologies, which facilitate HCCI
combustion including variable valve actuation, exhaust gas recirculation, intake charge
boosting and direct injection.
Variable Valve Actuation
HCCI combustion requires a higher TDC temperature than those typically obtained
in conventional SI and CI engines, and this can be achieved with intake charge heating,
whereby two different methods are commonly used: external heating and internal heating.
In case of the external heating method, an external heater provides above ambient intake
air/ EGR temperature thus increasing the in-cylinder temperature at the end of compression.
The internal heating method relies on manipulating the initial mixture composition and
temperature at intake valve closing (IVC) with the same result regarding TDC temperature.
The latter method usually involves retention of a portion of burned residual gas [22]. Both
methods are effective, however, the former one requires an external heater that requires
energy input, unless it works in conjunction with a smart waste heat recovery device. In
either case, the energy balance is negatively affected or system complexity greatly increases.
The latter one offers the benefit of being able to make fast adjustments almost on a cyclic
base, which is especially useful during transients but also facilitates maintaining stable
combustion at steady state operating condition near the stability limit.
Being able to effectively manipulate the residual gas fraction (RGF), also referred to
as internal EGR (iEGR), thus composition and temperature at intake valve closing (IVC),
is important and variable valve actuation (VVA) is a key enabler making this possible and
also providing some form of authority over combustion phasing in a HCCI engine. By now,
VVA is a proven and well established technology, that is robust, readily available at low
enough cost, and that has made its way into production vehicles over the past ∼ 10 years.
VVA systems consisting of two separate cam profiles can be used to realize a system that
is capable of transitioning between a high RGF HCCI enabling operating strategy and a
conventional SI valve strategy.
Two strategies that have received a lot of attention, within the context of facilitating
HCCI combustion, are the recompression and rebreathing strategies. A recompression
strategy as employed by Milovanovic et al. is characterized by an early exhaust valve
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closing (EVC) event facilitating retention of considerable amount of burned gas in-cylinder
[23]. As a result, the retained hot burned gas (RGF/ iEGR) will be blended with incoming
fresh charge entering the cylinder after intake valve opening (IVO). Typically, EVC and IVO
are phased symmetrically around gas exchange TDC to minimize losses due to pumping.
The recompression strategy is also referred to as negative valve overlap (NVO) strategy. An
alternative to the recompression is the rebreathing strategy, where a second exhaust valve
event of shorter duration occurs during charge induction process while the intake valves
are open. This allows re-induction of some of the hot burned gas from the exhaust port.
While both strategies are effective, the rebreathing strategy has been found to allow slightly
higher load and improved efficiency, however, it is more limited for the low load range [24].
Babajimpopoulos et al. investigated the benefits associated with each strategy [25, 26]. The
recompression strategy is commonly the preferred choice.
Yet another valve strategy that has been used by some researchers is a conventional
valve strategy using full duration and height valve lifts, which is referred to as positive valve
overlap (PVO) strategy. The name is inferred form the fact that EVC occurs slightly after
IVO [27, 28, 29]. In contrast to both RGF/ iEGR retention strategies described before, the
PVO strategy can be useful at achieving HCCI combustion and allowing certain authority
over combustion timing by adjusting the back-pressure, thus manipulating RGF as shown
by Mamalis et al. [30]. Using a NVO versus PVO strategy may limit the amount of fresh
incoming charge, thus potentially affect the maximum fueling rate and maximum attainable
load. If both NVO and PVO strategies are sought to be implemented in the same engine, a
cam shaft with two different cam lobes and mechanical mechanisms to switch between the
two profiles are will be required, and technologies capable of this are already in the market
place.
Exhaust Gas Recirculation - Diluent Composition
Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is a well established technique facilitating control
over ignition and combustion phasing, and affecting combustion performance, which has
been widely used among CI engines for the past ∼ 10 years. EGR was also adopted in SI
engines in recent years. External EGR (eEGR) refers to a portion of exhaust gas from the
tailpipe that is fed back, possibly cooled in a heat-exchanger, into the intake system of the
engine, whereby internal EGR (iEGR) refers to internally retained hot burned gas. When the
term EGR is used, this includes iEGR and eEGR. Use of either eEGR or iEGR facilitates
changing of the charge composition and charge mixture properties. The thermodynamic and
chemical properties of EGR are substantially different than this of air, which is commonly the
diluent of choice in any conventional combustion engine. EGR is composed of considerable
amounts of complete combustion products, CO2 and H2O , potentially a large variety of
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products of incomplete combustion, CO and different hydrocarbons referred to as THC, and
trace species including NOx , in addition to the regular air constituents N2 and O2.
EGR as a diluent has the potential to significantly alter and affect combustion
characteristics including ignition timing, burn rates, emissions, combustion and engine
thermal efficiencies. There have been numerous studies in an attempt to understand the
impact of EGR as a diluent on the HCCI combustion process [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39, 40]. It was found to alleviate the intake temperature requirement of a high load HCCI
engine [31, 29]. EGR was also found to be useful in extending the maximum load of a
HCCI engine [29]. It is not entirely clear whether the effect of EGR is primarily a thermal
one related to different thermodynamic properties i.e. higher specific heat capacity, cp, thus
lower end of compression temperature, which could lead to later combustion phasing, or a
chemical one that is kinetics are efficiently modified to affect combustion.
As part of his computational study in 2002 investigating the effect of EGR on heat
release rates, Dec found that EGR led to slower reaction rates likely due to changes
in thermodynamic properties i.e. higher heat capacity and lower O2 concentration. He
concluded that the largest effect of EGR is a reduction of in-cylinder temperature at the end
of compression as a result of different thermodynamic properties. Both the thermodynamic
and chemical effect were estimated to have a significant impact on burn rates i.e. burn rates
could change by a factor of 2-3 depending on the conditions. Dec also indicated that there is
a strong coupling between conditions at ignition and burn rates [41].
In an experimental study in 2003, Olsson et al. also investigated the effect of EGR on
various combustion characteristics. They concluded that emissions of CO, THC, and NOx
were generally lower with EGR hence yielding a higher combustion efficiency. They also
noted a decrease in thermal efficiency due to changes in properties. The effect of EGR on
ignition was also stated in that higher intake temperatures were required. Although burn
duration was expected to slow down with EGR, this could not be observed [42].
Cairns and Blaxill explored the effect of cold eEGR addition to extend the maximum
load in a practical NVO HCCI engine, and found that EGR facilitated retarding of ignition
and combustion phasing, and that longer burn durations resulting in lower pressure rise
rates could be achieved [43]. Moreover, they found that engine efficiency increased and
THC emissions decreased. Most importantly, they stated that the achievable load could
be increased by 20-65 % with eEGR addition. In another study on a turbocharged NVO
engine, Cairns and Blaxill also reported that a combination of eEGR and iEGR in a boosted
HCCI engine can be used to extend the maximum load limit relative to naturally aspirated
operation [44]. They also found that EGR improved combustion stability.
In another experimental study in 2009, Dec et al. attempted to isolate the effect of
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EGR from other combustion parameters, e.g. combustion phasing, CA50, and found that
peak pressure rise rates decrease with EGR addition despite the fact that fueling rate was
increased to maintain load. They found a 2 % loss in thermal efficiency and higher peak
in-cylinder temperature and NOx emissions [33]. It was shown that EGR addition did not
change burn rates significantly when combustion phasing was matched.
Sjoberg et al. explored how boost pressure and EGR can be used to manage low
temperature heat lease (LTHR) in HCCI combustion, and found that modification of the
EGR level can be used as a means to control combustion phasing, especially when a reactive
fuel is used [31]. Although there seems to be agreement in the literature that EGR addition
tends to slow down burn rates, so far there has not been any work done to isolate the effects
of EGR in conjunction with intake boost pressure on burn rates under controlled conditions
i.e. with fixed CA50.
Intake Charge Boosting
Intake boosting is a promising technique with the potential to dramatically increase
the maximum load capability of a HCCI engine and also to improve its efficiency. Using
elevated intake or boost pressure can facilitate an increase of the overall charge dilution
and affect combustion characteristics through chemical effects associated with increased
pressure. A high level of charge dilution results in a larger amount of inducted air mass,
which helps to reduce pressure rise rates for a given fueling rate. With the same pressure
rise rate or knock constraint, more fuel can be injected and therefore the maximum load
limit extended via boosting.
Christensen et al. converted a Diesel engine for HCCI operation in 1998, and showed
that a higher load and a small decrease in emissions, notably NOx and THC, could be
accomplished with intake boosting. They also observed an increase in combustion efficiency
and longer burn duration with increasing boost pressure [27]. Hyvonen et al. studying a
supercharged VCR engine found that boosting can extend the operation range and decrease
the burn rate, which leads to a decrease in knock. Yap et al. showed in 2005 that they were
able to cover 75 % of the maximum load of a naturally aspirated SI engine with an intake
pressure of Pint=1.4 bar [45].
A study by Cairns and Blaxill on a boosted 4-cylinder engine showed that the maximum
load could be increased and heat release rates decreased. They showed that most high load
points on the federal driving cycle could be attained yielding with a 12 % fuel economy
improvement and that dilution poses a limit on the maximum load [44]. Johannson et al.
found that boosting led to increased thermal efficiency compared to naturally aspirated
operation, but that it dropped significantly as soon as combustion phasing was retarded [46].
The equipment providing the boost pressure needs to be appropriately sized and matched
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to the needs of a HCCI engine to facilitate decent engine and system level efficiency.
Olsson et al. found that the turbocharger needed to be smaller in case of a boosted HCCI
engine compared to a conventional SI engine and identified increased pumping work due to
high exhaust back-pressure as the main problem [28]. They suggested that a more flexible
turbocharger system possibly including a variable geometry turbine (VGT) could be effective
at lowering the exhaust back-pressure by leveraging most from a relatively low exhaust
enthalpy. However, using s small and designated turbine for HCCI only could potentially
hinder SI operation and mode switches with same equipment [47].
A modeling study by Mamalis et al. in 2010 compared different boosting strategies i.e.
supercharging versus turbocharging, and found that while supercharging provided better
combustion phasing control, turbocharging resulted in higher efficiency [48]. A two-stage
turbocharger would allow even higher load but result in lower efficiency due to even higher
back-pressure and a greater pumping penalty. Another modeling study by Shingne et al. on
turbocharger matching for 4 cylinder boosted HCCI engine confirmed some of the findings
by Mamalis i.e. a smaller turbocharger was required for a HCCI engine relative to a SI
engine. A maximum IMEPn of 12 bar could be attained with a 2-stage turbocharger although
at the expense of a high pumping penalty [49]. A follow-up modeling study by Mamalis et
al. investigating the potential of switching from NVO to PVO valve strategy, revealed that
the PVO strategy offered significant efficiency improvements at higher loads i.e. in the 5-12
bar IMEPn range. The key conclusion of that study was that external charge heating was
more efficient than internal heating [30].
Direct Injection
A relatively high compression ratio (CR), in addition to intake air heating, aids the
implementation of HCCI combustion, because it facilitates achieving the required TDC
temperature for auto-ignition to occur. Since a future HCCI engine, most likely, will be
a multi-mode engine, which operates in SI mode for high loads, knock mitigation will be
challenge with a high CR engine especially during high load SI operation. Direct injection
(DI), which benefits from a significant charge cooling effect due to the vaporization of the
fuel, represents a powerful means to improve the knock resistance of a high CR engine.
Mitsubishi was among the first to introduce DI in SI engines in the 1990 [50].
Direct injection offers a variety of additional opportunities, especially within the context
of HCCI engines, to improve combustion phasing control, extend the high and low load limit,
and improve combustion stability. Whitaker et al. used a dual fuel strategy, directly injecting
an alcohol-based fuel, to mitigate knock under high load boosted conditions [51]. Reactivity
controlled compression ignition (RCCI) employs a similar strategy to extend the maximum
load capability of a HCCI engine equipped with DI [52]. Whereas the majority of the fuel
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is premixed before entering the cylinder, via port fuel injection (PFI), a small fraction of
a more reactive fuel is direct-injected during the compression stroke. Manipulating the
ratio of the amounts of fuel between PFI and DI as well as the DI timing provide additional
degrees of freedom to control combustion. Even with a pure DI engine without PFI, injection
timing can be modified so as to affect combustion phasing and other characteristics as was
demonstrated in a study by Li et al., who showed that earlier injection timing yielded faster
and more stable combustion, with low CO and THC but higher NOx emissions [53]. Fuel
injection during the recompression part of the cycle in a NVO engine can lead to partial
fuel reforming, which was found to be useful for extending the low load capability of HCCI
combustion [54, 55].
HCCI research has been done on a variety of different engines, some of which employ
direct injection and some of which use port fuel injection. The charge preparation process
could potentially have a significant impact on HCCI combustion and was part of an extensive
3-D modeling study by Kodavasal, where he investigated the effects of these two strategies on
HCCI combustion [56]. In both cases, a NVO valve strategy was adopted, start of injection
was at 330 cad bTDC in the DI case, and the fuel-air-mixture of the incoming charge
in the PFI case was assumed to be perfectly homogeneous. Despite more compositional
stratification in the DI case, burn duration for DI and PFI were fairly similar. Spray cooling
by injection into hot residual in the DI case yielded a lower maximum temperature, while
additional intake air heating required to match CA10 in the DI case resulted in a higher
minimum temperature. The reduced thermal width thus less thermal stratification in the DI
case is believed to offset most of the benefits of a more favorable compositional stratification.
NOx emissions were found to be one order of magnitude higher in the DI case compared to
the PFI case.
1.3 Key Challenges of HCCI Combustion
1.3.1 Combustion Phasing Control
Control of combustion phasing in a HCCI engine is a challenge, because, this combustion
mode does not rely on an external trigger for combustion unlike SI and CI engines. The
fact that HCCI is enabled and controlled by chemical kinetics and history of in-cylinder
temperature, cylinder pressure, charge composition, and thermal/ compositional stratification
implies that the in-cylinder condition at intake valve closing (IVC) is of critical importance
to the final TDC state [57]. Although charge mixing and heat transfer occurring during
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compression may affect the final state to some extent, any means possible to facilitate the
appropriate conditions at combustion onset and during the entire burning of the mixture are
critical.
Depending on the end-of-compression pressure, mixture composition and homogeneity,
an average in-cylinder TDC temperature ∼ 900-1100 K is required to facilitate ignition
and HCCI combustion with proper phasing. Various methods including intake air heating,
retention of hot burned gas or adjustment of CR can be used to accomplish this, but each of
these has its own benefits and drawbacks.
Sjoberg and Dec investigated how intake air heating, modifying intake temperature, can
be used to control combustion phasings and found that a clear relationship existed [58].
Due to the slow response time of the heater, however, retention of hot burned gas is the
preferred method from a practical point of view, because transients can be addressed better
in this way. Hot burned gas can be retained in or introduced into the cylinder either via a
recompression or rebreathing valve strategy [59, 60]. The recompression strategy is adopted
most often, whereby early exhaust valve closing (EVC) allows a larger amount of hot burned
residual gas to be trapped in-cylinder resulting in a higher IVC thus TDC temperature [61].
EVC timing was found to be most effective in modifying ignition timing [60]. Although
intake valve opening (IVO) is less important regarding the amount of trapped hot residual,
symmetric NVO is often used to minimize pumping work in a NVO engine [62, 63, 23].
Hyvonen et al. investigated the potential of mechanically modulating compression ratio
in a variable compression ratio (VCR) engine to control combustion phasing in a HCCI
engine [64, 65]. Their system also included an intake air heater that could be bypassed and
adjusting the portions of the flow that pass through the heater and bypass, they would use
this to start-up the engine offering fast control. But they also reported that after start-up,
they could successfully control combustion phasing solely relying on the VCR mechanism.
Having a VCR mechanism in an engine is currently not standard and entails additional cost
and potential difficulties associated with the complexity of the technology.
Heat release and burn rates are closely related to combustion phasing (CA50) that is as
combustion occurs earlier in the cycle and heat release rates are higher. Both higher and
earlier heat release leads to higher in-cylinder temperatures and pressures, and also pressure
rise rates thus knock [66]. Exceedingly early combustion can result in a significant portion
of the charge burning before TDC, which yields excessive knock, increased heat transfer
and may even decrease work output and engine thermal efficiency. Too late ignition and
therefore combustion phasing can result in highly unstable combustion, where few cycles
do not complete combustion or misfire occur [67]. The following sections will discuss these
combustion phasing limits and how they are affected in more detail.
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1.3.2 Combustion Phasing Limits
Although HCCI combustion is highly stable and exhibits low cyclic variability when
correctly phased, the viable operating window is fairly narrow and limited by knock and
high combustion variability (unstable combustion) for too early and late combustion phasing
respectively. These two limits are very important as they govern the maximum achievable
load of a HCCI engine, which typically limited to ∼ 4 bar IMEPg on a single-cylinder
engine or ∼ 3 bar BMEP on a practical multi-cylinder engine. Each of these two important
limits is discussed in more detail in the following.
Knock in an HCCI engine is caused by elevated gas temperatures that lead to bulk
auto-ignition of the fuel-air mixture early in the cycle close to or before TDC [66]. Whereas
knock observed during conventional SI combustion is usually limited to a to a small portion
of the combustion chamber, also referred to as the end-gas, knock in HCCI combustion
mode is not bound to a specific region, but occurs throughout the combustion chamber,
hence it is referred to as volumetric or HCCI knock [68]. Potential consequences of HCCI
knock are audible ringing sound emitted from the engine structure on the one hand, and
high mechanical and thermal stresses of key engine components on the other hand.
The rapid auto-ignition events in a HCCI engine lead to in-cylinder pressure oscillations
resulting in pressure waves propagating though the combustion chamber [66, 69, 70]. When
these pressure waves impact on or are reflected by a wall, standing waves inside the
combustion chamber form with certain resonant modes prevailing based on the combustion
chamber geometry. The pressure oscillations can also excite the engine structure and cause
it to vibrate. The resulting noise emission to the ambiance can be audible and recognized
as a ringing sound, which may be considered objectionable and prompt for strategies to
mitigate or decrease the ringing to be pursued [71]. Beside the acoustic problem, severe
pressure oscillations and high rates of pressure rise associated with knock may result in
excessive mechanical and thermal stress of key engine components. For instance, knock is
also known to increase heat transfer from the working fluid to the combustion boundaries
including pent-roof, liner and especially the piston [72, 73]. Excessive heat transfer may not
only lead to a decrease in thermal efficiency of the engine, but, maybe more importantly, it
can also lead to premature and severe engine damage.
Although HCCI combustion near optimal combustion phasing is a very stable combustion
mode exhibiting relatively less cyclic variability [74], late combustion phasing (CA50) is
characterized by high cyclic variability, which can eventually lead to partial or complete
misfire. Note, that this limit occurs already for CA50 ∼ 10-12 cad aTDC for naturally
aspirated operation.
Since HCCI operation in a NVO engine relies on the retention of significant amounts of
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hot residual (iEGR), this is considered a major reason for this high combustion variability
near the stability limit. A cycle with late combustion phasing, a partial misfire, leaves a
large amount of unburned fuel or intermediate combustion products left, which increases
the overall fuel-to-charge ratio of the next cycle and enhances reactivity. Therefore a late
cycle is oftentimes followed by an early cycle and there is a naturally tendency of bi-modal
combustion instability. Hellstrom et al. pointed out this behavior and noticed a strong link
through unburned fuel and residual temperature that is propagated and affects the following
cycle, which he refers to as dynamic coupling in a high RGF engine [75].
Sjoberg and Dec comparing late-cycle auto-ignition stability of gasoline and two-stage
ignition (PRF) fuel found that combustion variability increased as CA50 is retarded for both
fuels [76]. However, the more reactive PRF 80 fuel exhibited lower combustion variability
than the gasoline fuel. The higher relative magnitude of random in-cylinder temperature
fluctuations and less temperature rise rate prior to run-away (ignition) in case of gasoline
were considered to be the main reasons for higher combustion variability. A cycle with
partial burn yielding a higher effective Φ′ in the next cycle enhances the reactivity relatively
much more in case of the less reactive gasoline fuel compared to PRF80. Sjoberg and
Dec also considered that the RGF/ iEGR was a major contributing factor to combustion
instability, although their PVO engine inherently used a magnitude of order lower RGF/
iEGR value than a NVO engine.
When fueling rate and load is increased, the viable operating window in terms of
combustion phasing (CA50) becomes even more narrow. This and the connection of both
knock and combustion phasing limits within the context of maximum load extension are
discussed in more detail in the following section.
1.3.3 Limited Maximum Load Capability
The ringing or knock and combustion variability or stability limits, which are associated with
early or late combustion phasing, result in narrow operating range for HCCI combustion. In
particular, as load is increased, peak pressure rise rates and peak pressures increase, which
requires further combustion phasing retard to keep knock in check and comply with the
imposed ringing limit [42]. During this process of increasing fueling rate and load, ringing
and stability limit finally converge to a small combustion timing window or almost a single
point representing the maximum load limit for HCCI combustion, as can be seen in Figure
1.1 [67]. Slight changes beyond this limit can lead to in-cylinder changes that in turn can
have dramatic effects on combustion leading to excessive knock, misfire or both [29]. The
maximum load for a naturally aspirated HCCI is ∼ 4 bar IMEPg but at this condition burned
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Figure 1.1 Limits of HCCI combustion: pressure rise rate (knock), NOx emissions, and combustion
variability (stability) as shown by Olsson [67]
gas temperature are high enough to allow for significant NOx formation [29, 77, 78, 62].
Combustion phasing retard only enables increasing burn duration and decreasing
maximum pressure rise rates to a certain extent [79]. Because this strategy has its own
limitations, namely the combustion variability limit, there is a need to extend the operating
range of HCCI combustion to fully benefit from its high efficiency over a wider load range
[80]. A variety of different strategies have been considered for extending the maximum
load capability of a HCCI engine. These strategies including thermal stratification [79],
charge stratification [81], eEGR addition [33], spark-assisted compression ignition (SACI)
[82, 77, 83], and boosting [29, 47, 84] will be discussed in the following.
Sjoberg et al. investigated the effect of thermal stratification on the rate of heat release
and found that burn duration slightly increased i.e. by ∼ 1 cad, when coolant temperature
was decreased by ∼ 50 ◦C due to increased thermal stratification. Consequently, ringing
intensity decreased by ∼ 15 %, however, thermal efficiency decreased slightly, primarily
due to increased heat losses [79].
Aroonsrisopon et al. studied the effect of compositional stratification, induced by late
injection timing during the compression stroke, and reported a moderate i.e. ∼ 10 %
improvement due the increased thermal and especially compositional stratficiation [81].
Another study also found that burn duration could be extended with later fuel injection thus
partial fuel stratification, but at the expense of increased particulate matter (PM) emissions
as a result of significant compositional inhomogeneities thus locally rich zones [85].
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The effect of cooled external EGR (eEGR) on combustion was studied by Dec, and
he found that burn rates could be lowered primarily due to the changes in thermodynamic
properties i.e. higher specific heat capacity in the case of eEGR [41]. The main effect was a
decrease of the end-of-compression temperature and consequently a later CA50. However,
when CA50 was held constant, the eEGR effect was relative small, as was shown by Olsson
as well [42]. Combustion phasing retard generally is helpful in achieving higher maximum
loads with a given knock constraint, and this technique has been utilized too in conjunction
with intake boosting to dramatically increase the load [29].
Spark-assisted compression ignition (SACI) is a hybrid combustion mode combining
features of SI combustion and HCCI combustion. The spark is turned on and a flame
kernel initiated so that a flame can development and propagate through the combustion
chamber. The compression heating of the unburned gas eventually triggers auto-ignition
in this portion of the mixture, so that pure HCCI-type auto-ignition combustion takes over.
SACI enables higher loads than HCCI, because pressure rise rates and knock are attenuated,
which in turn facilitates higher fueling rates [82, 77, 83]. However, SACI also has some
shortcoming including slightly lower thermal efficiency, possibly high NOx emissions, and
more deleterious knock. Addressing the NOx emissions might require either a de-NOx
-catalyst or stoichiometric engine operation, using lots of eEGR, and a three-way catalyst,
which represent a burden. Knock in SACI combustion mode can be especially problematic
as shown by Vavra et al. [68].
Given all these options, each with its limitation, and acknowledging the fact that
downsized SI engines employing turbo-charging equipment have become a reality in the
last few years, boosting appears to be the most practical approach to increase the maximum
load capability of a naturally aspirated HCCI engine. The following section, therefore, will
address boosting and a few other related aspects that affect combustion and combustion
phasing limits.
1.4 Boosting for High Loads
1.4.1 Benefits of Boosted HCCI
Boosting that is increasing the intake pressure above ambient is a promising pathway to
extend the load range of a HCCI engine, because a lot of the necessary technology now has
become readily available. Given its limited operating range, a naturally aspirated HCCI
engine is almost uncompetitive compared to progress that has happened to downsized and
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turbo-charged SI engines. The noise, vibration and harshness issue can only partially be
addressed by retarding combustion phasing, because ultimately both knock and combustion
variability limits merge.
Boosting, when fueling rate is kept constant, can be used to significantly increase the
mixture dilution resulting in lower pressure rise rates, which in turn enable higher fueling
rates so that the load can be increased while still complying with the knock limit. Increased
intake boost pressure, Pint, also leads to enhanced reactivity of the mixture, which results in
more advanced combustion phasing and higher pressure rise rates [31, 86]. However, the
chemical effect of promoting earlier ignition and faster combustion, thus more knocking, is
outweighed by the benefits of increased dilution. In addition, the TDC state can be modified
in such a way that combustion does not occur earlier but rather later. In fact, increased boost
pressure is shown to enable later CA50, which implies that the combustion variability limit
could be potentially further retarded.
Recently, Lavoie et al. conducted a fundamental modeling study exploring the potential
of boosting within the context of advanced combustion modes including HCCI etc. and
explaining the specific benefits due to different effects [87]. The results show that increased
dilution provided by increased intake pressure yielded higher gross efficiency due to
improved thermodynamic properties and a reduced peak cylinder temperature. Increasing the
load, Φ, generally resulted in improved brake efficiency because of reduced relative friction
losses. Higher intake pressure also resulted in a decrease of relative heat losses, because
the Nusselt Number only scales with the power of 0.7 with the Reynolds number, where
the latter one increases according to pressure. The study, employing an ideal turbocharger
model, also indicated that higher turbocharger efficiency yielded improved dilution and
hence higher loads. Some of the shortcomings of this study, however, were that a constant
burn duration was imposed, which does not necessarily correctly reflect potential effects
of composition and boost pressure, and that for the conditions shows in Figure 1.2 no
back-pressure or pressure differential was applied i.e. dP=Pexh-Pint , which is unrealistic.
There has been a lot of work on boosted HCCI combustion in an attempt to extend the
maximum load capability of HCCI combustion. In 1998, Christensen et al. reported that
boosting can be successfully used to extend the maximum load/ IMEP [27]. In order to
address the resulting advanced combustion phasing, researchers looked at other fuels than
gasoline, including natural gas and ethanol, to avoid this potential limiting aspect. Later, the
same group used pilot injection and eEGR to further extend the maximum load to ∼ 16 bar
IMEP with Pint=2.5 bar [88]. Olsson et al. achieved a BMEP of ∼16 bar with Pint= 3 bar
[28].
In 2010, Dec and Yang demonstrated that boosting in conjunction with eEGR can be
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Figure 1.2 Gross and brake efficiencies as function of fuel-to-air equivalence ratio for various
intake boost pressures: the effect of reduced relative heat transfer and friction losses assuming an
ideal boosting device (no back-pressure) as shown by Lavoie [87]
used to achieve a high load with conventional gasoline fuel i.e. they attained an IMEPg of
∼ 16.3 bar with Pint=3.25 bar. [29]. External EGR (eEGR) addition was necessary to keep
TDC temperatures low enough to facilitate sufficient combustion phasing retard to meet
knock/ ringing constraints. Without eEGR, load could not be extended beyond Pint=1.8 bar,
because combustion could not be further retarded. Saxena et al. studied in more detail the
limiting factors of boosted HCCI combustion in a multi-cylinder engine and achieved a
maximum IMEPg of ∼ 9 bar [89, 90].
As mentioned before, NVO valve strategy is the preferred choice when considering
practical implementation of HCCI combustion in an engine and the research reviewed so
far was performed on engines with a conventional PVO valve strategy. Yap et al. applied
intake charge boosting to a HCCI engine using residual gas trapping, and they reported a
substantial increase in the maximum load without requiring an auxiliary heater. They noticed
an increase in fuel consumption due to increased pumping work and lower combustion
efficiency. Ultimately, the maximum allowable peak cylinder pressure of the engine was the
factor limiting maximum load [45]. In a later study on the effect of intake valve timing, the
same group found that non-optimal timing can lead to a lower effective compression ratio,
which would require adjustments in fueling, thus decreasing the total dilution level and
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diminishing some of the benefits of boosting [91]. Xu et al. also investigated a NVO engine
and reported similar findings. In addition, they noticed that the breathing capability was
significantly compromised due to reduced valve lift and duration [92]. Martins and Zhao
reported that emissions, especially NOx and CO, substantially decreased with boosting, but
they also found limitations in the gas exchange process, especially at higher engine speeds
[93].
The role of the diluents, air versus eEGR, with respect to the knock and later also the
stability limit was studied by Wildman et al. They found that eEGR helps to decrease the
maximum pressure rise rate, however, it would not enable higher load unless reaction times
could be slowed down [94]. In a follow-up study, Scaringe et al. found that dilution with
cooled eEGR shifted both the knock and stability limit so that at higher load would be
feasible. However, they did not find any dependence on boost pressure and reported that
the stability limit is not sensitive to stratification (NVO) [95]. Szybist et al. were able to
increase load in a NVO engine up to 6 bar IMEP/textsubscriptn at Pint=1.9 bar achieving
41 % peak efficiency. They found that increasing Pint and eEGR each retarded combustion
phasing, and that the sensitivity to NVO increases with increasing Pint and load, so that
fueling rate may be more suitable to fine-tune combustion phasing. They also identified that
the RI metric might significantly underestimate engine noise under boosted conditions [96].
Previous research has shown that boosting in general is effective at increasing the
maximum load range of a HCCI engine, however, there are certain limitations and
ambiguities, especially related to the NVO engine and the effect of the diluent on combustion
phasing, burn duration and the maximum load limit. PVO engines demonstrated very high
loads but oftentimes the setups were either of a laboratory-style i.e. not accounting for
back-pressure resulting from an actual turbocharger [29], or they were closer to a production
engine, in which case it is difficult to separate and isolate various effects. Some of the
findings seem to contradict each other, which is a key motivation for this research i.e. to
study the effects of various engine operating and fundamental thermo-physical parameters
on combustion in a NVO HCCI engine.
1.4.2 Limitations of NVO - NVO vs. PVO
From the preceding sections it has become clear that NVO is more suitable for implementing
HCCI combustion from a practical point of view, however the maximum achievable load
seems to be significantly lower than that of a PVO engine. While Dec and Yang were able to
demonstrate loads above 16 bar IMEPg experimentally, Mamalis et al. showed in a modeling
study that a NVO engine can achieve a similarly high load i.e. a maximum IMEPn of 17 bar
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at Pint=3 bar was achieved, while the maximum cylinder pressure was 145 bar [97]. The fact
that all experimental research never reported maximum loads exceeding 10 bar IMEPg thus
not getting close to the results shown by Dec and Yang has prompted the questions: what
causes the difference between a NVO and PVO engine, and what prevents a NVO engine
from achieving the load of a PVO engine? Since many parameters are different between the
PVO engine used by Dec and Yang and various other NVO engines, including engine size,
compression ratio, engine speed, valve strategy, and the turbocharging device, it is important
to understand which of these and how exactly they limit the maximum load output of a NVO
engine.
A key difference between NVO and PVO engines is that the former one uses significant
amounts of iEGR/ RGF (∼ 30-45 %), whereas the latter one usually has much less iEGR/
RGF (∼ 4-6 %). Although overall composition may be the same for both engines, the
EGR may either be well mixed when entering through the intake valve or considerably
less mixed when it is internally retained from the previous cycle. Using an optically
accessible engine, Rothamer et al. quantified thermal and compositional stratification for
a conventional PVO and NVO strategy [98]. They found that the NVO strategy yielded a
much higher level of in-cylinder thermal and compositional stratification due to incomplete
mixing of the residual gas with the fresh charge. Moreover, they noticed that temperature
in zones with higher RGF concentration was higher, and that auto-ignition would start
there. A recent 3-D computational study by Kodavasal investigating the difference between
NVO and PVO charge preparation confirmed that thermal and compositional stratification
increase with NVO strategy [56]. Moreover, he isolated these two effects and concluded that
thermal stratification, owing to non-homogeneous distribution of iEGR, is almost exclusively
responsible for a longer burn duration.
Another modeling study only investigating thermal stratification found that an increased
thermal width increased the time between ignition of different zones thus yielding longer
burn duration [99]. Lawler investigated the effect of various parameters on thermal
stratification using a novel methodology that back-calculates temperature distribution from
the heat release curve assuming that sequential auto-ignition of the charges is not kinetically
limited [100]. In his study he found that PVO operation yielded a more narrow temperature
distribution thus shorter burn duration. Generally, slower burn rates thus longer burn duration
results in a decrease in pressure rise rate, which acts to reduce knock. From that point of
view, NVO seems to be attractive and potentially useful for extending the maximum load
limit but the effect on combustion stability is not entirely clear.
Olesky et al. compared intake air heating and NVO as charge heating methods in a NVO
engine [101]. In case of intake heating, NVO was held constant, whereas in case of NVO,
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intake temperature was fixed, and NVO was varied. The results indicated that NVO charge
heating method led to increased COV of IMEPn values toward later CA50. Introduction
of cycle-to-cycle feedback via iEGR is considered to be a primary reason that causes high
combustion variability and instability in a NVO engine. Sjoberg et al. argued that any
change in charge temperature at TDC can result lead to cyclic variability, and that changes
in heat transfer and stratification can affect this as well[79]. In general, if a larger amount of
iEGR is retained, ignition becomes more affected by residual than inlet conditions, which
are more easily controlled, and this is especially the case for operation near combustion
stability limit [61].
The NVO valve strategy appears to be advantageous in regards to the knock limit,
because increased thermal stratification may result in slower burn rates, which could be
used to extend the load range. However, combustion variability may be negatively affected,
and it is not clear what the next effect on the maximum load range is. Moreover, other
fundamental thermo-physical parameters such as boost pressure and composition are not
necessarily constant and may also play a role. Hence, there is a need to more carefully
investigate how engine operating parameters affect fundamental thermo-physical parameters
such as temperature, pressure, composition and stratification, and then understand how those
thermo-physical parameters affect burn rates, knock and combustion phasing limits.
1.4.3 Factors Affecting Ignition and Burn Duration
The onset of HCCI combustion is triggered by chemical kinetics and auto-ignition of
presumably the hottest portion of the charge initiating the combustion process. It is not
entirely clear what determines combustion rates i.e. whether it is thermal gradients, chemical
kinetics or both. Although a longer burn duration appears to be advantageous from a knock
point of view, it is not clear if a slower burn rate potentially affects combustion stability in a
negative way thus reducing the potential of combustion phasing retard. The effect of boost
pressure and other fundamental thermo-physical parameters on combustion and especially
combustion phasing limits within the context of a gasoline-fueled NVO HCCI engine is still
not clear.
The auto-ignition integral concept introduced by Livengood and Wu is a powerful tool
that has been extensively and quite successfully used within the HCCI community [102].
It facilitates using ignition data from a very controlled combustion system e.g. a rapid
compression machine within the context of a reciprocating internal combustion engine. The
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ignition delay is usually given in Arrhenius form
τ = A ·P−a · exp( EA
R ·T
) (1.2)
where A is a pre-exponential factor, that can be a function of composition and
temperature, P is the cylinder pressure, T is the in-cylinder temperature, EA is the activation
energy, R is the universal gas constant, and a is the reaction order. The ignition time, tign, is





dτ = 1 (1.3)
There have been numerous research, both computation and experimental, quantifying
auto-ignition delays for different hydrocarbon fuels, temperatures and pressures [103, 104,
105, 106, 107, 108]. Generally, single-component fuels or surrogates are used, especially for
modeling purposes, to limit the computation cost. The ignition delay expression suggested
by He et al., which was developed based on experiments with iso-octane, is commonly used
for estimating auto-ignition in a gasoline HCCI engine [108]. It is given as
τign = 1.3 ·10−4 ·P−1.05 ·Φ−0.77FO ·χ
−1.41
O2 · exp(33,700/(R ·T )) (1.4)
where P is the chamber pressure (atm), T is the chamber temperature (K), ΦFO is the
fuel-to-oxygen equivalence ratio, χO2 is the oxygen mole fraction (%), R is the universal
gas constant (cal/mol K), and τ is the ignition delay time (ms). This expression shows
weak dependency of pressure. Kodavasal carried out a sensitivity analysis based on nominal
ignition conditions in a HCCI engine i.e. at 10 cad bTDC, T=1050 K, ΦFO=0.5 and χO2=15
%, which provides a better intuition for how much impact each factor has relative to another
one on the ignition delay[56]:
∆T = 50K ≡ ∆ΦFO = 0.5≡ ∆χO2 = 8% (1.5)
Pressure is the least important factor in this expression. However, it is known that iso-
octane, and even more so, gasoline, exhibit some NTC behavior. Goldsborough proposed a
more complex expression that can capture a wider range of conditions including some of
the high pressure low temperature effects [109].
Most of the ignition delay data is obtained from very controlled experiments e.g. rapid
compression machine or shock-tube, and most simulations also use ideal assumptions that
is no heat loss and uniform mixture. Whereas the ignition integral in conjunction with
the ignition delay expression can be used fairly reliably to estimate auto-ignition, it is not
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straight forward to infer combustion and burn duration based on that, because the real engine
is much more complex. Thermal and compositional stratification are present, and the effect
of these as well as composition on combustion has not been adequately studied within
the context of a boosted NVO HCCI engine. Burn duration is directly related to knock
and it may also have a significant impact on combustion stability, both of which affect the
maximum load limit. This is the motivation for this thesis and the objectives are stated in
the next section.
1.5 Research Objectives and Document Organization
1.5.1 Research Objectives
The main objective of this doctoral research work is to draw insights into the fundamental
mechanisms limiting the maximum load capability of boosted HCCI combustion in a
gasoline-fueled NVO engine, which encompasses the following aspects:
• Demonstrate how engine operating parameters affect thermo-physical state of fuel-air-
EGR mixture required to initiate combustion and explore the role of engine hardware
constraints within the context of maximum load limit.
• Understand how two key fundamental thermo-physical parameters, boost pressure
and charge composition, impact burn duration and other combustion characteristics.
• Investigate fundamentals of knock and combustion variability limits and explore
how they are affected by boost pressure, composition and thermal/ compositional
stratification via NVO.
A second objective is to verify, whether or not the framework of a staged auto-ignition
cascade for HCCI combustion with all its implications is valid under boosted conditions. The
third and last objective is, based on the findings, to answer the first objective, to recommend
an advantageous engine operating strategy to achieve high load HCCI combustion under
practical system considerations.
Some key research questions to be answered are:
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• How are burn duration and combustion phasing limits affected by thermo-physical
state (boost pressure and eEGR) and thermal/ compositional stratification introduced
via iEGR/ NVO?
• Why can the SNL PVO engine attain a higher maximum load than the UM NVO
engine?
• Are there any specific engine parameters that can be adjusted to achieve higher
maximum load and improve efficiency of a NVO HCCI engine?
In order to accomplish the aforementioned objectives, it is necessary to leverage all the
flexibility, which the state-of-the-art single-cylinder research engine used for this research
offers, including independent control over all key variables that affect combustion in a
NVO engine setting. The effects of engine operating parameters such as intake temperature,
composition (eEGR vs. air), intake pressure and exhaust back-pressure on thermo-physical
variables are explored. Burn rates and combustion phasing limits are analyzed in terms of
these fundamental thermo-physical variables. Finally, to explore the potential benefit of
switching from NVO to PVO operation, a parametric study using a 1-D engine simulation
tool is performed that provides additional insight into the phenomena that enable higher
loads with PVO.
1.5.2 Document Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 gives an overview of the experimental engine setup used for this doctoral
work, which required significant upgrading and modifications at the beginning of this
research. The heat release analysis tool used for data analysis and key combustion
constraints, which are imposed during the experiments, are explained. GT Power as
1-D engine simulation tool, leveraged for part of this research, is outlined. Lastly, this
chapter concludes with a discussion on experimental and simulation uncertainty.
• Chapter 3 investigates the effects of charge dilution, intake temperature, turbocharger
efficiency, and engine speed as a function of intake boost pressure on the maximum
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load limit of this NVO engine. For each intake pressure, the maximum load point,
where knock and combustion variability limits occur simultaneously, is reached by
successively increasing fueling rate and retarding combustion phasing. NVO is used as
a control knob for all these maximum load sweep experiments. A parametric modeling
study with GT Power is performed to identify key enablers that are responsible for a
higher maximum achievable load of another well documented PVO engine relative to
the NVO engine used in this work.
• Chapter 4 explores and isolates the effects of boost pressure and charge composition
on burn rates in a NVO HCCI engine. This chapter is the most fundamental one of this
doctoral work and the experiments performed, to isolate both of these two fundamental
thermo-physical parameters in a rigorous and effective way, require the full level of
flexibility of this NVO engine. Overall fuel-to-charge ratio, combustion phasing and
NVO were held constant to minimize any potential bias, and intake temperature was
used to compensate for changes in combustion phasing with increasing amounts of
EGR.
• Chapter 5 analyzes and quantifies how boost pressure, charge composition and thermal/
compositional stratification via NVO impact both the knock and combustion variability
limit during boosted HCCI operation. This chapter links findings about burn duration
from the previous chapter to the knock limit and connects the fundamental aspects
with the high load limit of a practical NVO engine. Careful combustion phasing
sweeps via intake temperature adjustments were performed so as to keep as many
other parameters as possible constant. Two different ringing intensity metrics are
compared and explanations for different limit behavior suggested.
• Finally, chapter 6 presents summaries of key findings and conclusions drawn from the




Experimental Setup, Analytical Methods
and Simulation Tool
This chapter introduces the boosted single-cylinder research engine used for this work. The
high degree of flexibility of this engine setup is crucial and allows for controlled experiments
to be designed and performed to achieve the goal of this research. Important engine hardware,
instrumentation and the heat release analysis tool including error analysis are described.
Finally, the 1-D engine simulation software, GT Power, and the model developed using it to
supplement this work are presented.
2.1 Experimental Setup
2.1.1 Engine Hardware
The boosted single-cylinder research engine used in this research was provided by General
Motors RD and employs a Ricardo Hydra crankcase. Flexible valve timing is facilitated via
hydraulically actuated cam phasers on intake and exhaust side, which allows for retention of
appreciable amounts of internal EGR (iEGR) to facilitate HCCI combustion. The engine
also includes an external EGR loop allowing for external EGR (eEGR) to be redirected into
the intake. eEGR is assumed to be well mixed and considered homogeneous in contrast to
iEGR. The schematic in Figure 2.1 shows the air path and key components of this engine.
The engine has a compression ratio of 12.4:1, which is higher than what is commonly
used for spark-ignition engines. This facilitates implementation of HCCI combustion, which
requires elevated in-cylinder gas temperature and pressure close to TDC for the mixture
to auto-ignite. The combustion chamber design is a conventional pent-roof and the piston
has a bowl asymmetrically located in the wedge-shaped piston crown. These and all other
relevant engine geometry are listed in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Boosted engine schematic
Table 2.1 Boosted engine specifications
Parameter Value Unit
Displacement volume 550 cm3
Number of cylinders 1 -
Bore 86.0 mm
Stroke 94.6 mm
Connecting rod length 152.2 mm
Piston pin offset 0.8 mm
Compression ratio 12.4:1 -
Number of valves 4 -
Piston shape asymmetrical bowl-in-wedge -
Head design pent-roof -
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Table 2.2 Valve system specifications
Parameter Value Unit
Operating principle hydraulic -
Number of valves 4 -
Maximum lift 4 mm
Duration 120 cad
Valve lash 0.1 mm
EVC @ 0.1 mm lift (parked position) 36 cad bTDC
IVO @ 0.1 mm lift (parked position) 89 cad aTDC
NVO range (symmetric) 72-178 cad
As this type of single-cylinder research engine does not contain any ancillary devices
of a multi-cylinder engine, external pumps and heaters are used for both oil and coolant
temperature control. The torque produced by the engine is absorbed by a hydraulic steady-
state dynamometer from Electro-Mechanical Associates allowing engine speed control. The
engine crankshaft is mechanically connected to a hydraulic motor, which is connected to a
pump via hydraulic lines. A Hall effect sensor is used to measure engine speed.
2.1.2 Variable Valve System
The valve system in this engine allows employment of a recompression strategy via negative
valve overlap (NVO) to retain appreciable amount of hot iEGR and facilitate auto-ignition.
The valve system consists of two hydraulically actuated cam phasers for each intake and
exhaust cam and allows for independent control over intake and exhaust valve timing. In
particular, each cam can be moved within a 60 cam angle degree window from its parked
position so that a total symmetric NVO range of 74-178 cad can be covered (see Figure 2.2).
Note that since the valve system uses fixed duration cams IVC shifts as NVO is varied i.e.
from 157 to 209 cad aTDC. Generally, symmetric NVO is preferred to minimize pumping
losses. Given everything else remains constant (dP, fueling etc.) an increase in NVO leads
to increase in iEGR fraction, which advances combustion phasing. A similar effect can be
attained by changing intake temperature, but response time is considerably slower, hence
using NVO to adjust combustion phasing is the preferred method. Table 2.2 provides details
about the valve system.
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Figure 2.2 Valve profiles and cylinder pressure trace for recompression (NVO) valve strategy
2.1.3 Fuel System
Fuel is injected directly into the cylinder with a Bosch solenoid-actuated 8-hole fuel injector,
which is centrally mounted between intake and exhaust valves and adjacent to the spark plug.
The fuel delivery pressure is held constant at 100 bar by means of a bladder-type accumulator
that is pressurized with gaseous nitrogen from a gas cylinder equipped with a two-stage
pressure regulator. Fuel flow rate is measured with a piston-type positive displacement flow
meter. Although the system is capable of multiple injections, only one injection per cycle is
performed. End of injection timing is fixed at 330 cad b TDC f for all experiments to allow
for enough time for fuel evaporation, mixing and homogenization of the fuel-air-mixture
to occur. The fuel used for all experiments is a 87-octane research-grade gasoline and its
properties are listed in Table 2.3.
2.1.4 Upgrade for Boosting Capability
At the beginning of this research, the air handling system was upgraded substantially to
allow for boosted engine operation and to be able to simulate a turbo-/super-charger. The
objectives of the redesign process were to conceive a highly flexible system capable of
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Table 2.3 Fuel specifications
Parameter Value Unit
Research octane number (RON) 91.1 -
Motor octane number (MON) 83.0 -
Anti-knock index (R+M)/2 87.1 -
Aromatics 26.1 vol. %
Olefins 8.6 vol. %
Saturates 65.3 vol. %
Carbon 86.37 wt. %
Hydrogen 13.63 wt. %
Oxygen 0.0 wt. %
H/C atomic ratio 1.8803 -
Stoichiometric air-fuel ratio 14.52 -
Lower heating value 43.129 MJ/kg
Density 0.74 g/ml
Reid vapor pressure 62.5 kPa
Table 2.4 Air handling system design requirements
Parameter Value Unit
Intake temperature 40-200 ◦C
Intake pressure 1-3 barabs
Exhaust pressure 1-5 barabs
External EGR 0-50 %
Air mass flow 4-50 g/s
independent control of intake pressure, temperature and composition, a system with reduced
runner wave dynamics accounting for higher mass flow rates during boosted operation and a
high level of safety. A key constraint of the design of the air system was to accommodate a
potential misfire through combustion of raw fuel in the exhaust runner or plenum and still
be able to contain it. Table 2.4 shows important design requirements of the system during
normal operation. The redesign and upgrade of the engine for boosted operation was a real
team effort. Bumbalough described the different stages of the process in more detail[110].
The following key components were added to the system or significantly modified as
part of the upgrade:
• Thermal air mass flow meter
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• Intake air heater
• Intercooler
• Intake and exhaust plenums
• Heated blanket around intake plenum
• Intake and exhaust runners
• EGR heat-exchanger and EGR valve
• Heat tapes along sections of air/ EGR path
• Back-pressure valve
2.1.5 Air Handling System
Following the air path in shown in Figure 2.1 the key components are described in this
paragraph. Compressed building shop air is filtered, dried and the incoming pressure is
regulated down to attain the desired target intake pressure measured in the intake runner.
An array of critical flow orifices and a thermal mass flow meter (Fox Instruments FT2) are
used to measure the air mass flow rate into the engine. A 12 kW electrical heater (Farnham
HT-200) is used to preheat the incoming air and exhaust gas (eEGR) from the EGR loop. The
air-eEGR mixture then passes through an intercooler, which is a liquid-to-liquid shell-type
heat exchanger supplied by Ford. In case an intake temperature slightly lower than test cell
ambiance is required, this intercooler cooled with city-water can be used. Alternatively, the
intercooler can be bypassed.
The intake and exhaust plenum are large pressure vessels to allow for decreased wave
dynamics in the intake and exhaust runner. Each plenum has a volume that is 75 times
the size of the engine displacement volume i.e. 42 Liters. The were designed to be able
to withstand combustion of a stoichiometric mixture at typical exhaust gas temperatures,
and due to the requirements that were made of stainless steal. Each plenum has a two-stage
safety mechanism to vent off pressure buildup. The intake plenum is wrapped with a well-
insulating 5 kW heated blanket that was custom-made to fit the plenum. When the plenum
pressure reaches a value of 1 bar above the design value, a blow-off valve opens to release
excess pressure. In the event of an explosion, a large rupture disk allows for fast pressure
discharge.
Intake and exhaust runner are cast and made of stainless steel. They were designed
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short and with large cross-sectional area to minimize pressure oscillations due to runner
wave dynamics. The exhaust or back-pressure of the engine is adjusted by manipulating
the position of an electrically actuated globe valve (Koei Industries Nucom-Z). A similar
globe valve is used in the EGR line for adjusting the EGR rate. Typically, the EGR rate is
fine-tuned by slight modification of the back-pressure with respect to the intake pressure.
The temperature of the EGR heat-exchanger is kept at engine coolant temperature level of
90 ◦C. All piping downstream of the intake air heater until the intake plenum and the entire
EGR loop from the exhaust plenum to where it joins the intake air path has been wrapped
with electric resistant type heat tape. The wall temperature of the piping is kept constant at
60 ◦C through PID bench-top temperature controllers. This is done to prevent the heated air
exiting the intake air heater from cooling down by the time it reaches the engine intake, and
also to prevent condensation of water and exhaust species when operating the engine with
eEGR.
2.1.6 Optimizing Thermal Response for Full Control over Intake
Conditions
Full independent control over intake conditions including pressure, temperature and
composition was crucial, and the upgrade of the air handling system for boosting capability
imperative to perform the required experiments in this dissertation. As a result of the upgrade
of the air handling systems, and as described as in section 2.1.4, several components with
high mass and thermal inertia were added. It was found that the heat up of the system was
very slow initially and prevented the intake runner gas temperature from reaching 200 ◦C
within reasonable time. As potential reasons for the slow thermal response of the intake
plenum and runner, several points were considered.
• Long piping between air intake heater and plenum
• Air intake heater only on for short periods of time
• Significant temperature drop from intake plenum to runner
The intake air heater originally was mounted approximately 10 feet upstream in the air
path with respect to the intake plenum and runner and the long piping section in between was
not insulated or wrapped with heat tapes. The long distance between air intake heater and
plenum was problematic but also partially needed for two reasons. First, an intercooler had
to be positioned in between air intake heater and plenum, and second, it was not desirable to
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have the eEGR flow pass through the air intake heater, because of long-term deposition of
soot potentially impairing the effectiveness of the heater, and also because the hot electric
heating wires may alter the chemical composition of eEGR through potential reactions
of eEGR constituents. Due to the nature of the Teflon-based threat sealant used in the
piping, the heater gas exit temperature had to be limited to about 250◦C due keep the system
leak-free. This in turn meant that the heater would not operate at its full potential, as it can
tolerate exit temperatures of 650 ◦C and operate at higher mass flow rates. Lastly, and maybe
most importantly, a significant temperature drop along the air flow path between air intake
heater and plenum as well as plenum and runner could be observed resulting in system
warm-up times of several hours to attain 200 degrees C intake runner gas temperature.
In the following, based on the observations made and measurements taken during
the warm-up experiments, it was deemed necessary to re-evaluate the intake side of the
air handling system and identify causes and remedies to this problem of exceedingly slow
thermal response and not being able to attain and control target intake runner gas temperature
to the extent needed. A one-dimensional finite-difference model, discretizing along the
flow direction in the air path system and capturing gas and metal wall temperature of the
piping, was created using basic heat transfer and energy conservation expressions. After
tuning a few adjustable parameters, the wall and gas temperature profile evolution could be
generated that was in nice agreement with the experimental measurements during warm-up.
The results have shown that the large thermal masses of piping lead to large amounts of heat
losses to the ambiance via natural convection, and that the large diameter of the plenum
induces a low Reynolds number flow, which does not have a great heat transfer coefficient.
In other words, it is difficult and ineffective to heat up air in the intake plenum due to the
low heat transfer coefficient, however, because it is so bulky, including the relatively large
diameter piping section between plenum and runner, it still allows for enough heat loss if the
walls are not kept at the same temperature as the gas flowing through the pipes and plenum.
Based on the results of the simulations and lessons learned, several key modifications to
the air handling system were made. First, it is imperative to keep all pipe wall temperatures
at the desired intake runner gas temperature, which requires use of electric resistant-type
heat tapes and appropriately thick heavy-duty fiberglass pipe insulation on all piping
sections downstream of the air intake heater and including eEGR loop. The large diameter
section downstream of the intake plenum was fitted with a custom-made heated blanket
manufactured by the same company as the intake plenum heated blanket. Second, to increase
the effectiveness of the air intake heater, the heater was moved closer to the air-eEGR-mixing
junction so that its distance to the intake plenum could be decreased from 10 to 6 feet. Third,
also to increase the effectiveness of the air intake heater, the pipe sealant used throughout
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Figure 2.3 Temperature profile evolution (before making modifications)
Figure 2.4 Temperature profile evolution (after making modifications)
the intake portion of the air handling system was replaced by a high-temperature-type that
allowed leverage of the maximum allowed heater exit gas temperature of 650 ◦C, improving
its duty cycle and practical use.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the warm-up temperature traces before and after making the
aforementioned modifications to the system. It is clear, that in the end, the adjustments
performed were successful yielding a dramatically shorter warm-up time i.e. only requiring
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40 minutes to reach 200 ◦C and much better controllability of the intake runner air
temperature via the air intake heater for fine-tuning. It was also found that the air intake
heater now actively aids heating up the massive intake plenum allowing it to reach its desired
temperature faster than it would if heating by itself.
Based on the experience made working on the boosting upgrade of this single-cylinder
research engine, for similar applications in the future, it can be recommended to have the
main air heater as close as possible to the intake plenum. Ideally it may be located inside
the plenum or even downstream of it. Alternatively, an auxiliary heater between intake
plenum and runner would enhance controllability of the intake air temperature even more.
The potential concern about conversion of unburned HC species or soot deposition in the
heater could be accommodated by using a slightly different style of heater that does not
require extremely hot electric wires, but using one that works more indirectly e.g. heating
up a fin-type surface made of highly conductive material inside the plenum.
2.1.7 Engine Control and Data Acquisition
Engine Control
The engine controller was implemented using National Instruments hardware and a
digital output module provided by Drivven Inc. in addition to other input and output
modules supplied by National Instruments. The Drivven module was accompanied by a
piece of software that was used to implement the engine controller software within National
Instruments LabView. The in-house developed engine controller program allows for control
over spark dwell, spark timing, fuel injection timing and duration. Spark is only used to
start up the engine and to transition into HCCI mode upon which the spark is turned off.
The spark plug is fired by a MoTeC M DEN-580 inductive smart coil. Injection timing is
kept constant with end of injection (EOI) fixed at 330 cad b TDC f for all experiments. The
engine controller sends a 5 V pulse signal to a Bosch injector driver module. Andruskiewicz
documented these and other features of the experimental setup prior to the upgrade in detail
[111].
Low Speed Data Acquisition
The low-speed data acquisition (LS DAQ) system is based on National Instruments
hardware and LabView software. The latter was used to develop a versatile LS DAQ
environment that allows tracking of all important time-based signals. These signals include
temperatures such as coolant, oil and gas temperatures, various flow rates and other analog
signals. Platinum based class A resistance temperature detectors (RTD) are used for
measuring intake gas temperatures due to their high level of accuracy. For measurements
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of exhaust gas, coolant and oil temperatures, K-type thermocouples are used and deemed
sufficient.
High Speed Data Acquisition
For each data point recorded, the cylinder pressure is sampled at 0.1 cad resolution for
200 consecutive cycles using a Kistler model 6125A piezo-electric pressure transducer. The
cylinder pressure transducer is installed between intake and exhaust valves close to where
the pent-roof transitions into the wall and it is protected from direct exposure with the hot
combustion chamber gases with a perforated flame shield. The flame shield improves the
thermal characteristics of the sensor and allows for higher quality measurements [112].
Due to the nature of the measurement, which is a dynamic measurement of pressure
versus time, it needs to be referenced or pegged once per cycle to obtain an absolute value.
A piezo-resistive absolute pressure sensor (Kistler model 4007B) mounted close to the
intake port in the intake runner is used for pegging. Due to the dynamic nature of intake
pressure, the pressure value is averaged over a +/- 5 cad window 10 cad before intake
valve closing (IVC) for each cycle, because at this location mass flow into the cylinder is
minimal and intake and cylinder pressure should be in equilibrium. The exhaust pressure
is measured with a dynamic piezo-resistive pressure sensor (Kistler 4045A) located in the
exhaust runner. This sensor is mounted in a water-cooled switching adapter, which prevents
it from over-exposure to high exhaust temperature over extended periods of time. All three
pressure signals are recorded by an AVL high-speed combustion analysis system (Indiset
642). An AVL crank angle encoder model 365C is used for synchronization with the engine
crankshaft during operation.
2.1.8 Emissions Sampling
A Bosch LA4 wide-ranger oxygen sensor mounted in the exhaust runner is used primarily to
determine and monitor the fuel-to-air equivalence ratio. Exhaust constituents are measured
with a Horiba MEXA 7500-DEGR emissions analysis system. Exhaust gases are sampled
from the center of the exhaust plenum through a perforated tube and transferred to the
individual emission analyzers after passing through various heated filters and lines. The
individual analyzers and their operating principle are outlined in the following paragraphs.
The emissions analysis system comprises two combined CO/ CO2 analyzers, one for
measuring both constituents in the exhaust stream, and one for measuring CO2 exclusively in
the intake runner to determine EGR rate, which is defined as the ratio of intake and exhaust
runner volumetric CO2 fractions. Both constituents, CO and CO2 , absorb significant
amounts of energy of light in the infra-red spectrum due to their molecular structure. This
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Table 2.5 Emissions analyzers and measuring principle
Exhaust constituent Analyzer operating principle
CO/ CO2 non-dispersive infra-red (NDIR)
THC flame ionization detector (FID)
O2 para-magnetic
NOx chemiluminescence
feature is used by the non-dispersive infra-red (NDIR) analyzer, which infers the gas
concentration by relating the amount of absorption in a chamber with the test gas to the
amount absorbed by a reference gas in another chamber. THC emissions are measured with
a flame ionization (FID) detector. The FID detects ions generated through combustion of
organic molecules in a hydrogen flame. The response factor of the FID is closely related to
the number of carbon atoms in the THC molecule. Both CO and THC are important exhaust
species in HCCI exhaust because they determine the engine combustion efficiency.
Significant amounts of NOx emissions usually are only produced when peak cylinder
temperatures are above 1900 K. This is the case for high load naturally aspirated HCCI
operation, but typically much less problematic during boosted operation because of increased
dilution levels i.e. lower fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio. The chemiluminescence analyzer
used to measure NOx utilizes ozone to oxidize NO to NO2 upon which light is released,
whose intensity correlates to the NO concentration. Any NO2 in the exhaust is internally
catalytically converted to NO prior to passing through the ozone stage, so that both NO
and NO2 commonly referred to as NOx are measured. Lastly, O2 is measured with a para-
magnetic analyzer that takes advantage of the fact that O2 has a much higher magnetic
susceptibility than most other gases. Table 2.5 summarizes the operating principle for each
analyzer.
Fuel-to-air equivalence ratio or lambda is calculated from emissions as well using
Brettschneider’s equation [113].
2.2 Heat Release Analysis
2.2.1 Overview
To understand how the combustion process is affected by engine operating and control
parameters, it is necessary to carry out heat release analysis of the experimentally measured
cylinder pressure data. Important outputs of the heat release analysis that facilitate analysis
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and evaluation of combustion include heat release profile, mass fraction burned (MFB), and
average in-cylinder gas temperature. This section describes the methods used in the in-house
heat release analysis tool developed by Ortiz-Soto and how it was implemented and used to
analyze experimental data in this work [114, 115].
2.2.2 First Law Approach
The first Law of Thermodynamics is implemented in the heat release tool to calculate the











In (2.1), m, cv, T, are estimated mass, constant volume specific heat and mean bulk gas
temperature respectively, P is the measured and processed cylinder pressure and V is the
instantaneous cylinder volume calculated from the engine geometry using the crank-slider
equation. dQhr,ch/dt equals the net apparent heat release rate (dQhr,net/dt) plus losses
through wall heat transfer (Q̇wall). The first and second term on the right hand side in (2.1)
are the change in sensible internal energy and piston work respectively.
The burned mass fraction xb is calculated by normalizing dQhr,ch/dt with respect to
the the cumulative value of it between start and end of combustion, where start and end of
combustion are defined as the crank angle location where the minimum and maximum in
dQhr,ch/dt occur respectively. The rate of heat release (RoHR) is obtained by numerical
differentiation of the cumulative gross heat release Qhr,ch with respect to crank angle.
The mean bulk gas temperature, T, is required to estimate thermodynamic properties for





In (2.2), P and V are the instantaneous cylinder pressure and volume respectively, while
m is the total trapped mass. The specific gas constant, R, depends on the mean composition
of the charge in-cylinder and varies throughout the combustion process as reactants are
undergo combustion and form products. R is a function of average in-cylinder composition
that undergoes changes during combustion process as reactants go to products. Due to the
interdependence of T, R and xb, the heat release analysis needs to follow an iterative solving
process to determine mixture properties. In-cylinder composition and mass estimation are
further discussed in sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 respectively.
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2.2.3 Cylinder Pressure Filtering and Pegging
Although great care is taken in acquiring the high-speed crank-angle resolved cylinder
pressure measurements, there can be noise in the signal and this can represent a problem,
in particular, because numerical derivatives are computed to obtain ROHR for example.
Therefore, it is necessary and common practice to filter the cylinder pressure data to eliminate
undesirable, mostly high frequency, noise. The heat release tool employed uses a second-
order Butterworth digital low pass filter. A cut-off frequency value of 2.5 kHz was chosen
for all data sets in this research, because it offers the right trade-off between smoothing the
heat release traces while still keeping important combustion features.
Cylinder pressure is measured on a relative basis using a piezo-electric pressure
transducer, hence accurate referencing or pegging of the cylinder pressure is critical. Pegging
relies on the instantaneous pressure referencing to an absolute sensor in either intake or
exhaust runner close to the port. For this work, a Kistler 4007B piezo-resistive absolute
pressure sensor mounted in the intake runner close to the intake port was used. Pegging
occurs shortly before IVC when the intake valves are still open but already closing and flow
into the cylinder is low, so that in-cylinder and intake runner pressure are approximately in
equilibrium. Since IVC changes depending on the amount of NVO commanded, pegging
location is fixed relative to IVC and always occurs 10 cad before IVC, where an averaging
window of +/- 5 cad is used. The pressure offset value is then applied to the whole in-cylinder
pressure trace, which is shifted accordingly. This is done for each individual one out of the
total of 200 recorded cycles for each data point. Since the combined linearity and hysteresis
errors of the intake sensor are less than 0.3% , significant error in pressure offset due to the
method may be larger than the intrinsic measuring device error.
2.2.4 Average vs. Cyclic Analysis
All experiments in this thesis were done under steady-state conditions and 200 consecutive
cycles of cylinder pressure data were recorded to obtain statistically significant results.
Instead of averaging all individual cyclic pressure traces and then processing the
ensemble average pressure trace, the heat release analysis tool performs heat release analysis
of the filtered pressure trace of each individual of all 200 cycles. Averaging for output
quantities, if desired, is done afterwards. The benefit of this method is that the ensemble
average pressure trace may not be an accurate representation of the actual combustion
behavior, especially when operating the engine near the combustion variability limit as was
done for results in chapters 3 and 5. For example, having one early fast burning cycle with
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early CA50 and high pressure rise rate and having a few cycles burning more slowly with
later CA50 and lower pressure rise rate, the ensemble average pressure trace would smear
out the characteristics of all cycles but in particular the early fast burning one.
Therefore, for all data documented in this thesis, cylinder pressure, average bulk gas
temperature, rate of heat release and mass fraction burned curves have been averaged from
the processed 200 cycles. Quantities like CA50, ringing intensity, peak temperature etc.
were all calculated on a cyclic basis and then averaged over all 200 cycles.
2.2.5 Mixture Properties Estimation
Proper treatment of gas properties is crucial for obtaining reasonable estimates of trapped
masses. temperature and heat release profile. (2.1) can be written in a slightly different form
















From (2.3) it becomes apparent that the ratio of specific heats, γ , is a key parameter that
is a function of temperature and composition itself. No matter if looking at cv in (2.1) or γ in
(2.3), thermodynamic properties enter the heat release calculation and the interdependence
between them and temperature and burned mass fraction profile require iterative solving.
To determine mixture properties as a function of crank angle throughout the combustion
process, complete conversion of reactants to complete combustion products (CO2, H2O,
N2, and O2) is assumed. Ortiz-Soto has shown that this assumption gives results almost
identical to a far more complex 15-species equilibrium model for lean and stoichiometric
fuel-air mixtures [115]. The gas mixture properties routine used for estimation of γ is based
on thermodynamic data from the JANAF tables and Burcat’s database and includes an
equilibrium model [117, 118]. It also allows for multi-component fuels including gasoline
surrogates. Based on the molecular weight and atomic H/C ratio of the fuel, a gasoline
surrogate can be created to match these values.
The mean gas composition is assumed to be a mixture of unburned and burned gases that
are each weighted according to the corresponding mass fractions 1− xb and xb respectively.
The instantaneous mass fraction of each individual species is given by (2.4),
Y k = (1− xb) ·Y ku + xb ·Y kb (2.4)
where Y k is the mass fraction of the kth species. The unburned species Y ku is a mixture
of fresh reactants, with mass fraction 1−EGR , determined from measured fuel-to-air
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equivalence ratio Φ, and combustion products, with mass fraction EGR , determined from
the estimated burned gas mass fraction (EGR), and its mass fraction is given by:
Y ku = (1−EGR) ·Y kreac +EGR ·Y kEGR (2.5)
The composition of the EGR mixture (Y kEGR) in (2.5) is assumed to be composed of
complete combustion products (Y kprod) and fresh reactants (Y
k
react) weighted by the cycle
combustion efficiency (ηcomb):
Y kEGR = (1−ηcomb) ·Y kreac +ηcomb ·Y kprod (2.6)
Although the assumption of conversion to complete combustion products does account
for the individual species measured by the emissions analysis system, the error in the
estimated mixture properties as a result of that is considered minor and negligible.
2.2.6 Residual Mass Estimation
Accurate estimation of the trapped in-cylinder mass is critical when calculating quantities
such as mean in-cylinder gas temperature, mixture properties and overall energy balance.
The total mass trapped in-cylinder at IVC comprising fuel, air, external EGR (eEGR) and
internal EGR (iEGR) is given by
mtot = m f uel +mair +meEGR +miEGR (2.7)
where m f uel is the mass of injected fuel, mair is the mass of inducted fresh air, meEGR is
the mass of external EGR introduced through the EGR loop with the intake flow and miEGR
is the mass of internally trapped EGR or residual retained from the previous cycle.
Redundant methods to measure the air flow rate and to computer the air-fuel ratio are
used in this engine setup. The fuel mass flow is directly metered and the air mass flow is
metered independently using two measuring devices, namely a calorific flow meter and a
set of critical flow orifices. From one of the two air flow and the fuel flow measurements,
the air-fuel ratio can be calculated directly. Alternatively, by employing either the fuel or
the air mass flow measurement in conjunction with a measurement of the air-fuel ratio, the
other quantity can be computed as well. There are two air-fuel ratio measuring systems in
place, first, the emissions analysis system, and second, the Bosch LA4 wide-range oxygen
sensor. In case of the emissions analysis system, emission measurements in conjunction
with atomic balances of oxygen and carbon are used to compute the air-fuel ratio [119].
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Figure 2.5 Evaluation of three different RGF estimation methods at boosted conditions [114]
Brettschenider’s formula also falls in this category, but it incorporates different elements to
be balanced and can be considered more robust [113].
Although generally there is good agreement between the different measurement
techniques for fuel flow, air flow and air-fuel ratio, due to the higher accuracy the fuel
mass flow rate in conjunction with the measured air-fuel ratio from the emissions using
Brettschneider’s formula is used throughout this thesis. The volumetric fraction of external
EGR (eEGR) in the intake runner is obtained from CO2measurements in the intake and
exhaust runner. The eEGR mass is computed from volumetric fraction of EGR in the intake
runner and the total incoming mass flow.
One of the major uncertainties in the trapped mass calculation arises from the residual
mass estimation (iEGR), and this can be especially problematic for combustion modes that
employ large amounts of NVO. In HCCI combustion, the internal EGR or residual gas
fraction (RGF) can be as high as 45 % of the total in-cylinder mass. In this work, the RGF
estimation method developed by Yun and Mirsky [120] was used because of its robustness
and consistency of results even under boosted operating conditions when compared to other
methods. Other methods that are also implemented in the heat release tool include the State
Equation method [114] and the method by Fitzgerald et al. [121].
In this heat release analysis method of residual gas fraction (RGF) estimation developed
by Yun and Mirsky is used, [120]. Although there are other method e.g. State equation
method and Fitzgerald method [121, 122], Yun and Mirsky method is chosen, because it
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provides more consistent results especially when a intake boost pressure sweep. Ortiz-Soto
compared various method and found that Yun and Mirsky shows most consistent agreement
with 1-D-GT Power gas dynamics calculations [114]. Ortiz-Soto et al. compared various
RGF estimation methods with one-dimensional GT Power gas dynamic simulation results
[114], and concluded that the method by Yun and Mirsky yields most consistent results,
especially when intake boost pressure is varied as can be seen in Figure 2.5. The State
Equation method is the simplest method but over-predicts RGF significantly, while the
Fitzgerald method is the most complex one and delivers very good agreement at naturally
aspirated conditions but lacks consistency as it increasingly over-predicts RGF for higher
boost pressures.
The method by Yun and Mirsky falls in between the other two methods in terms of
complexity, but it stands out because of very consistent results with changing boost pressure.
The method according to Yun and Mirsky assumes that the combustion products remaining
in the cylinder undergo an isentropic process during the exhaust period. models an isentropic
blow-down process at EVO:









Note that the mass at EVO, mEVO, equals the total mass, mtot , whereas the mass at
EVC, mEVC, equals the iEGR mass, miEGR. In equation (2.8), the mean of the ratio of
specific heats, γ , is estimated by taking the average temperatures at EVO and EVC, which









It is clear that besides the assumption and measurement errors, the only approximation
made is for γ . The fact that equation (2.8) includes ratios of pressures and volumes makes it
intuitively comprehensible that the method is robust for measurement errors, as those would
directionally cancel each other out. This can be seen in Figure 2.6.
Once the mass at EVC, miEGR, has been computed, the internal residual gas fraction
(RGF) or iEGR and total EGR fraction (internal + external) can be determined. The total






Figure 2.6 Sensitivity analysis of RGF estimation methods
2.2.7 Combustion Efficiency
The tailpipe combustion efficiency is computed from exhaust emission measurements using
the equations presented by Stivender [119]. Comparing HCCI engine experiments and cycle
simulations employing a re-breathing strategy, Chang found that the steady state burned
fuel mass was always higher in the simulation than what the experimental measurements
suggested, and consequently proposed a correction based on the total EGR fraction[123].
The total amount of burned, m f uel,burned , from an in-cylinder analysis is given by:
m f uel,burned = [m f uel +(1−ηcomb,cyl) ·m f uel ·EGR] ·ηcomb,cyl (2.12)
In (2.12), the first term represents the fuel directly injected into the cylinder, while the
second term in square parentheses represents the unburned portion of the fuel re-introduced
through EGR accounting for both iEGR and eEGR. The total amount of burned fuel,
m f uel,burned , also equals the amount of fuel injected multiplied by the combustion efficiency
based on tailpipe emission measurements, ηcomb,exh:
m f uel,burned = m f uel ·ηcomb,exh (2.13)








where ηcomb,cyl is always lower than ηcomb,exh due to the fact that some of the fuel
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mass in-cylinder does not burn to completion and is re-inducted to be burned again in the
next cycle. Introducing the total mass of fuel, m f uel,tot , being the sum of the mass of fuel
injected, m f uel , and the mass of unburned fuel retained from residual, m f uel,res, the following
relationship can be derived clarifying the previously stated notion that ηcomb,cyl is lower than
ηcomb,exh:
(m f uel +m f uel,res) ·ηcomb,cyl = m f uel ·ηcomb,exh (2.15)
2.2.8 Heat Transfer Estimation
Calculating the gross heat release from the cylinder pressure data requires the wall heat
transfer loss to be estimated over the heat release analysis range. Since the wall heat transfer
loss is typically not measured in engine experiments and temperature distribution may be
spatially non-homogeneous, global heat transfer correlations are used. The total wall heat
transfer loss is the sum of the individual contributions from the cylinder head, liner and
piston:
Q̇wall = ∑h ·Ai · (T −Ti) (2.16)
The subscript in equation (2.16) denotes the various combustion chamber boundary
regions. While the head area, Ahead , and the piston area, Apist , are constant for a given
engine geometry, the liner area, Aliner, is computed using the crank-slider expression. The
wall temperatures for each region, Ti, are all prescribed as constant 450 K for all experiments
in this thesis, because no wall temperature measurement has been performed. The mean
bulk gas temperature T is calculated on a crank-angle basis throughout the cycle.
The global convective heat transfer coefficient, h (W/m2), is a function of the
instantaneous pressure, temperature, cylinder volume, and operating conditions. Most
global heat transfer correlations found in the literature are originally derived from the
Reynolds Analogy and are functions of temperature, pressure and mean piston speed as
well as some length scale. The heat transfer correlation used in this work is based on the
commonly used Woschni correlation [124]
h = 3.26 ·B−0.2 ·P0.8 ·T−0.55 ·w0.8 (2.17)
where B(m) is the engine bore, P(kPa) is the cylinder pressure, T (K) is the mean bulk
gas temperature, and w(m/s) is the characteristic gas velocity calculated from the following
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expression:
w =C1 · S̄P +C2 · (
Tr
PrVr
) · (P−Pmot) (2.18)
The characteristic gas velocity is proportional to the mean piston speed, S̄P(m/s), and a
pressure velocity given by the difference between firing and motoring pressure (Pmot) scaled
by the displacement volume, Vd(m3), and the temperature (Tr), pressure (Pr) and volume
(Vr) at some referencer condition e.g. intake valve closing (IVC). The first term on the right
hand side in (2.18) affects the in-cylinder flow motion, whereas the second term on the right
hand side is a flame enhancement term accounting for heat transfer enhancements due to
flame-induced convection [124]. As suggested by Woschni, the constants used in (2.18) are
C1 = 2.28 and C2 = 3.24×10−3 for the closed portion of the cycle [124].
As first suggested by Chang et al. [125], the traditional Woschni correlation was slightly
modified, due to the absence of a propagating flame in a purely auto-igniting homogeneous
fuel-air mixture, in that the flame enhancement term in (2.18) is decreased by a factor of 1/6.
Chang et al. found that this adjustment was necessary to be able to match the experimentally
measured heat fluxes in a HCCI engine [125]. Using this modified Woschni correlation
yields the smallest error regarding energy closure (below 3 %) of the total heat released,
confirming its appropriateness for HCCI combustion.
Beside the standard Woschni and modified Woschni correlation, there are other heat
transfer correlations available that were considered as well [126, 124, 127, 128, 125]. The
applicability of various correlations to advanced combustion modes including HCCI has
been the subject of numerous studies [129, 130, 131]. Without having instantaneous heat
flux and temperature measurements available or new correlations specifically developed




The multi-mode combustion diagram (MMCD) developed by Lavoie et al. is a good
conceptual representation of different combustion modes, including HCCI, and the
boundaries associated with each combustion mode, graphically shown in terms of the
burned gas temperature as a function of the unburned gas temperature near TDC [132]. It
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is based on a modeling study, using iso-octane and air mixture, and assumes an adiabatic
compression from IVC to TDC. The unburned temperature at end of compression depends
on the compression ratio and mixture properties at IVC, including pressure, temperature








1+RGF ·φ · (FA )st
≈ φ · (1−RGF) (2.19)
where F, A, and R are the masses of fuel, air and residual respectively. φ is the fuel-to-air
ratio, st refers to stoichiometric mixture and RGF is the sum of iEGR and eEGR. φ ′ is a
measure of the specific energy content of the charge and correlates well with IMEPg. If φ
equals to 1, φ ′ is a measure of the amount of dilution with EGR, where a lower value of φ ′
corresponds to a more EGR-dilute mixture. For a purely air-dilute case, φ ′ equals φ . Tb
is calculated from Tu and φ ′ using the assumption of adiabatic combustion and invoking
constant pressure equilibrium calculations with a TDC pressure equal to 40 bar.
The lines for auto-ignition, that is for early phased HCCI combustion, corresponding
to the ringing limit, and for late phased HCCI, corresponding to the combustion variability
limit, are derived employing the ignition delay expression by He et al. and using a 10
cad combustion phasing interval near TDC [108]. In case of naturally aspirated HCCI
combustion, unburned temperatures usually are around 1000 K near the ringing and
combustion variability limits, but they may be slightly lower for boosted conditions.
Figure 2.7 shows various combustion regimes and it can be seen how the HCCI region
is bounded by the knock and combustion variability limit allowing only a narrow window
of unburned temperatures. It also becomes apparent that the allowable window in terms of
burned gas temperature is constrained as well, namely by the bulk gas quenching limit for
low Tb and excessive NOxemissions for high Tb. The following sub-sections 2.3.2 through
2.3.2 discuss the various boundaries limiting HCCI operation and the metrics that are used
to quantitatively characterize each of them.
2.3.2 Knock Limit: Ringing Intensity
There are different methods to characterize and metrics to quantify knock, and here in
this work two methods originally proposed by Eng [66] and later independently validated
by Vavra et al. [68] are used. Eng showed a good correlation for HCCI between a high
pass method derived from fundamental acoustic equations and a low pass method based on
an empirical correlation [66]. Vavra studied the applicability of various knock detection
methods for different combustion modes and concluded that the two methods proposed by
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Figure 2.7 Multi-mode combustion diagram [132]
Eng yield good agreement for HCCI combustion [68]. These methods are described in the
following:
According to Eng [66], the excitation of the engine structure is due to the first waves of











where γ is the ratio of specific heats, ∆P is the pressure fluctuation amplitude, P is the
pressure, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature. Eng termed this quantity ringing
intensity, but in this work the term high-pass ringing intensity suggested by Vavra et al. is
adopted, because a high-pass filter is applied on the measured pressure trace as input. For
every cycle a Butterworth second order Butterworth filter with cut-off frequency of 2.5 kHz
is applied to the raw pressure trace. The maximum peak-to-peak amptitude of the filtered
pressure trace, max, is used in equation (2.20). Moreover, the peak cylinder pressure, Pmax,












Eng suggested another widely accepted metric to quantify HCCI knock based on a
low-pass filtered pressure trace that shows very good agreement with the high-pass method.
He calls this metric based on an empirical correlation ringing index, but in this work it is











where (dP/dt)max and max are the maximum rate of pressure rise and peak pressure
respectively. β is a correlation coefficient, which has a fixed value for a given engine
geometry. Eng suggests a value of β = 0.05 ms for light-duty HCCI engines to be used.
The main advantage of equation (2.22) over equation (2.21) is that it can be easily used to
quantify HCCI knock in a simulation, which usually does not capture any high frequency
pressure oscillations.
A third method to evaluate HCCI knock in this work, applied to a sub-set of the
experimental data used in this work, is the combustion noise as measured with an AVL 450
combustion noise meter. The combustion noise measurement is a simple filtering technique
developed for the measurement of the noise radiated by engine surfaces in response to
combustion excitation [133]. This technique was especially important and used when the
compression ignition direct injection (CIDI) technology was implemented into passenger
vehicles in the 1980s. A fast Fourier transformation (FFT) is applied to the cylinder pressure
signal followed by two filters in series, first, a U-filter that emulates the attenuation by the
engine mass, and second, an A-filter that emulates the noise reception by the human ear.
The root mean square (RMS) value is calculated and the result is scaled and reported in
decibels [134].
For these experiments a RILP = 5.0 MW/m2 is considered limit. This is what is
implemented in HS DAQ and monitored during experimental runs.
2.3.3 Combustion Variability Limit: COV of IMEPg
Section 2.2.4 already eluded to the importance of processing each cycle of the ensemble
individually and to average the results instead of processing an averaged pressure trace with
the heat release analysis. Although HCCI combustion near optimal combustion phasing is
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Figure 2.8 Operation near combustion variability limit
a very stable combustion mode exhibiting relatively less cyclic variability [74], it is still
important to consider all cycles and account for the statistics, especially for operation near
the combustion variability limit.
Figure 2.8 shows an example of a HCCI data point collected near the combustion
variability limit, and it is clear that the spread in peak pressure, its location and other
parameters that are dependent on the actual pressure trace will vary dramatically. Since
HCCI operation in a NVO engine relies on retention of significant amounts of hot residual
(iEGR), there is a naturally tendency to exacerbate bi-modal unstable behavior near the
stability limit. This is because a cycle with late combustion phasing and partial misfire,
hence a large amount of the unburned fuel fraction left is retained and added to the fuel
injected in the next cycle, which leads to a relatively rich mixture and early combustion
phasing in the next cycle. Hellstrom et al. pointed out to this behavior and noticed a
strong link through unburned fuel and residual temperature that is propagated and affect the
following cycle [75].
In this work, combustion variability is quantified using the coefficient of variance (COV)
of IMEPg over 200 consecutive cycles. A value of 3-5 % is considered typical of HCCI
operation near the combustion variability limit, whereas values above are usually not feasible,
because engine operation would not be possible for an extended period of time due to heavy
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2.3.4 Emissions: Peak in-Cylinder Temperature
As can be seen from Figure 2.7 in section 2.3.1, the HCCI operating region that is accessible
in practical terms is bound by excessive NOxemissions and bulk gas quenching at the top
(high Tb) and bottom (low Tb) respectively. These limits arise from the maximum burned
gas temperature during combustion. On the one hand, if Tb exceeds 1900-2000 K in a
purely air-dilute case without RGF, the threshold for significant NOxformation is trespassed.
The threshold may shift to somewhat higher Tb depending on the amount of RGF in the
mixture. On the other hand, if Tb is below 1400-1500 K, bulk gas quenching can occur,
that is combustion does not complete throughout the chamber and, in particular, reactants
in regions closer to the cooler walls may not fully convert. In either case, the burned gas
temperature, at which this occurs, is directly related to φ ′, as it is the ratio of fuel-to-charge
that mainly dictates how much heat is liberated during combustion leading to a certain
temperature rise, hence burned gas temperature. From Figure 2.7, it is clear that a range of
φ ′ = 0.2−0.45 seems permissible.
Aceves et al. found that as a result of too low temperature, first, CO may not convert
to CO2, and then, even fuel may not be broken down further into intermediate combustion
products, which results in a gradual transition from the wall to the core with unburned
fuels, intermediate combustion products, then CO and finally complete combustion products
prevailing [135]. This is shown in Figure 2.9, and note that as φ decreases these regions,
where high CO and THC prevail, extend further into the bulk. A value of φ = 0.2 can be
seen as a threshold, beyond which excessive CO and THC emissions result.
The practical NOx limit for lean HCCI operation, to comply with US passenger car
emissions regulations, is EINOx = 1 g/kg fuel [29, 132]. Although there are de-NOx
aftertreatment devices available that work under lean conditions, their use entails additional
cost and requires extra hardware that needs to be packaged, hence this option is not
considered and the EINOx = 1 g/kg constraint used for this work. For CO and THC emissions,
no sharp limit is imposed in this work, because a conventional oxidation catalyst can almost
achieve 100 % conversion efficiency, provided exhaust gas temperatures are above 200 ◦C
and it is lit up. Excessive CO and THC emissions lead to low combustion efficiency, which
is undesirable as it compromises the overall performance and benefits of HCCI operation.
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Figure 2.9 Geometrical distribution of masses [135]
2.4 1-D Engine Simulation Approach
2.4.1 GT Power Model
GT Power is part of the commercial software package GT Suite distributed by Gamma
Technologies, Inc., which is an engine cycle simulation tool capable of steady-state and
transient simulations [136]. An object-oriented code design makes building of models easy.
The software tool allows managing of object libraries as well as editing and executing them.
It has a powerful post-processing tool built in and is well suited for analysis of powertrain
systems. GT Power benefits from a user-friendly graphical user interface and offers a good
compromise between high fidelity results and reasonable computational cost. That being
said, GT Power inherently runs much faster than any 3-D CFD software without loosing
much information as far as the breathing process of the engine is concerned, hence it can be
deemed sufficient for a vast number of modeling studies.
The simulation is based on one-dimensional (1-D) gas dynamics, representing fluid
flow, mechanical and heat transfer processes through pipes, valves, ports, cylinders and
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Figure 2.10 Boosted engine model in GT Power
other components of engine systems such as turbochargers and intercoolers that can be
represented as sub-models. The Fortran based solver solves 1-D conservation equations
for mass, momentum and energy to predict the flow rates in the intake and exhaust system.
In-cylinder modeling of combustion, pressure, heat transfer and work to cylinders is modeled
as well using appropriate thermodynamic equations. Orifices, valves and flow contractions
are modeled by imposing laws prescribing flow losses or specifying discharge coefficients.
The single-cylinder model used in this research is from Mamalis [137] and has been
modified with respect to a few aspects. First, careful measurements of intake and exhaust
systems have been taken from the experimental setup in the laboratory exactly replicating
diameters and lengths of individual elements. Second, intake system wall temperatures
were imposed to eliminate any need to deal with uncertainty of modeling heat transfer in
the intake section. Wall temperatures of the entire intake section and the incoming gas
temperature in the model were all set equal to the experimentally measured gas temperature
in the intake runner. Similarly, a generic parameter is imposed for the temperature of the
head, liner and piston (see section 2.4.3). Third, the proper level of discretization for the
individual elements has been verified. For GT Power to provide reasonable results, it is
important to follow instructions for choosing right spatial and temporal discretization. In
addition to the engine geometry information in Table 2.1, General Motors also provided,
more detailed geometric information about valves and ports, which are listed in Table 2.6.
Figure 2.10 shows the actual model used for this work with the different sections highlighted
in colors.
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Table 2.6 Cylinder head geometry
Parameter Value Unit
Intake flow split 38.0 cm3
Intake port length 56.0 mm
Intake port diameter 30.6 mm
Intake valve diameter 35.5 mm
Exhaust valve diameter 30.0 mm
Exhaust port diameter 23.6 mm
Exhaust port length 50.0 mm
Exhaust flow split 14.0 cm3
2.4.2 Wiebe Burn Profiles
A significant modification to the original single-cylinder model of the boosted HCCI engine,
as received from Mamalis, was to use a non-predictive combustion model to replace the
predictive burn model implemented. The previous burn model was based on a correlation,
which had been developed at the University of Michigan [138] and used in numerous works
to follow [48, 97, 30, 137]. Moving from a predictive to a non-predictive model allows to
more specifically isolate thermodynamic and breathing-related effects, because combustion
known from experimental measurements.
A simple single-stage Wiebe burn profile was chosen and imposed with the goal of
matching the center of combustion, CA50, and burn duration, CA10-90, determined from
experimental measurements and post-processing using the heat release tool described in
section 2.2. The Wiebe function in its most general form is defined as [139]




where θ0 is the crank angle at the start of combustion (CA00), and m is an adjustable
parameter that fixes the shape of the burn profile, also referred to as Wiebe exponent.
Equation (2.24) is a very generic expression that is it contains two adjustable constants that
determine combustion duration, ∆θ and a. CA10-90 was imposed for combustion duration
∆θ , but other values could, in principle, be used as well. Substituting values for the specific
burn fractions, xb = 0.1 and xb = 0.9 for CA10 (θ10) and CA90 (θ90) respectively, in (2.24)
and using ∆θ = ∆θ10−90 = θ90−θ10, yields:







At this point, the start of combustion still shows up as the anchor location for the Wiebe
function. Since θ0 is hard to discern from experimental rate of heat release traces, it is more
convenient to use the center of combustion CA50 (θ50) instead. Therefore, substituting
appropriate values for the specific burn fraction, xb = 0.5 for CA50 (θ50), in (2.24) and
rearranging yields the following expression for θ0:




Now substituting both (2.25) and (2.26) into equation (2.24) results in a form of the
Wiebe function that allows to compute the mass fraction burned, xb, as a function of CA50
and CA10-90, two commonly used and easily measurable metrics, and the Wiebe exponent,
m, as a parameter. GT Power is very flexible and already set up to accept the input parameters
in this way. A Wiebe exponent of m = 2 was used for all GT Power studies conducted and
results presented in chapter 3.
2.4.3 Heat Transfer
Heat transfer is implemented in this GT Power model via a user sub-routine that exactly
uses the equations and expressions outlined in section 2.2.8. Note that a multiplier of 1/6
is applied during the closed portions of the cycle, including compression and expansion
as well as the recompression part of the cycle. During the open portions of the cycle this
multiplier is set back to 1, since the conventional Woschni heat transfer correlation is well
suited to capture heat transfer during the gas exchange process.
In contrast to the processing of the experimental data in section 2.2 not a fixed wall
temperature of 450 K was chosen, but instead a wall temperature as a function of engine
load and speed, was used for the GT Power simulation study. Although the effect is minor,
it gives a little more accuracy as the GT Power simulation is applied for a maximum
load sweep covering a wide range of boost pressures and engine loads. The idea is that
wall temperature increases as engine load and heat dissipated in the engine increase. The
following correlations (from General Motors), generated by fitting experimentally measured
wall temperature data over a range of conditions i.e. different fueling rates at 2000 rpm, was
used for head and piston wall temperatures
Thead = 3.21 ·m f uel +376.3 (2.27)
Tpiston = 4.91 ·m f uel +374.8 (2.28)
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where m f uel is the fueling rate in mg/cycle and the temperatures are in K. Note that,
since there has not been any correlation available, the liner temperature was set equal to the
head temperature.
2.5 Error and Uncertainty Analysis
2.5.1 Overview
Experimental data is inherently subject to uncertainty, which can be related to measurement
errors and varying conditions. Measurement errors can be divided into two components:
random error and systematic error. While random error can be minimized by using
appropriate and carefully calibrated measurement instruments, systematic errors are difficult
to identify and remedy. Variability of the experiment itself or the environment may affect
measurements over time e.g. a day of engine testing, and can be best addressed by following
strict and careful test procedures.
Random error is always present in a measurement and a result of inherently unpredictable
fluctuations in the readings of an instrument or interpretation of the instrument reading.
It appears as discrepancy in results of the same repeated measurement. This error can
be decreased by using accurate measuring instruments that are properly calibrated and
conditioned for the measuring purpose. If experimental and ambient conditions are stable,
repeating the experimental condition, taking multiple measurements, and then averaging
them, can help decrease the uncertainty and quantify unavoidable fluctuations inherent to
the instrument or measuring process.
Systematic error or bias error refers to the presence of bias in a measurement, which
means that there is a consistent offset between the actual experimental value to be measured
and the measurement of it. Sources for systematic errors are imperfect calibration of
measuring instruments, changes in the environment that interfere with the measurement
process, or incorrect methods of observation and incorrect assumptions. Systematic error
cannot be discovered through repeated measurements and decreased by taking multiple
measurements followed by averaging, because it is not random.
Variability of conditions over time, be it the measurement itself, a process affecting
the measuring device or the environment interacting with the measurement, is sometimes
unavoidable, so at best, steps to minimize this can be taken and the remaining variability
can be characterized and quantified through repeated sanity checks and repeatability
measurements. In this thesis, an effort has been made to ensure repeatable conditions
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both during the course of a measurement sweep in a day and also in between measurements
taken on different days. Specific baseline conditions before and after conducting experiments
have been done frequently and regularly.
This sub-chapter deals with measurement uncertainty of the experimental data itself,
uncertainty related to the heat release tool used for post-processing, and the simulation
tool, GT Power, used in this thesis. Section 2.5.2 addresses inaccuracies inherent to
various key measurement devices, section 2.5.3 deals with the propagation of systematic
errors through the heat release analysis tool and identifies sensitivities of various important
output quantities to potential bias error in input quantities, and section 2.5.4 summarizes
the observed variability of the engine setup based on multiple baseline points taken in
consecutive days that were analyzed. Finally, section 2.5.5 addresses systematic or bias
error associated with the simulation tool and modeling incorporated in it.
2.5.2 Measurement Instrument Errors
The focus in this section lies on measurement instrument and method uncertainty,
hence a slightly different view and division of uncertainty than what was presented
in section 2.5.1, dividing measurement error into a random and systematic component,
seems more appropriate. The overall uncertainty is considered composed of instrument
uncertainty, measurement variation, and condition variation. This section deals with the
first two components, instrument uncertainty and measurement variation, whereas the third
component is what what was referred to as variability or repeatability before, and addressed
separately in section 2.5.4.
Instrument uncertainty is the capability of an instrument including its measuring principle
to accurately measure a physical phenomenon. It is fundamental to measurement device and
can only be minimized by appropriate selection of the measurement method and instrument.
Measurement variation is the variation of recorded values across a test, and can be viewed
as a measure of relative stability of the test system and operating conditions. Unless noted
otherwise, measurement uncertainty is presented at 95 % confidence interval representing
two standard deviations (±2σ ) of measurement variation in this work.
The overall uncertainty of a given result is the combination of measurement uncertainty
and instrument uncertainty. By using of the root mean square (RMS) method, these two








where Ux is overall combined uncertainty and ex is the elemental uncertainty.
Some reported parameters, in particular emissions, air-fuel-ratio etc. are calculated using
several individual measurements, where each measurements has its own unique uncertainty.
The uncertainty of the final end parameter is computed using sequential perturbation. With
the sequential perturbation method, the uncertainty of each measurement is calculated and
then combined using the RMS method. The following equation shows how to determine the











In equation (2.30), F is a function of measured parameters, F = F(a1,a2, . . .an, U is the
overall uncertainty of the function F, ai are the measured parameter used in calculation of F,
and ui is the related total uncertainty of each parameter ai.
Accurate cylinder pressure and intake pressure measurements are especially important,
because they are very important inputs to the heat release analysis calculation. The individual
uncertainties for each sensor are linearity (calibration uncertainty), thermal drift (variation
in measurement accuracy due to thermal condition e.g. thermal shock) and hysteresis
(non-linear behavior when pressure decreases after increasing). Note, that although the
pressure transducers are very precisely manufactured devices, the full scale (F.S.) measuring
range, especially of the cylinder pressure sensor, is very large, hence despite low values for
linearity, the overall uncertainty can be relatively much bigger. Table 2.7 shows the individual
uncertainties of the pressure transducers that are combined into an overall uncertainty using
the RMS method.
The uncertainty of the individual gaseous emissions measurement is a combination
of instrument uncertainty and measurement variation. Instrument uncertainty is the
combination of uncertainties for a given analyzer: resolution, sensitivity (calibration
uncertainty), repeatability (variation in measurement accuracy over one day/ test), and drift
(day-to-day change in measurement accuracy). The overall uncertainty is the combination
of the combined instrument uncertainty and uncertainty of span gas. The various individual
uncertainties are combined using the RSS method to yield an overall instrument uncertainty
(see Table 2.8).
Uncertainties of other low-speed measurements including combustion noise meter,
temperature sensors, engine speed, fuel flow and air flow are listed in Table 2.9.
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Table 2.7 Instrument uncertainty of pressure transducers
Sensor Model Linearity Thermal drift Hysteresis F.S. range Overall
- - %FS %FS %FS bar bar
Cylinder 6125A 0.4 1.0 n/a 0 - 250 1.62
Intake 4007B 0.2 1.0 0.5 0 - 5 0.05
Exhaust 4045A 0.3 1.0 n/a 0 - 5 0.05
Table 2.8 Instrument uncertainty of emissions analysis system
Species Range Res. Sens. Repeat. Drift F.S. range Span gas Overall
- - %FS %FS %FS %FS ppm %FS ppm
CO low 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 5000 2.0 134.6
CO high 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 20000 2.0 538.5
CO2 - 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 150000 2.0 4038.9
O2 - 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 150000 2.0 4802.3
THCC1 low 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1800 2.0 48.5
THCC1 high 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 9000 2.0 242.3
NOx low 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 100 2.0 3.2
NOx high 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 2500 2.0 80.0
2.5.3 Sensitivity Study on Error Propagation Through Heat Release
Analysis
Although great care was taken in choosing, setting up and calibrating measurement
instruments, and conducting experiments under stable and repeatable conditions, all
measurements still have a certain level of uncertainty associated with them as pointed out in
section 2.5.2. The heat release tool explained in section 2.2 uses several experimental inputs
and computes output parameters, which are important and used for analysis of combustion
Table 2.9 Instrument uncertainty of other variables measured from the engine
Measurement Uncertainty Unit




Fuel flow 2.5 mg/s
Air flow 0.4 g/s
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phenomena and drawing conclusion. The goal of this section is to evaluate how uncertainty
in various input parameters to the heat release tool affect output results, which are used
extensively for analysis purpose in chapters 3 through 5.
Ortiz-Soto assessed the heat release analysis tool used in this thesis against a series of
closed-cycle high fidelity engine simulations for advanced combustion modes, including
HCCI, using the KIVA-3V CFD code, and concluded that the standard heat release analysis
could be extended with reasonable confidence to estimate quantities of interest in advanced
combustion engines [141]. Knowing that processing input data with the heat release analysis
tool involves several computations, which are highly non-linear by nature, and that input
data naturally has some uncertainty, it is critical to understand and quantify how and to what
extent potential errors in the input parameters affect heat release results. Ortiz-Soto also
conducted an extensive sensitivity study of the heat release tool regarding the propagation
of systematic errors from the input data [141]. In particular, he characterized how various
important output parameters varied in absolute or relative terms in response to a given
perturbation of a single input parameter. Key output parameters included maximum pressure,
Pmax, net IMEP, maximum rate of pressure rise, (dP/dθ)max, residual gas fraction, RGF,
combustion phasing, CA50, burn duration, CA10-90, maximum peak temperature, Tmax,
ringing intensity, R.I., maximum rate of heat release, RoHRmax, etc.
One general and important criterion that allows to assess the overall confidence one can
have in the results of the heat release analysis is the quality of energy closure. Significant
errors in input parameters, measurements, assumptions or methods will directly affect the
total chemical heat released, Qhr,ch, computed at end of combustion (EOC). The energy
balance is calculated from the ratio of the gross chemical heat release at EOC to the expected
fuel energy released and given by
EnergyBalance =
Qhr,ch(EOC)
ηcomb ·m f uel ·QLHV
(2.31)
where ηcomb is the in-cylinder combustion efficiency, m f uel is the total amount of fuel
in-cylinder and QLHV is the lower heating value of the fuel. For all data shown in this thesis,
the energy balance ratio calculated with Equation (2.31) is always within ±4 % of 1.0.
In the following, results of the sensitivity analysis is presented, first according to engine
geometry and pre-conditioning, then according to system masses, combustion efficiency and
heat transfer, and finally, according to analysis method chosen in the heat release tool, in
this case energy closure.
Effect of Engine Geometry and Pre-Conditioning Parameters
Various engine geometry and pre-conditioning parameters including the compression
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ratio (CR), thermodynamic loss angle, cylinder pressure reference and filter cut-off frequency
affect the heat release analysis and output calculated from it. Although a nominal value of
CR=12.4 is specified, this value is subject to uncertainty due to e.g. manufacturing tolerances,
effective gasket thickness when assembled, and effective crevice volume. Although CR is
a difficult parameter to measure, an effort was made to determine the actual TDC volume
with oil metered from a burette, but even this process involves some uncertainty. A TDC
offset parameter within the heat release code allows to account for uncertainty in the
thermodynamic loss angle and crank angle encoder measurement. The low-pass filter cut-off
frequency is another crucial parameter that can be adjusted.
CR varied by± 0.25 from 12.4 has a large effect on burn duration, as CA10-90 increases
16 % % for CR = 12.4 + 0.25 and decreases 1 % % for CR = 12.4 - 0.25. The effect is
asymmetric and the relative change is much larger for higher CR. The maximum rate of
heat release, RoHRmax, decreases ± 2.25 % for CR = 12.4 + 0.25, but only increases ±
0.45 % for CR = 12.4 - 0.25. Moreover, a larger value of CR yields a more retarded start of
combustion timing i.e. + 2.26 cad.
A TDC probe to quantify the actual thermodynamic loss angle has not been used. Beside
uncertainty in the estimate of the thermodynamic loss angle, there could also be small
slippage of the crank angle encoder potentially affecting the true crank angle measurement,
although this is unlikely, as it was checked regularly before every experiment. Changing the
TDC offset parameter by ± 0.2 cad yields a very noticeable change in the calculation of
IMEP, which increases or decreases by 4.4 % for a ± 0.2 cad respectively.
There is some residual uncertainty with the method of cylinder pressure referencing
and choosing the location for pegging assuming no flow and pressure drop between intake
and cylinder at this crank angle. A change of ± 10 kPa has a rather large impact on RGF
fraction estimation, which increase by 3.9 % for a + 10 kPa change and decreases by 4.1
% for a - 10 kPa change in reference pressure. This also has a significant effect on the
in-cylinder temperature results. Note though, that Ortiz-Soto used the Fitzgerald and not
the Yun and Mirsky method to determine RGF, where the latter is much less sensitive of
incorrect pressure inputs as shown in 2.6, hence this particular uncertainty should be less of
a concern for this work.
The filter cut-off frequency, varied by ± 1.5 kHz from 3.5 kHz, does not have a large
effect on most results, however, all rate-based results are highly sensitive to it, especially
if the cut-off frequency is lowered, in which case for example the maximum rate of heat
release, RoHRmax, increases by 1.7 % for a frequency of 3.5 + 1.5 kHz and decreases 8.4 %
for a frequency of 3.5 - 1.5 kHz respectively. Similar results are found for the maximum
rate of pressure rise and the ringing intensity.
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System Masses, Combustion Efficiency and Heat Transfer
Trapped in-cylinder masses are not measured, so models are used and simplifying
assumptions made. In addition, limited accuracy of air and fuel mass flow measurements
means that there is uncertainty in any estimate for mass trapped in-cylinder at IVC, and this
applies to fuel, air and residual trapped. A ± 10 % variation is applied for each mass. For
example, a ± 10 % change in RGF yields high sensitivities for the total trapped mass, which
may increase by 5-6 %. This error is also reflected in the in-cylinder temperatures obtained,
that rely on the total trapped mass estimate. A higher mass also encompasses a relative 80
% increase in CAS10-90 i.e. by 3-4 cad. CA50 is minimally affected, however, the shape of
the burn curve is more sensitive especially at earlier and later crane angles due to a change
in energy balance resulting from a change in mass, especially fuel mass. RoHR results are
affected on the order of 7 - 9 %.
In-cylinder combustion efficiency is determined from exhaust emissions measurements
are uncertainty in these measurements as well as in the fuel composition and property
estimation used can affect combustion efficiency. The sensitivity analysis shows that a rather
small effect, e.g. a ± 2 % in combustion efficiency only yields a corresponding ± 2 %
change in in RoHR.
For the particular baseline condition used in this sensitivity analysis, heat transfer
including wall temperature both only have a modes effect as a 40 % change in heat transfer
did not encompass significant changes. Varying the wall temperature by ± 50 K shows
minor sensitivity i.e. at most 1 %.
Analysis Method and Others
There are three different methods that the heat release tool can be run: analysis based
on of mean cylinder pressure trace, analysis based on individual cycle (but properties
are estimated and not computed for each cycle) and analysis based on individual cycle
(and properties computed each cycle as well). Ortiz-Soto showed that there is very good
agreement between both cyclic methods, but that the average method is not as accurate. For
all data shown the third option is used.
Another potential uncertainty stems form the method of estimating mixture properties.
The error in the method itself is considered small, when compared to the error introduced
by uncertainty of not knowing the in-cylinder temperature, which is related to the RGF
estimation.
Energy closure as described in earlier in this section and quantified as shown by (2.31)
gives useful insight into the quality of the overall analysis. If the value deviates from 1.0, then
that is an indication of certain errors or inadequacies. The heat release tool allows for energy
closure to be forced on or off. In case energy closure if on, then heat transfer is multiplied
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so that the overall energy balance yields a value of 1.0. This lumps all uncertainties into
the heat transfer term. Under boosted conditions the actual energy release is noticeably
larger than the expected heat release, which yields in multipliers smaller than 1.0 for the
heat transfer to achieve energy closure. In the following, the results of energy closure turned
on vs. kept off, and how it impacts important results is shown.
2.5.4 Variability in Measured Data
Even though great care was taken in setting up measurement instruments to minimize
uncertainty, it is nearly impossible to eliminate all uncertainty and get true repeatability.
Previous sections showed what these experimental instrument uncertainties are and how they
propagate through the heat release analysis and manifest themselves in key output results.
An alternative approach to dealing with residual uncertainty and variability is to quantify
the amount of variability in various key parameters over the course of one or several days of
testing by recording baseline conditions. This gives yet another perspective on how much
the same nominal condition changes throughout the course of a typical experiment due to
variability.
Most of the time, before beginning and after finishing an experiment, sometimes even
in between, baseline conditions were recorded, which allowed to monitor the correct
functioning of the engine and ensure full break-in and deposit conditioning. A fixed valve
strategy with symmetric NVO of 140 cad, fixed intake and exhaust back-pressure (Pint=1.0
bar and Pexh=1.05 bar), and intake temperature (Tint=40 C) is used for the baseline condition.
The peak motoring pressure for that baseline condition was monitored as an indicator that
blow-by has not substantially changed. One standard deviation in peak motoring pressure
recorded was recorded to be ± 1.2 % over more than 10 days spread out through 9 months
of engine testing.
In this work, most experiments were performed over one day of testing to eliminate
variation associated with day-to-day changes in ambient conditions, but it is still possible
that conditions change during the course of one day of testing. For that reason baselined
conditions were usually taken, both motored and fired, before and after each test. Table 2.10
shows the variability for the fired baseline condition over a few days including a total of 7
data points with 200 cycles each.
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Table 2.10 Estimated variability in measured parameters of interest for baseline fired condition
Combustion parameter Mean Error (1σ )
IMEPg (kPa) 384 ±0.7%
Peak pressure (bar) 41.8 ±4.0%
Fueling rate (mg/s) 183.2 ±0.5%
CA50 (cad aTDC) 7.0 ±16%
CA10 (cad aTDC) 3.5 ±18.5%
CA90 (cad aTDC) 13.4 ±14%
Peak rate of heat release (J/cad) 54.2 ±1.2%
Peak temperature (K) 1898 ±1.9%
Exhaust temperature (◦C) 347 ±1.5%
Temperature at IVC (K) 512 ±1.2%
EGR mass fraction (-) 0.42 ±1.2%
2.5.5 Simulation Uncertainty
The 1-D engine simulation tool, GT Power, is devoid of random error and variability, and
only accompanied by systematic errors. The sources of systematic error can be incomplete
knowledge of the system and the physical processes that are modeled. For example, many
processes in combustion engines are highly non-linear, which means that small uncertainty
in input variables can be amplified largely.
GT Power has been specifically designed to model engine systems, in particular, to
deal with the gas exchange process, combustion and heat transfer. To determine that gas
exchange, it solves 1-D compressible flow equations [136]. In fact, GT Power solves
conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy for every discretized element of the
engine system using an explicit solver. Whereas GT Power is very good at modeling flow
through various sections of smooth piping with gradual diameter changes, practical engine
systems may have flow splits or junctions, discontinuous diameter changes and flow may
pass through orifice restrictions, which needs to be modeled approximately. GT Power has
been provided for to deal with that and has already several empirical expressions built in.
One specific example here that needs to be mentioned, because it directly related to and
largely impacts the gas exchange process and determination of in-cylinder trapped masses,
is the flow through the valves. Both the valve profiles and discharge coefficients given
as function of valve lift are subject to some uncertainty, which unfortunately cannot be
reported, because it has not been provided. However, it is very likely that General Motors
RD obtained valve discharge coefficients from flow-bench measurements that are associated
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with some experimental uncertainty. The cam lobes are manufactured to within a certain
degree of accuracy to be within certain tolerance and is not necessarily identical to the
nominal values. As a result, the overall uncertainty in determining the trapped mass and
residual gas fraction (RGF) is approximated to be within ± 3.5 %.
Another specific example for modeling uncertainty is combustion, which is imposed
based on the experimentally measured burn profiles using a simple single-stage Wiebe
function. Replacing the predictive combustion model allows to remove uncertainty from
not knowing combustion on the one hand, but on the other hand, the simple single-stage
Wiebe function is only an approximation of the actual mass fraction burned profile from the
experiment. In particular, matching CA10, CA50, CA90 and using a Wiebe exponent of 2.0
as was done for the matching, provided reasonable results from an efficiency point of view.
However, using this approach, the peak pressure rise rates, hence ringing intensity values
competed are not necessarily deemed accurate. In general, a certain error is introduced even
for efficiency aspects, because of fitting the Wiebe curve through three points, which is not
a perfect match of the experiment.
Again, as already mentioned in section 2.2.1, the heat transfer model used in the
simulation is the identical to the one used for processing the experimental data with the
heat release tool, i.e. standard Woschni but modified using a reduced multiplier of 1/6 for
the pressure term, and is by itself subject to a high degree of uncertainty. This uncertainty
stems from the fact that a global heat transfer coefficient is assumed, which does not account
for spatial temperature variation in the gas but also of the wall. Locally, wall boundary
layer may be quite different especially at higher boost pressures and depending on knock of
engine, hence this should be kept in mind.
Lastly, there is room for interpretive errors that may occur when comparing experimental
and modeling results, which is another potential uncertainty. The fact that experimental data
and simulation results are close but could not be perfectly matched indicates that there is
some unidentified systematic error in the model.
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Chapter 3
Practical Limits of Boosted HCCI
Operation in a NVO Engine
This chapter investigates various relevant operating parameters in a practical negative valve
overlap (NVO) HCCI engine regarding their potential for high load extension through
experiments, in which both the knock and combustion variability limits were simultaneously
approached, while intake boost pressure and fueling rate, hence load, were gradually
increased. In addition, a parametric modeling study is conducted to compare this engine
to another well-known HCCI engine capable of even higher loads, and to identify specific
parameters, that are different between the two engines, which are key enablers. This chapter
summarizes the findings and sets the stage for further investigations.
3.1 Motivation
Based on the discussion in chapters 1 and 2, HCCI operation is limited by knock and
combustion variability for advanced and late combustion phasing respectively, and these
two limits merge toward the maximum load limit as fueling rate is increased, so that knock
and combustion variability occur simultaneously. Knock is a result of rapid bulk gas auto-
ignition causing by excessive pressure rise rates, and there has been consensus that knock
characterized by ringing intensity is inversely related to burn duration (CA10-90). There
have been different views evolved over time regarding HCCI combustion, in particular,
understanding how and what drives the rapid combustion event. Whereas earlier studies by
Najt and Foster [14] viewed HCCI combustion as a well-mixed reactor considering it to be
mainly kinetically limited and proposed a global pseudo-kinetic expression to predict peak
heat release rate, some more recent research has suggested that thermal and compositional
spatial inhomogeneities are responsible for the progression of combustion [98, 142], which
invokes the notion of a sequential auto-ignition cascade.
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Since Christensen and Johansson demonstrated boosted HCCI operation for the first
time[27], a lot of research has been done attempting to extend the maximum load limit of
HCCI combustion using boost, most notably and recently, Dec and Yang demonstrated a
maximum load beyond 16 bar IMEPg [29]. Many of the engine setups used in these research
employ a conventional positive valve overlap (PVO) valve strategy [27, 29, 89, 90], which
does not offer fast control and adjustment of combustion phasing within a few cycles, and are
deemed impractical from the point of view of an original equipment manufacturer (OEM).
Amongst those studies employing a more practical NVO engine, many either use a specific
turbo charger or operate the engine without any exhaust back-pressure [44, 45, 46, 95].
Whereas, the former approach is most realistic, it does not allow independent investigation
of the effect of the pressure differential (exhaust pressure greater than intake pressure) as a
result of the turbo charger matching to the engine. The latter one allows more flexibility,
in case a throttle in the exhaust stream is available, but specifically using this freedom
to investigate the effect of pressure differential amongst others has not been done to date.
Modeling studies by Mamalis et al. have shown that turbo charger matching is very important
and needs to be accounted for in HCCI combustion due to the low exhaust gas enthalpy
[48, 97].
The goal of this chapter is to explore the limits of a practical HCCI engine, boosted, and
operated with negative valve overlap (NVO), and to understand how operating parameters
such as eEGR addition, intake temperature, overall turbo-charger efficiency (OTE), and
engine speed affect the maximum load limit. This can be realized taking advantage of
the high degree of flexibility of the single-cylinder research engine used in this research.
Engine hardware constraints such as limited cam phasing authority via NVO and maximum
allowable peak cylinder pressure and their effects on the high load limit are also investigated.
The experiments in this chapter seek to discern, whether or not changes in burn duration as
a result from variation of operating parameters could facilitate the extension of the high load
limit.
3.2 Experimental Investigation of Maximum Load Capa-
bility
3.2.1 Procedure
This experiment primarily focused on isolating the effects of eEGR addition, intake
temperature, OTE and engine speed on the maximum load limit. Mapping the engine
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Table 3.1 Experimental conditions during maximum load sweeps
Parameter Value Unit
Engine speed 2000 rpm
Fuel flow rate 11-32 mg/cycle
Fuel pressure 100 bar
Intake pressure 1.0-3.0 bar
Pressure differential (Pexh-Pint) 0.5 bar
Intake charge temperature 90 ◦C
Negative valve overlap 74-110 cad
Coolant temperature 90 ◦C
Oil temperature 90 ◦C
Fuel injection timing 330 cad bTDC
External EGR 23-45 %
for all combinations of these parameters, that is varying combustion phasing for different
fixed fueling rates for different fixed intake pressures, would represent too large a data
set and be impractical. Moreover, since only the maximum load limit, that is constrained
by knock and combustion variability limit simultaneously, is of interest, a more effective
procedure was devised.
Starting under naturally aspirated conditions with ambient intake pressure, fueling rate
is gradually increased and CA50 retarded, by decreasing NVO, until both knock limit
(RILP=5 MW/m2) and combustion variability limit (COV=3%) are simultaneously reached
(see Figure 3.1). Once the maximum load limit is reached and operating conditions have
stabilized (steady state), only one data point is recorded, which speeds up the process as the
operating map can be traversed much more quickly compared to the full mapping approach.
In this experiment, NVO still serves as independent control knob to adjust combustion
phasing. This procedure is repeated, while intake pressure is increased in increments of
0.25 bar. The pressure differential is kept constant at 0.5 bar for all cases excluding the one,
where overall turbocharger efficiency (OTE) is varied to investigate the effect of simulated
OTE in section 3.2.4. Engine speed is held constant at 2000 rpm for all cases excluding the
one, where engine speed is varied in section 3.2.5. This approach is much more effective
than mapping the engine for all intake pressures and all possible combinations of other
parameters. Table 3.1 shows experimental conditions for all experiments in this chapter.
The following sections will look at the effect of one specific parameter at a time.
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Figure 3.1 Experimental procedure for maximum load sweeps (adopted from [77])
3.2.2 Results: EGR Effect
In this section, the effect of the diluent on maximum attainable IMEPg as a function of Pint
is considered. For that purpose, a case with external EGR (eEGR) addition is compared
to a baseline case without eEGR addition. In both cases, internal EGR (iEGR) is present,
because the UM NVO engine inherently traps a significant fraction of residual gas (RGF) or
iEGR. The experimental procedure as described in section 3.1 is followed and the conditions
listed in Table 3.1 are applied during the maximum load sweep experiments.
During both sweeps, intake charge temperature, Tint, is held constant at 90 ◦C, and NVO
is used as adjustment knob for controlling combustion phasing (CA50), as can be seen in
Figure 3.2. NVO decreases in both cases as Pint increases, and in particular, note that NVO
for the case with eEGR addition is higher than the baseline case for a given Pint. As will be
explained soon, this is related to the fact that for a similar or slightly more retarded CA50
with increasing Pint, a higher IVC temperature is required to maintain a certain ignition
delay, which requires more hot iEGR to be trapped via a greater amount of NVO. EGR
rate, measured as the ratio of CO2 in the intake and exhaust runner, increases gradually
for the eEGR addition case to keep the fuel-to-air equivalence ratio close to stoichiometry.
In contrast, Φ decreases with increasing Pint in the case without eEGR, which indicates a
leaning out the fuel-air mixture.
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(b) Negative valve overlap













































(d) Fuel-to-air equivalence ratio
Figure 3.2 Boundary conditions as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps with
different diluents
Adding eEGR to the intake air certainly is a high load enabler facilitating a relative
increase in the maximum attainable IMEPg of 56 %. from 6.8 bar to 10.6 bar at a Pint of
2.0 bar and 3.0 bar respectively (see Figure 3.3). A secondary and much smaller benefit
of eEGR addition is, that IMEPg increases on average by ∼ 3-4 % for a given Pint within
the range of 1.25 bar to 2.0 bar. Figure 3.4 in conjunction with Figure 3.2 (b) can explain,
why eEGR addition facilitates extension of the maximum load capability for this particular
engine configuration. Note, that in either case, the UM NVO engine only allows a certain
degree of cam phasing authority, namely a minimum value of NVO=74 cad. This engine
hardware constraint together with the ignition delay expression shown in chapter 1.4.3 is
what dictates the maximum load limit.
Through addition of eEGR, a portion of the incoming air is replaced by burned gas
decreasing the in-cylinder oxygen concentration, χO2 , by ∼ 42 % from 17.3 % to 10 %
and increasing the fuel-to-oxygen equivalence ratio, ΦFO, by ∼ 95 % from 0.47 to 0.92
on average for the Pint considered respectively (see Figure 3.4). Whereas the former leads
to a lengthening, the latter leads to a decrease of the ignition delay time. Based on the
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Figure 3.3 eEGR vs. air dilution: effect on maximum load limit
relative changes for each χO2 and ΦFO and the fact that the χO2-term in equation (1.4) has
a higher sensitivity than the ΦFO-term, that is an exponent of -1.41 compared to -0.77,
this results in a longer ignition delay overall combining these two effects. According to
Babajimopoulos et al. [143], there exists a direct relationship between ignition delay in
time and crank-angle domain, which implies that, to maintain similar CA50 hence ignition
delay time, in-cylinder temperature at TDC needs to be higher in the case with eEGR to
compensate the net effect of the other two parameters. TDC pressure is not particularly
important in this consideration, because it changes in a similar fashion for both cases, eEGR
and air dilute, and also because sensitivity toward pressure is very low i.e. the exponent is
almost unity. Higher TDC temperature is achieved by employing more NVO to trap a larger
amount of hot iEGR.
Combustion phasing, including crank-angles for 5 %, 50 % and 90 % mass fraction
burned (CA10, CA50, CA90), as depicted in Figure 3.5, reveals a few interesting insights.
First, increased Pint facilitates later combustion phasing, as can be seen by later CA05,
CA50 and CA90. In particular, CA50 can be retarded from ∼ 10 cad to ∼ 14 cad aTDC
for Pint=1.0 bar and 3.0 bar respectively. Second, while CA50 and CA90 lines are almost
indistinguishable between eEGR and air dilute cases, it appears that CA05-50 is ∼ 1 cad
longer for the eEGR dilute case for all Pint. This hints at slightly longer burn duration in the
case of eEGR and will be considered as subject of investigation at a later point in this thesis.
Third and last, there is a slight trend toward longer CA05-90 i.e. from ∼ 11.5 cad to ∼ 14.5
cad aTDC by ∼ 3 cad, corresponding to a relative increase of ∼ 26 %, as Pint increases for
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(a) In-cylinder temperature at TDC


























(b) Cylinder pressure at TDC

































(c) In-cylinder oxygen concentration

































(d) Fuel-to-oxygen equivalence ratio
Figure 3.4 Boundary conditions as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps with
different diluents
both eEGR and air dilute cases. This lengthening of the burn duration can be attributed
simply to the effect of retarding CA50 by ∼ 4 cad, so that a larger portion of the mixture
burns at a later crane angle after TDC, where the piston has already descended further and
the resulting temperature increase due to the heat released from burning the fuel is somewhat
counteracted by the effect of the piston namely a decrease in pressure and temperature. The
fact that CA05-50 changes mostly and not CA50-90 hints at the importance of a staged
auto-ignition cascade, where the first part of the burn is more susceptible to changes in
conditions.
From the discussion about higher TDC temperature requirements in the case of eEGR
addition, it has become clear that this is realized by using more NVO to retain a relatively
larger portion of hot iEGR facilitating higher IVC thus TDC temperature, as can be seen
in Figure 3.6. As a consequence of a lower charge density at IVC, volumetric efficiency,
accounting for incoming air and eEGR, is lower in case of eEGR dilution. For eEGR and air
dilute cases volumetric efficiency increases with Pint from 41.7 % to 51.4 % and from 42.6
% to 49.8 % corresponding to relative increases of ∼ 23 % and ∼ 17 % respectively, as a
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Figure 3.5 eEGR vs. air dilution: effect on combustion phasing and burn duration
result of using less NVO. Fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio, Φ′, is higher in the case of eEGR
dilution compared to air dilution, that is on average 0.43 as opposed to 0.38 corresponding to
a relative increase ∼ 13 %, owing to the fact that CA05-50 is somewhat longer allowing for
relatively more fuel to be injected. The net effect of lower volumetric efficiency and higher
Φ′ is that IMEPg increases by ∼ 3-4 %. Gross efficiency increases with increasing Pint for
eEGR and air dilute cases, indicating the benefits of boosting, which are lower relative heat
loss and a leaner mixture and higher ratio of specific heat capacities γ . Note, though, that
the eEGR case shows lower gross efficiency values and drops off relative to air dilute case
especially as Pint increases. This can be attributed mainly to lower γ and higher relative heat
loss due to higher peak temperature.
The higher peak in-cylinder temperature, Tmax, by∼ 100 K in the case of eEGR dilution,
is due to higher TIVC, ∼ 40 K, and Φ′ (see Figure 3.7). Despite the higher Tmax for the
eEGR case, Tmax∼ 2000 K versus 1900 K, NOx emissions follow a similar trend in both
cases, that is they decrease slightly for increasing Pint. Only for Pint=1.0 bar in the air dilute
case, NOxexceeds the limit of 1.0 g per kg fuel. The reason that NOx is still in check for the
eEGR case with higher Tmax is that O2 concentration is significantly lower in eEGR case, so
that the Tmax threshold for NOx formation increases. CO and THC emissions are lower for
the eEGR dilute case compared to air dilute case yielding higher combustion efficiency i.e.
97.5 % versus 96.6 % corresponding to a ∼ 1 % relative increase. Reasons for that are the
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(a) Volumetric efficiency (including eEGR)













































































(d) Ratio of specific heat capacities



















(e) Fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio























(f) In-cylinder temperature at IVC
Figure 3.6 Boundary conditions as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps with
different diluents
fact that part of the charge in case of eEGR has a second chance to burn and also that Tmax
is higher for eEGR case enabling higher conversion efficiency of fuel in near-wall regions.
CO emissions tend to increase with increasing Pint, which could be due to decreasing Tmax.
The same trend cannot be observed for THC, instead THC remain fairly insensitive to Pint,
at most showing a slightly decreasing trend, indicating that most of the THC originate from
crevice volume and not near-wall regions in combustion chamber. The slight decrease in
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(a) Peak average in-cylinder temperature




























(b) Emissions index for NOx





























(c) Emissions index for CO






























(d) Emissions index for THC


































Figure 3.7 Third set of results as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps for two
engines and at two different engine speeds in case of UM NVO engine
THC could be due to smaller relative mass fraction of unburned fuel in crevice with higher
Pint due to higher piston temperature as a result of higher IMEPg. Also, fuel may already
have been broken down largely, and the temperature required for oxidation is higher than
for THC oxidation.
Figure 3.8 shows that there is almost no difference between eEGR and air dilute cases as
far as maximum pressure rise rate, peak cylinder pressure and ringing intensity values are
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(a) Maximum pressure rise rate























(b) Peak cylinder pressure
























(c) Ringing intensity (low-pass)
























(d) Ringing intensity (high-pass)
Figure 3.8 Fourth set of results as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps for
two engines and at two different engine speeds in case of UM NVO engine
concerned, which is not unexpected, as the same low-pass knock limit of R.I.LP=5 MW/m2
was targeted in both experiments. Pmax increases almost linearly with Pint and only toward
higher Pint it drops off some, most likely due to more CA50 retard. Maximum pressure rise
rate increases to a lesser extend with increasing Pint. Interestingly, the trend for high-pass
filtered ringing intensity (R.I.HP) is very different from low-pass filtered ringing intensity
(R.I.LP), especially at lower Pint, showing a decrease from very value at Pint=1.0 bar with
increasing Pint. The significant discrepancy in R.I. values at lower Pint, by a factor of almost
3, between both expressions indicates that the simplified expression R.I.LP may have some
limitations under certain conditions. This will be examined and considered in more detail in
chapter 5 of this thesis.
3.2.3 Results: Intake Temperature Effect
The effect of intake charge temperature, Tint, on maximum attainable IMEPg as a function
of Pint is investigated in this section. Note that all three Tint cases considered here use
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eEGR to attain a stoichiometric fuel-to-air equivalence ratio throughout the entire Pint sweep.
Although the incoming air/eEGR mixture does not have substantially different composition,
in contrast to section 3.2.2, where air is replaced by significant amounts of eEGR, the
in-cylinder composition is altered to some extent as will be explored later in this section.
All three cases rely on internal EGR (iEGR) and NVO as adjustment knob for combustion
phasing. Experiments are performed according the procedure described in section 3.1 and
the conditions listed in Table 3.1 apply to all other parameters but Tint, which is set constant
at 40 ◦C, 90 ◦C and 120 ◦C for each of the three maximum load sweeps.
The controlled experimental parameters are depicted in Figure 3.9. NVO decreases
as Pint increases compensating for the ignition promoting effect of elevated TDC pressure
through lower TDC temperature. Note, that lower Tint requires relatively larger amounts of
NVO, and that in the case of Tint=40 ◦C not even the minimum NVO value of this engine is
reached. Also, for the lowest intake temperature case, Tint increases slightly and deviates
from 40 ◦C as Pint increases due the increasingly larger eEGR portion (note that the EGR
heat exchanger runs of engine coolant at 90 ) within the incoming charge, which raises the
average temperature.
Reduced intake charge temperature clearly enables the UM NVO engine to achieve a
higher maximum IMEPg value as shown in Figure 3.10. By lowering Tint from 120 ◦C to 40
◦C, a 46 % increase in IMEPg from 8.0 bar to 11.7 bar can be achieved. The high load point
(IMEPg=11.7 bar, Pint=3.0 bar) for the Tint=40 ◦C case is not limited by NVO, because there
is still a margin of ∼ 13 cad, but maximum allowable peak cylinder pressure. To ensure
safety of the engine, average peak cylinder pressure, Pmax, plus two standard deviations
should not exceed 120 bar. All points during these maximum load sweeps inherently exhibit
a high degree of cyclic variability, as can be seen in Figure 3.11. The average value of Pmax
is 100.5 bar and two standard deviations amount to 13.7 bar, that is to say that statistically
95 % of the cycles have a Pmax between 86.8 bar and 114.2 bar, and 2.5 % of the cycles
have a Pmax greater than 114.2 bar and another 2.5 % have a Pmax less than 86.8 bar. In fact,
the maximum and minimum values for Pmax are 116.4 bar and 79.4 bar respectively. It is
noteworthy, that COV of Pmax, which amounts to 6.8 %, is much more suitable to capture
this high degree of variability than COV of IMEPg, which only amounts to 2.8 %. From
Figure 3.12, showing the histograms for the entire maximum load sweep for Tint=40 ◦C, one
can see that Pmax for the individual cycles for all Pint follows a Gaussian normal distribution.
Note, that it is slightly skewed to the left toward lower Pmax. Chapter 4 4 will deal with the
causes and symptoms of cyclic variability in more detail.
Raising the intake charge temperature has two effects: first, it decreases the maximum
amount of diluent trapped at IVC, and second, it alters the composition of the mixture at
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Figure 3.9 Boundary conditions as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps with
different intake temperature
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Figure 3.10 Intake temperature: effect on maximum load limit
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Figure 3.11 Individual low-pass-filtered cylinder pressure traces for maximum load point of
maximum load sweep at Tint= 40 ◦C (Pint=3.0 bar, IMEPg=11.7 bar)
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Figure 3.12 Histogram of normalized peak cylinder pressure traces for all points of maximum load
sweep at Tint= 40 ◦C
IVC in terms of the ratio of eEGR versus iEGR (see Figure 3.14). Higher Tint means that
less NVO has to be used to maintain combustion phasing, and that part of the iEGR is
substituted with eEGR instead. In other words, a larger fraction of the charge is heated
outside the cylinder before entering so that the amount of hot iEGR needed is reduced.
Combustion phasing trends are fairly similar to what was seen before in section 3.2.2
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Figure 3.13 Intake temperature: effect on total trapped mass and composition
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Figure 3.14 Intake temperature: effect on combustion phasing and burn duration
comparing eEGR and air dilution, that is CA50 can be further retarded as Pint is raised
facilitating higher loads to be reached (see Figure 3.14). Only the Tint case of 40 ◦C
stands out, as it seems to burn somewhat earlier and more slowly (longer CA05-50). This
composition is the same for all three Tint cases (Φ ∼ 1.0), this could be due to more
stratification due to less eEGR and more iEGR via NVO, but this cannot be confirmed at this
point as too many other parameters are varied in the experiments i.e. CA50 is not exactly
the same.
Volumetric efficiency, accounting for incoming air and eEGR, increases as Pint increases
due to lower NVO, and also increases with increasing Tint due to lower NVO (see Figure
3.15). Note, though, that the reference for this volumetric efficiency is the pressure and
temperature in the intake runner, so that the net effect is still that less fresh incoming
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(d) In-cylinder temperature at IVC
Figure 3.15 Intake temperature: effect on efficiencies, fuel-to-charge ratio, and in-cylinder
temperature at intake valve closing
mass is trapped at higher Tint in absolute terms. Gross efficiency with increasing Pint,
but no difference between different Tint can be discerned as expected because of similar
composition, as shown by Φ′ ∼ constant.
Emissions show similar trends amongst all three Tint cases, that is NOxdecreases, CO
increases and THC slightly decreases with increasing Pint, as seen in Figure 3.16. The
increase in CO and decrease in THC seem to cancel each other out so that combustion
efficiency is constant and high at ∼ 98 %. Reason for increasing CO is the lower peak
cylinder temperature with increasing Pint. The higher piston temperature and smaller mass
fraction of unburned fuel in the crevice with increasing load is considered the main reason
for the decrease in THC. The only curious aspect is that NOxemissions again collapse on
top of each other despite different Tmax for the three Tint cases. In the previous section this
could be explained by different composition and O2availability, but they are identical here,
so it may be related to thermal inhomogeneities that could be higher in case of Tint=40 ◦,
where more NVO is used, compared to the case of Tint=120 This implies that, although
average peak temperature is lower in Tint=40 ◦case, but the hottest portion that burns first
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(e) Combustion efficiency
Figure 3.16 Third set of results as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps for
two engines and at two different engine speeds in case of UM NVO engine
may well be at the same temperature as the hottest portion in the case of Tint=120 ◦.
Trends for maximum pressure rise rate, peak cylinder pressure, and ringing intensity are
largely similar to what was seen before in section 3.2.2, but there are some subtle differences,
in particular, concerning Pmax and the two competing R.I. values (see Figure 3.17). Pmax
do not all collapse on top of each other, instead the lowest Pint case shows the highest
value for all Pint. This can be the result of higher NVO, by ∼ 20 cad, correspondingly
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Figure 3.17 Fourth set of results as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps for
two engines and at two different engine speeds in case of UM NVO engine
later IVC timing. Note that, because of the short valve duration, NVO below 80 cad means
that IVC occurs before BDC, which leads to less mass inducted and effectively lowers the
compression ratio. Another explanation can be the higher charge temperature during intake
process and compression and the lower total mass accompanied with higher relative heat
loss and consequently reduced Pmax. Finally, it should be pointed out that R.I.HP is higher
for higher Tint cases.
3.2.4 Results: Turbo-Charger Efficiency Effect
In this section, the effect of overall turbo-charger efficiency on the available operating range
between knock and combustion variability limits is investigated as a function of load and
intake pressure. Table 3.2 shows the important parameters held constant. For each intake
pressure three loads defined by IMEPn are attempted to be attained. Intake temperature is
held constant at Tint=40 ◦C and combustion phasing is adjusted via NVO from advanced
to retarded. Only three points are taken that is two at the knock limit when RILP equals
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Table 3.2 Experimental procedure
Pint IMEPn=5.0 bar IMEPn=6.5 bar IMEPn=8.0 bar
1.25 x - -
1.50 x - -
1.75 x x -
2.00 - x x
2.25 - x x
2.50 - - x
10 MW/m2 and 5 MW/m2 respectively and one at the combustion variability limit when
COV of IMEPg ∼ 5 %. The low speed data acquisition system computes an approximate
value of OTE in real-time based on the equation for the ideal turbo-charger efficiency. OTE
is computed and kept approximately constant during the experiments and is adjusted by
changing Pexh accordingly.
The available operating range in terms of CA50 between severely knocking (RILP equals
5 MW/m2) and and highly unstable operation (COV of IMEPn ∼ 5 %) is depicted as a
function of Pint for up to three different loads for four different OTEs, as shown in Figure
3.18, and two key observations can be made. First, for a given OTE and IMEPn, the available
CA50 windows becomes larger as Pint increases due to improved dilution, and for a given
OTE and Pint, the available CA50 window becomes smaller as IMEPn increases due to
reduced dilution. Second, for a given IMEPn, the CA50 window decreases as OTE decreases
and back-pressure increases due to larger amounts of RGF or iEGR trapped.
Since the trend with OTE is clear and for the purpose of simplification, from now on
the focus will be one a high and low OTE case, where data for all three loads is available.
Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show various key results as function of Pint and IMEPn for OTE=58
% and OTE=48 %. As Pint increases, the mixture becomes leaner and so Φ decreases. Φ′,
in contrast, remains approximately constant when comparing different loads, but is greater
for OTE=58 % than for OTE=38 % case, because the lower OTE case requires more fuel
to be injected for the same IMEPn as back-pressure (dP) and pumping work (PMEP) are
significantly higher. Since the high OTE case requires more hot iEGR (RGF) because of an
overall leaner mixture (lower Φ′) and there is much less back-pressure available, a much
higher amount of NVO is needed. The fact that PMEP is still lower for the high OTE case
suggests that larger NVO is a smaller contributor to PMEP compared to dP.
From this OTE study, one can conclude that proper matching of turbo-charger to HCCI
engine is crucial to avoid not only high pumping work, but also, more importantly, to be
able to operate over a reasonably wide range of CA50.
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(a) OTE = 58 % (b) OTE = 38 %
(c) OTE = 48 % (d) OTE = 30 %
Figure 3.18 Effect of overall turbo-charger efficiency (OTE) on operating range defined by
R.I.LP=10 MW/m2 and COV of IMEPg ∼ 3 % as function of intake pressure and load (IMEPn)
3.2.5 Results: Engine Speed Effect
In this section, the effect of engine speed on maximum attainable IMEPg as a function of
Pint is considered. For that purpose, an additional maximum load sweep at a lower engine
speed of 1200 rpm was performed with the UM NVO engine. For both engine speeds, 2000
rpm and 1200 rpm, no eEGR is added. The same procedure as described in section 3.2.1
is followed and the conditions listed in Table 3.1 are applied during the maximum load
sweep experiment. For comparison and to better interpret the results of the maximum load
sweep at lower engine speed (1200 rpm), experimental results from the SNL PVO engine,
in particular the data set including eEGR addition at higher intake pressure is included [29].
Whereas the experimental procedure is almost identical for both maximum load sweeps
with the UM NVO engine, the SNL PVO engine uses different boundary conditions, which is
the result of a different strategy to control combustion phasing. The SNL PVO engine relies
on Tint and eEGR as opposed to NVO as control parameters to adjust combustion phasing.
Moreover, the SNL PVO engine was operated practically without any back-pressure (dP),
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(a) Fuel-to-air equivalence ratio (OTE = 58 %) (b) Fuel-to-air equivalence ratio (OTE = 38 %)
(c) Fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio (OTE = 58 %) (d) Fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio (OTE = 38 %)
(e) Negative valve overlap (OTE = 58 %) (f) Negative valve overlap (OTE = 38 %)
Figure 3.19 Comparison of various quantities for two overall turbo-charger efficiencies
as Pexh and Pint are almost identical. In contrast, the UM NVO engine was operated with
dP=0.5 bar and dP=0.25 bar for the maximum load sweeps at 2000 rpm and 1200 rpm
respectively. Note, though, that in case of 1200 rpm, Pexh had to be decreased for Pint greater
or equal 2 bar, for the minimum NVO limit was approached and not decreasing dP at that
point would have prevented reaching higher IMEPg.
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(a) Residual gas fraction (OTE = 58 %) (b) Residual gas fraction (OTE = 38 %)
(c) Pumping work (OTE = 58 %) (d) Pumping work (OTE = 38 %)
(e) Pressure differential: Pexh - Pint (OTE = 58 %) (f) Pressure differential: Pexh - Pint (OTE = 38 %)
Figure 3.20 Comparison of various quantities for two overall turbo-charger efficiencies
The maximum attainable IMEPg increases significantly i.e. by ∼ 1.5 bar, corresponding
to a relative increase of ∼ 25%, when the engine speed of the UM NVO engine is lowered
from 2000 rpm to 1200 rpm, as can be seen from Figure 3.22. More specifically, this almost
uniform increase in IMEPg irrespective of Pint leads to parallel shift upward of the IMEPg
curve, and as a result, the gap between the UM NVO engine at 2000 rpm and the SNL PVO
engine at 1200 rpm almost appears to be closed, especially for lower Pint. Toward higher
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(a) Exhaust pressure (b) Negative valve overlap
(c) Intake temeprature (d) Fuel-to-air equivalence ratio
Figure 3.21 Boundary conditions as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps for
two engines and at two different engine speeds in case of UM NVO engine
Pint, a a gradually increasing discrepancy for increasing Pint still exists. The substantial
increase in IMEPg with lower engine speed is not related to different dP or Pexh, because
gross quantities are compared, hence potentially different pumping work is excluded by
looking at data this way.
Two mechanisms, namely increased volumetric efficiency and further possible combus-
tion phasing retard, can be identified as key enablers facilitating maximum load extension
with lower engine speed. Although the latter one is largely responsible for the increase in
IMEPg (∼ 75 %), and the former one to a lesser extent (∼ 25 %), volumetric efficiency is
considered first, because it is more straightforward to understand, followed by combustion
phasing retard.
As can be seen from Figure 3.23, decreasing the engine speed from 2000 rpm to 1200
rpm yields∼ 7.5% average relative increase in volumetric efficiency, which can be attributed
to enhanced breathing characteristics, as a result of reduced flow friction with a lower mass
flow rate (on a time base), and improved runner wave dynamics [116]. Total trapped mass
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Figure 3.22 Gross indicated mean effective pressure as function of intake pressure during maximum
load sweeps for two engines and at two different engine speeds in case of UM NVO engine
increases on average by∼ 6.1% for the lower engine speed, which is in good agreement with
the increase in volumetric efficiency. As a result and to maintain a similar value for Φ′, more
fuel can be injected consequently, while still meeting knock (RI=5 MW/m2) and combustion
variability constraints (COV of IMEPg=3 %). Note, though, that IMEPg increases on average
by ∼ 25% when decreasing engine speed, which implies that the remaining 19 % are due to
further CA50 retard.
Combustion phasing (CA50) could be further retarded i.e. on average by 3.7 cad, when
the engine was operated at 1200 rpm instead of 2000 rpm (see Figure 3.23). Consequently,
a relatively larger amount of the bulk heat release occurs at a later point in the cycle, when
the piston has already descended further and its expansion rate has increased, which leads
to a decrease in maximum pressure rise rate and peak cylinder pressure in case the energy
input is kept constant. For the 1200 rpm maximum load sweep, however, fueling rate and
Φ′ were increased in the experiment to take advantage of the additional leeway, while still
meeting knock and combustion variability constraints. Burn duration (CA10-90) is up to
∼ 2-5 % shorter for 1200 rpm compared to 2000 rpm in case of the UM NVO engine,
which is considered the primary reason enabling later CA50. If CA90 occurs too late in the
cycle, in-cylinder temperature may have already decreased to such an extent that complete
combustion is not possible and misfire likely to occur. Note that CA10-90 for the SNL PVO
engine is even short (∼ 6 cad) than for the UM NVO engine at 1200 rpm, which could be
the reason, for which even later CA50 can be attained for a given Pint thus increasing the
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(a) Volumetric efficiency (total trapped mass) (b) Fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio
(c) Total trapped in-cylinder mass (d) Gross indicated efficiency
(e) Combustion phasing (f) Burn duration
Figure 3.23 First set of results as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps for two
engines and at two different engine speeds in case of UM NVO engine
maximum load range. Another important reason, although maybe of secondary importance,
is that low temperature heat release (LTHR) is observed for high Pint in case of 1200 rpm.
From Figure 3.24 showing the rate of heat release (RoHR) profiles as function of Pint for
the UM NVO engine operated at 2000 rpm and 1200 rpm, it is apparent that peak RoHR
values are higher in case of the lower engine speed. By closer inspection of the close-up
graphs at the bottom in the same figure, one can discern modest amounts of LTHR for Pint
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(a) Rate of heat release at 2000 rpm








































(b) Rate of heat release at 1200 rpm











































(c) Rate of heat release at 2000 rpm (close-up)








































(d) Rate of heat release at 1200 rpm (close-up)
Figure 3.24 Second set of results: rate of heat release profiles for various intake pressures at two
different engine speeds for UM NVO engine
greater than or equal to 2 bar. Although the magnitude of LTHR is fairly modest, ∼ 1.3
% and ∼ 3.2 % relative to peak RoHR for Pint of 2.0 and 2.25 bar respectively, it is still
significant, as it may allow further CA50 retard, because some of the early heat release
can partially counteract some of the in-cylinder temperature decrease due to more rapid
volume expansion. No LTHR can be observed at 2000 rpm, which indicates that it is the
lower engine speed of 1200 rpm in conjunction with elevated intake pressure that shifts the
operating point into the low temperature combustion (LTC) regime.
One caveat with operation at lower engine speed, as seen from Figure 3.25, is that
NOxemissions exceed the limit of 1 g/kg fuel for Pint less than 1.5 bar, which is a result of
the peak in-cylinder temperature (Tmax) exceeding the NOxformation threshold of ∼ 1900
K. Mainly, lower CO emissions, but also slightly lower THC emissions, lead to a modest
increase in combustion efficiency for 1200 rpm. The CO decrease is most likely directly
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(a) Peak average in-cylinder temperature (b) Emissions index for NOx
(c) Emissions index for CO (d) Emissions index for THC
(e) Combustion efficiency
Figure 3.25 Third set of results as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps for
two engines and at two different engine speeds in case of UM NVO engine
related to higher Tmax, which yields more complete combustion in the near-wall regions.
The decrease in THC is less pronounced, which could be a consequence of the fact that most
THC stems from unburned gas that does not fully convert upon outgassing from crevices
due to lower in-cylinder temperature at that particular location and crank-angle degree.
As a result of higher Φ′, maximum pressure rise rate (PRRmax) with respect to crank-
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(a) Maximum pressure rise rate (b) Peak cylinder pressure
(c) Ringing intensity (low-pass) (d) Coefficient of variance of IMEPg
Figure 3.26 Fourth set of results as function of intake pressure during maximum load sweeps for
two engines and at two different engine speeds in case of UM NVO engine
angle degrees can be higher at 1200 rpm, while still meeting the knock constraint (RI= 5
MW/m2), because RILP according to equation 2.22 (dP/dt)max is computed on the maximum
pressure rise rate based on time and not crank-angle (see Figure 3.26). PRRmax decreases
for Pint greater than 1.75 bar for the UM NVO engine at 1200 rpm, which is thought to be
the results of a prolonged CA10-90 (compare Figure 3.23). Pmax is only marginally higher
for 1200 rpm compared to 2000 rpm in case of the UM NVO engine owing to a shorter
CA10-90. Note that CA10-90 for the SNL PVO engine is yet shorter and manifests itself in
considerably higher Pmax. Finally, COV of IMEPg is substantially higher for the UM NVO
engine for both engine speeds compared to the SNL PVO engine, that is ∼ 3-4 % versus
∼ 1 %. This significant difference in COV of IMEPg makes it more difficult to attain high
IMEPg for a given maximum allowable peak cylinder pressure, Pcyl,max, because relatively
speaking a larger proportion of individual cycles will have a Pmax value much larger than
the mean.
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3.3 Comparison to PVO Operation: A Parametric Model-
ing Study
3.3.1 Motivation
From section 3.2, elaborating on the effects of various engine operating parameters on the
maximum load capability of a NVO HCCI engine, it has become apparent that the maximum
load limit is primarily determined by engine hardware constraints, namely cam phasing
authority (min. NVO) and maximum allowable peak cylinder pressure, in conjunction
with ignition delay. Since burn duration is fairly insensitive to these parameters, and for
a fixed and retarded combustion phasing required to attain maximum load (CA50=10-15
cad aTDC), ignition timing inherently falls within a narrow range and is almost fixed. In
comparison with another well-known boosted HCCI engine at Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL), which employs a more conventional positive valve overlap (PVO) strategy with
minimal RGF retention, the NVO engine used in this research at the University of Michigan
(UM) shows reduced maximum load capability, when the same knock (RI=5 MW/m2) and
combustion variability constraints (COV of IMEP = 3%) are imposed (see Figure 3.27).
The key motivation for section 3.3 is to explore the reasons for these notable differences
in maximum load capability, as seen in Figure 3.27, and identify which specific features or
parameters, that are different between the UM NVO and SNL PVO engine, contribute most.
Table 3.3 shows key parameters of both engines and their respective operating strategies.
Besides different engine size, geometry and engine speed, the most notable differences
between both engines are the valve strategy and combustion phasing and burn duration.
The SNL PVO engine has hardly any RGF in comparison to the UM NVO engine, and is
characterized by a faster burn and more retarded combustion phasing. The following sub-
sections will shed light into these different engines and explain the difference leveraging a
1-D engine simulation tool that allows for systematic variation of all the different parameters
and being fully able to capture thermodynamics and breathing. Section 3.3.2 will outline
the methodology in more detail.
3.3.2 Methodology
A model of the UM single-cylinder NVO engine was built using the 1-D engine simulation
software package GT Power as described in section 2.4 of the previous chapter. With the UM
NVO engine as starting point, one parameter at a time was systematically varied following
the sequence highlighted in Figure 3.28. First, compression ratio was raised, and second, the
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Figure 3.27 Comparison of UM NVO with SNL PVO engine: maximum attainable load vs. intake
pressure (SNL data courtesy to Dec)
Table 3.3 Comparison of two fundamentally different boosted HCCI engine setups - University of
Michigan NVO and Sandia National Laboratory PVO
Parameter Unit UM NVO Engine SNL PVO Engine
Compression ratio - 12.4 14.0
Displacement volume cm3 549 981
Engine speed rpm 2000 1200
Valve lift mm 4.0 10.7
Valve duration cad 120 240
iEGR / RGF % 25-40 ∼ 5
Burn duration (CA10-90) cad ∼ 16.5 ∼ 6.5
Intake pressure bar 1.27-3.0 1.0-3.25
Intake temperature K ∼ 320 331-404
Mixture preparation - DI PFI
Combustion phasing (CA50) cad aTDC 8-13 13-19
Fuel-to-air ratio (Φ) - ∼ 0.9 0.48-0.92
engine size was scaled up. Whereas the former one only required changing a single-entry
in the experimental setup window within GT Power, the latter one required a few more
adjustments. Increasing the engine size required changing the engine geometry parameters
in the corresponding object in GT Power, and in addition, scaling up the valve lifts, valve
diameters and diameters of all pipe sections in intake and exhaust systems (see section ??
for details). Third, engine speed was decreased from 2000 to 1200 rpm. Fourth, combustion
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phasing (CA50) and burn duration (CA10-90) of the SNL engine are imposed to replace
the burn profiles imposed to replace previously imposed values of the UM NVO engine.
Fifth, the valvetrain was switched from UM NVO to SNL PVO strategy, which required
few adjustments to be made to SNL valve lifts to allow adequate breathing to attain correct
fuel-to-charge ratio Φ′. Sixth and last, boundary conditions, including intake temperature,
intake pressure, exhaust back-pressure from SNL PVO engine were imposed.
Note that all boundary conditions in the simulation for both UM NVO and SNL PVO
engine, including intake temperature, intake composition, intake pressure, and exhaust back-
pressure as well as fueling rate and engine speed, were imposed directly from experimental
measurements. Figure 3.29 shows these boundary conditions for the starting (UM NVO
engine) and end point (SNL PVO engine) of the parameter walk. Note that the SNL PVO
engine requires lowering of intake temperature as intake boost pressure and IMEPg increase
up to a point where it cannot be further lowered, which is when eEGR is added. The
UM NVO engine is operated with increasing amounts of eEGR aiming for a close to
stoichiometric mixture. Because NVO is used as combustion phasing control know, intake
temperature is almost constant. Also, note that the UM NVO engine operates with noticeable
back-pressure.
Burn duration was also imposed, whereby an extra step was taken, that is it was necessary
to fit a Wiebe function to the experimentally measured burn profiles by matching combustion
phasing (CA50) and burn duration (CA10-90). This was merely done because it is a
simple approach deemed adequate enough for capturing impacts on thermal efficiency and
maximum load. Note though that no constraint for knock in terms of ringing in intensity was
imposed, because no predictive combustion model was used and the Wiebe fit to the actual
burn profile might smear out details in the pressure trace affecting peak rate of pressure rise.
Figure 3.30 shows a comparison of simulation versus experimental results for UM
NVO and SNL PVO engine. It is clear that IMEPg versus intake pressure was reasonably
well predicted by the simulation for both engines, in particular for the UM NVO engine.
For the SNL PVO engine trends were in agreement with the experiment. Now, that the
methodology has been explained and both start and end point of the parametric study have
been benchmarked and validated, the next sub-section will show results and discuss what
the key enablers to higher load in case of the SNL PVO engine are, and whether or not GT
Power capable of capturing the thermodynamics and breathing process is appropriate for
this endeavor.
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Figure 3.28 Sequence of parametric changes applied in the GT Power Model
(a) Intake temperature (b) Exhaust back-pressure
(c) Fuel-to-air equivalence ratio
Figure 3.29 Boundary conditions used for simulation
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Figure 3.30 Comparison of simulation results with experimental data for both engines
3.3.3 Results
To better be able to interpret the results it is useful to look at maximum attainable load, where
load is defined as gross mean indicated pressure (IMEPg), that can be extracted for a given
intake pressure, and identify what are the key parameters that might affect it. According to
equation (3.1), IMEPg is the amount of useful work normalized by displacement volume.
Note that the last three terms in the numerator represent the heat released during combustion
that is converted into mechanical work with the thermal efficiency ηth. Equation (3.2)
shows how fuel mass and total charge mass are related through Φ′, whereas equation (3.3)
represents an unconventional definition of volumetric efficiency being defined as the ratio
of total trapped charge mass and theoretical expected charge mass, being the product of
displacement volume and density in the intake runner. Substituting equations (3.2), (3.3) and
(3.4), the last one being the ideal gas law applied at intake runner conditions, into equation
(3.1) yields an equation ((3.3)) that clearly shows what IMEPgPint depend upon.
From (3.5) it is apparent that the first three terms largely determine the maximum IMEPg/
Pint that can be obtained. Combustion efficiency generally is fairly high (around 95-98 %)
for HCCI operation and sufficiently high Tmax, and intake temperature cannot be arbitrarily
chosen, but instead needs to be a certain value so that with a given valve strategy appropriate
TDC temperature can be reached to get right combustion phasing. The last three terms are
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constants depending on fuel and composition.
IMEPg =
ηth ·m f uel ·ηcomb. ·LHVf uel
Vdisp.
(3.1)
















·FAst. ·LHVf uel (3.5)
Figure 3.31 shows the final results of the parametric study in terms of IMEPg vs.
Pint. Whereas lines corresponding to cases 0 through 4 are very similar with respect to
max. IMEPg for same Pint, cases 5 and 6 that is after switching to PVO cam profile show
significantly higher IMEPg. Generally, the SNL PVO engine can reach a higher IMEPg
and the difference becomes more pronounced at higher intake pressures. Since the trends
of all lines with respect to pressure are all very similar, it is instructive to look at two
intake pressures and make a detailed comparison along the parameters mentioned before i.e.
thermal efficiency, volumetric efficiency etc. For this purpose intake pressures of Pint=1.3
and Pint=2.8 bar were chosen.
Figure 3.32 shows relevant plots pertinent to thermal efficiency. Increasing compression
ratio (CR) yields a relative increase in thermal efficiency of ∼ 2%. Scaling up the engine
size and lowering engine speed both have no significant effect on relative heat loss and
thermal efficiency. Retarding CA50 and shortening the burn duration leads to a ∼ 1−2%
relative decrease in thermal efficiency, indicating that combustion phasing retard outweighs
the benefits of a faster burn, because expansion work is done less effectively for this later
combustion phasing. Switching from NVO to PVO operation increases thermal efficiency
by ∼ 2− 4% relative depending on intake pressure. This can be explained largely by a
significant reduction in relative heat loss by ∼ 40−50%. Note that although various factors
seem to affect thermal efficiency, the absolute change is relatively small, at most 2-4 %
relative. Since thermal efficiency is certainly not the primary enabler for higher efficiency of
the SNL PVO engine, it is useful to look at other parameters.
Figure 3.33 shows results from the point of view of volumetric efficiency. Volumetric
efficiency, which accounts for all trapped mass including iEGR and eEGR at IVC, shows a
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Figure 3.31 Simulation results from parameter walk
(a) Thermal efficiency (b) Relative heat transfer
(c) Combustion phasing (d) Burn duration
Figure 3.32 Thermal efficiency consideration: results from parameter walk for two intake pressures
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(a) Volumetric efficiency based on total trapped mass (b) Relative heat transfer
(c) In-cylinder temperature trace (d) In-cylinder temperature 10 cad bTDC
Figure 3.33 Volumetric efficiency consideration: results from parameter walk for two intake
pressures
significant relative increase of ∼ 50% when changing from NVO to PVO. Note from the
in-cylinder temperature profiles (Figure 3.33 (c)) that the NVO engine (case 0) shows much
higher average cylinder temperature than the PVO engine (case 7),in particular during the
recompression event, which can explain the significant decrease in relative heat loss when
switching from NVO to PVO. Another interesting difference is that switching from NVO to
PVO (case 4 to 5) yields a ∼ 20% lower in-cylinder temperature, 10 cad before TDC. This
is due to ignition requirements and will be explained later, but as a consequence cylinder
temperature is relatively lower during combustion in case of PVO operation.
From Figure 3.34 showing results in terms of Φ′, it becomes apparent that Φ′ does not
change very much in most cases, with the exception when switching from NVO to PVO
(cases 4 and 5), where Φ′ increases modestly. Note also, that as boost pressure is an enabler
for high load operation, the higher intake pressure case shows generally lower Φ′ than
the low intake pressure case. Looking at Figure 3.34 (b), one can see that the maximum
pressure rise rate remains unchanged until combustion phasing is retarded and burn duration
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(a) Fuel-to-total-charge equivalence ratio (b) Maximum pressure rise rate
(c) Peak cylinder pressure (d) Ringing intensity (low pass)
Figure 3.34 Φ′ consideration: results from parameter walk for two intake pressures
shortened (cases 3-4), where it rises, owing to the decrease in burn duration. When switching
from NVO to PVO (cases 4 to 5), maximum pressure rise rate increases again noticeably,
because Φ′ is increased and more energy is released. Peak pressure increases as well for the
same reason for switching valve strategy. Figure 3.34 (d) shows ringing intensity, and one
can see a decrease when lowering engine speed (cases 2 to 3), which is no surprise, because
it is the dP/dt enters RI calculation and a lower engine speed yields longer dt interval. The
increases for changing CA50 and CA10-90 as well as switching to PVO merely reflect
increases in dP/dtheta. Finally, when imposing the SNL boundary conditions (cases 5 to 6),
PRRmax and RI increase still, especially for lower intake pressure, because Φ′ increases.
In summary, from this parametric study in GT Power, one can determine the valve
strategy i.e. switching from NVO to PVO and reducing the engine speed as two key enablers.
There are several benefits associated with the switch from NVO to PVO operation. First,
a much lower lower RGF content is used, hence lower IVC temperature, which yields a
higher charge density at IVCn hence more diluent can be trapped. This allows more fuel
to be injected to maintain a fixed Φ′. Second, there is simply less flow restriction through
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(a) Volumetric efficiency (total trapped mass) (b) Combustion phasing
(c) Maximum attainable IMEPg
Figure 3.35 Effect of switching from NVO to PVO operation
the valves because of longer duration and larger valve lifts, so the flow will be less throttled
when passing through the valves, which allows higher volumetric efficiency as well. The
engine speed effect was already demonstrated in section 3.2.5 and has two components to it:
a direct one and an indirect one. From the parametric study it has become apparent that burn
duration alone is not a key enabler, but CA50 retard that comes with it. It is through later
CA50, that allows for a decrease in ringing intensity so that more fuel can be injected to
maintain fixed RI. A small additional benefit of low engine speed is increased volumetric
efficiency due to improved wave dynamics in the runner. It was found that engine parameters
such as compression ratio and engine size are of lesser importance.
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3.4 Summary and Conclusions
3.4.1 Summary of Results and Discussion
The goal of this chapter was to explore how various engine operating parameters, including
diluent (eEGR vs. air), intake temperature, overall-turbo charger efficiency (OTE) and engine
speed, affect the internal thermo-physical state of the fuel-air-EGR mixture, ignition and
combustion, and to quantify how the maximum load limit in terms of maximum attainable
IMEPg as a function of Pint is affected. The relative importance of each of these was
investigated, and the following order was found starting from the effect with largest impact
to those with lesser impact: engine speed effect, diluent (eEGR vs. air), OTE effect, intake
temperature effect. Moreover, a parametric study using GT Power was conducted in an
attempt to first verify if the different maximum IMEPg between the UM NVO and SNL
PVO engine can be explained with thermodynamics and breathing and second to identify
key enablers and distinguish those from less important parameters.
Replacing part of the incoming air with eEGR facilitates higher load mainly because of
ignition delay implications. To maintain a similar CA50 despite less O2, a higher pressure
and temperature at TDC are required, where the latter one is accomplished with more NVO.
This gives more leverage regarding cam phasing authority of engine and so the minimum
NVO limit is reached at a higher pressure and load respectively. The only drawback of eEGR
is a slightly lower gross efficiency mainly because of mixture properties. A lower intake
temperature allows for higher load for the same reasons as eEGR. Higher OTE or lower
dP is not only beneficial from T/C-overall system efficiency standpoint, but also because
of its positive effect on HCCI combustion, in particular a larger operating range, which is
especially important for HCCI that only works for a narrow range.
High load in a NVO engine at a given intake pressure is limited by volumetric efficiency.
Switching from NVO to PVO removes a breathing restriction and decreases pumping work.
It also eliminates large amounts of iEGR trapped and facilitates a higher IVC charge density
allowing for more fresh charge to be inducted. Lowering the engine speed from 2000 rpm to
1200 rpm not only improves volumetric efficiency, but also facilitates further CA50 retard
that is augmented by LTHR at higher Pint and higher loads.
3.4.2 Appraisal of Results and Contributions
The results shown in this chapter indicate that intake boosting is an enabler for extending
the high load limit in a NVO HCCI engine, because it facilitates later CA50 hence allows
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higher fueling rates while still keeping ringing intensity in check. For a practical NVO
engine, having the appropriate thermo-physical state of the fuel-air-EGR mixture around
TDC is crucial to achieving auto-ignition that leads to the correct combustion phasing. The
engine hardware itself ultimately poses the limiting constraint, as NVO cannot be reduced
below 74 cad for the UM NVO engine and the maximum allowable peak cylinder pressure
of 120 bar cannot be exceeded. The type of diluent (eEGR vs. air), intake temperature and
overall-turbocharger efficiency merely affect the shape of the maximum load (IMEPg vs.
Pint) curve, but they determine at what IMEPg-Pint-combination a hard stop due to engine
constraints is hit.
The potential of PVO relative to NVO operation has been explored thorough a parametric
modeling study, starting from the UM NVO engine by successively varying individual
parameters to approach the SNL PVO engine. It could be shown that the potential benefits
in terms of maximum attainable IMEPg for a given Pint can be largely explained by
thermodynamics and breathing considerations, which are adequately captured by GT Power.
Since the the predictive combustion model was removed and instead burn duration for
the start and end point of the parameter walk imposed, it is assumed that all parametric
changes other than switching from NVO to PVO have no effect on combustion. This may
not necessarily be true, but cannot be evaluated here. It is important to see burn duration not
by itself but in conjunction with maximum allowable CA50 and COV. Despite shorter burn
duration, the SNL PVO engine can achieve higher loads because of later CA50. It is not
clear if later CA50 is the result of short burn duration and/ or much lower cyclic variability.
The SNL PVO engine exhibited much lower cyclic variability (COV of IMEPg), even at the
stability limit, compared to the UM NVO engine, which could facilitate later CA50.
3.4.3 Shortcoming of Results and Next Steps
From the experimental and modeling results presented earlier in chapter 3, and from the
discussion, summary and contributions stated in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, it has become
evident that that the UM NVO engine, in principle, is capable of as high a maximum load
as the SNL PVO engine, provided that enough charge can be trapped and combustion
phasing can be sufficiently retarded. The thermodynamic and breathing aspects have been
satisfactorily understood by now, after carrying out the parameter walk between the two
engines in GT Power, but it still remains unclear why the burn duration of the SNL PVO
engine is significantly shorter than that of the UM NVO engine and also how it is affected
by various fundamental thermo-physical variables.
Whereas the maximum load sweep experiments used for almost all experimental results
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presented in section 3.2 benefited from the fact that only few data points were required
to explore the maximum load limit as a function of intake pressure for a wide range of
conditions, they have not been able to facilitate isolation of the effects of key thermo-
physical variables such as pressure, composition (O2content), and stratification (NVO) on
burn duration. At this point, it is not possible to make more conclusive statements about these
effects, because Pint, Φ′, χO2 , and NVO all have been varied at the same time. Therefore,
a more controlled set of experiments is required to gain additional insight into how burn
duration is affected by these. Chapter 4 will deal with this shortcoming, as a much more
controlled experimental procedure is used in an attempt to to shed light on the individual
effects of boost pressure and oxygen content on burn duration.
The UM NVO engine exhibits a much higher degree of combustion variability near the
stability limit, which manifests itself in considerably higher values of COV of IMEPg when
compared to the SNL PVO engine. Based on this observation and the fact that later CA50 is
a high load enabler, it is clear that both combustion phasing limits, knock and combustion
variability, together affect the maximum attainable IMEPg for a given Pint. Again, with the
experimental approach used in this chapter, varying a myriad of parameters and operating
at knock and combustion variability limits simultaneously, it is not possible to understand
how these two phasing limits are affected by the aforementioned more fundamental thermo-
physical variables. Therefore, chapter 5 will attempt to identify how both combustion
phasing limits are affected using more controlled and targeted experiments.
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Chapter 4
Burn Duration: Effects of Composition
and Boost Pressure
The hypothesis, that HCCI combustion is a cascade of sequential auto-ignition events, whose
progression is primarily determined by temperature gradients due to thermal/ compositional
stratification and to a much lesser extent by chemical kinetics, is probed in this chapter by
exploring how burn duration is affected by fundamental thermo-physical parameters such as
intake boost pressure and O2 concentration. To test the hypothesis, experiments that take
advantage of the high level of independent control over intake and exhaust conditions of this
engine setup are performed. Combustion phasing (CA50) and negative valve overlap (NVO)
are held constant, while O2 concentration is adjusted via addition of external EGR (eEGR).
The findings in this chapter motivate the need for investigating combustion phasing limits as
function of these two and other thermo-physical variables in the following chapter.
4.1 Objective
This chapter addresses the most fundamental thermo-physical aspects of the three results
chapters, 3, 4 and 5, with the goal of exploring if and to what extent burn duration under
boosted HCCI operation is affected by intake boost pressure and O2 concentration. In
chapter 1, it has been hypothesized that HCCI combustion can be comprehended as a
cascade of sequential auto-ignition events, which seems to be supported by results from
recent research findings. The relevance of boost pressure in particular, as in how it could
potentially affect and alter the view of the auto-ignition cascade, has not been subject of any
studies in a NVO engine up to this point.
Since the beginning of research on HCCI engines, there has been the notion that
combustion and especially burn duration are predominantly determined by chemical kinetics
representing the view that a uniform fuel-air-EGR mixture undergoes bulk auto-ignition.
Najt and Foster suggested that the completion of combustion via oxidation of CO to CO2
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is kinetically limited and proposed an expression, termed ’apparent energy release rate’ or
AERR, to capture bulk heat release at CA50 as a function of several engine parameters
[144, 14]. Although the view of kinetics being of importance for ignition and completion
of combustion in principle is correct, the conceptual model proposed implicitly assumes a
perfectly homogeneous fuel-air-EGR mixture treating the mixture in the internal combustion
engine like a continuously stirred chemical reactor, which is not necessarily true. Recent
experimental research work by Rothamer et al. [98] and Dronniou and Dec [142] have shown
that thermal and compositional inhomogeneities may have a much greater bearing on the
combustion burn rates than previously thought. Recent CFD simulation work by Kodavasal
investigating the effect of mixture preparation, by comparing two valve strategies, and
attempting to separate contributions from thermal and compositional stratification suggested
that thermal inhomogeneities are the major cause for a noticeable decrease in burn rates and
that compositional inhomogeneities are less important [56]. His work also identified that
different thermal properties are largely responsible for a reduced burn rate when comparing
an O2 deprived condition with an O2 rich condition.
To date, there has not been any attempt to quantify the effect of boost pressure in
conjunction with O2 concentration under highly controlled conditions in a NVO engine.
Previous work either used a conventional PVO engine or was done under naturally aspirated
conditions. All NVO work reviewed looking at parametric changes lacked the degree of
control to isolate the effect of pressure and O2 from other parameters. This motivates the
need for such an experiment in this thesis, as there are no results showing the dependency
of burn duration on intake boost pressure in a NVO engine. If the hypothesis stated earlier
was not true, increased intake boost pressure could potentially significantly alter the burn
profile and may be considered as a potential control knob to manipulate combustion and
keep knock in check.
4.2 Experimental Procedure
This experiment is the most controlled amongst all presented in this dissertation and takes
full advantage of the high level of independent control over many engine parameters by
maintaining as many parameters as possible constant and selectively varying those of
interest.
For each intake boost pressure, Pint = 1.5 bar, 2.0 bar and 2.5 bar, increasing amounts
of external EGR (eEGR) are added, which lead to a richer mixture (higher Φ). In order
to maintain constant combustion phasing, CA50, intake temperature, Tint is increased. Φ′
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Table 4.1 Experimental conditions during Φ/ eEGR sweeps at different intake boost pressures
Parameter Value Unit
Engine speed 2000 rpm
Fuel flow rate 10 -18 mg/cycle
Fuel pressure 100 bar
Intake pressure 1.0 - 2.5 bar
Pressure differential (Pexh-Pint) 0.5 bar
Intake charge temperature 55 - 240 ◦C
Negative valve overlap @ 0.1 mm lift 90 cad
Coolant temperature 90 ◦C
Oil temperature 90 ◦C
Fuel injection timing 330 cad bTDC
External EGR 0 - 50 %
is kept approximately constant for each Φ/ eEGR sweep and in between different Pint by
scaling fueling rate in proportion to Pint. NVO and pressure differential, dP = Pexh - Pint,
are held constant at 90 cad and 0.5 bar respectively to minimize any potential bias due
to thermal/ compositional stratification associated with changes in NVO/ iEGR. Table 4.1
shows experimental conditions during the Φ sweeps at three different Pint. From Figure 4.1,
one can see that Tint was used as combustion phasing control knob and that EGR rate and
Φ′ are almost identical between all three Pint. The only caveat is that total trapped mass
decreases as Φ increases owing to a lower IVC charge density due to the higher intake
temperature. Consequently, Φ′ slightly increases as Φ increases.
4.3 Experimental Results
4.3.1 Burn Duration
Crank-angle locations, where 5 %, 50 % and 90 % of the fuel mass are burned corresponding
to start, mid-point, and end of combustion, are shown for different intake boost pressures
as function of the fuel-to-air equivalence ratio in Figure 4.2. While combustion phasing
(CA50) is held constant, burn duration (CA05-90) seems to be relatively unaffected by
boost pressure and composition i.e. Φ. In particular, CA90 is virtually insensitive to both
Pint and Φ implying that the second half of combustion is completely unaffected by these
two parameters. However, start of combustion (CA05) advances moderately by ∼ 2 cad as
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(b) EGR rate based on intake CO2 measurements






























(c) Total trapped mass




















































































(f) Fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio
Figure 4.1 Boundary conditions as function of fuel-to-air equivalence ratio Φ for different intake
pressures
eEGR is added and Φ increases from ∼ 0.4 to ∼ 0.95. Increased intake boost pressure leads
to slightly later CA05 by ∼ 0.5 cad when Pint is raised from 1.5 bar to 2.5 bar, which has
only a minor effect on the first half of combustion (CA05-50). Although the composition
and pressure effects are moderate and small respectively, a repetition of this particular
experiment confirmed the exact same trends with respect to Φ and Pint.
Peak rates of heat release, RoHRmax, are clearly separated due to different fueling rates
and energy inputs for the different Pint, but there is no clear trend with Φ. Looking at the
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Figure 4.2 Burn profiles: crank-angles with 5 %, 50 % and 90 % mass fraction burned (CA05,
CA50 and CA90) as function of fuel-to-air equivalence ratio for three intake boost pressures


































(a) Peak rate of heat release





































(b) Normalized peak rate of heat release
Figure 4.3 Absolute and normalized peak rate of heat release as function of fuel-to-air equivalence
ratio Φ for different intake pressures
normalized RoHRmax no clear trends with respect to Pint and Φ can be identified indicating
that the effects of composition and boost pressure are subtle (see Figure 4.3). Note, though,
that no clear inverse relationship between CA05-90 and RoHRnorm., max can be seen.
Taking a closer look at the RoHR profiles and average in-cylinder temperature for
combinations of the highest and lowest Pint and Φ respectively provides additional insight
into the aforementioned subtle changes with composition and boost pressure. As seen in
Figure 4.4, although the peak RoHR values are identical between different Φ for each Pint
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(a) Rate of heat release
































































(c) Rate of heat release (close-up)
































(d) In-cylinder temperature (close-up)
Figure 4.4 Rate of heat release and average in-cylinder temperature as function of crank-angle for
4 data points
and shapes at first glance look similar, closer inspection reveals that RoHR for each Pint
with Φ=0.95 starts to increase at a relatively earlier crank-angle and the slope is less than in
case of Φ=0.4. In-cylinder temperatures show a similar trend.
4.3.2 Composition Effect
There are a myriad of potential physical phenomena that can be used to explain the observed
differences in CA05-90 with respect to composition including thermodynamic properties,
chemical kinetics, and thermal/ compositional stratification. This section will look at each
of them in an effort to justify the findings, but no definite statements can be made that is
attribution to and quantification of each phenomenon is not possible. However, based on
the review in Chapter 1 various aspects can be evaluated and their validity tested with this
boosted data set under very controlled conditions.
Replacing part of the incoming air with eEGR thus increasing Φ from 0.4 to 0.95 leads
to an increase of the isobaric specific heat capacity of the mixture, Cp, because diatomic
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molecules such as O2 and N2 are replaced by triatomic molecules such as CO2 and (see
Figure 4.5). Triatomic molecules can store energy more easily than diatomic ones, because a
larger number of vibrational and rotational modes are available owing to their structure. This
thermal effect associated with different thermodynamic properties for different Φ can be
considered to be the primary reason responsible for slightly longer first half of combustion
(CA05-50) because of more advanced CA05 for the case of Φ = 0.95 relative to the case
of Φ = 0.4. Therefore, the higher value of Cp for the eEGR dilute case is responsible for a
slower propagation of auto-ignition throughout the fuel-air-EGR mixture in the combustion
chamber due to the larger thermal inertia, which is in agreement with findings by previous
workers [33, 56].
A higher in-cylinder temperature, both at intake valve closing, TIVC, and 10 cad bTDC,
T10, in case of Φ = 0.95 is required to maintain combustion phasing and to compensate for
the decrease in O2 and fits within the realm of the ignition delay expression (see Figure
4.6). Decreasing O2 with increasing Φ certainly has an impact on ignition and could
potentially also affect combustion that is the cascade of auto-ignition in a HCCI engine.
For example, one could imagine that for the reduced O2 case (Φ=0.95) there is almost
no excess O2 especially toward the end of combustion so that during the later stage of
combustion RoHR would decrease indicating kinetic limitations. However, this cannot
be seen from the RoHR plots in Figure 4.4 indicating that mixing is not a limitation of
combustion and/ or combustion is not kinetically limited once auto-ignition has occurred.
Recent computational work by Kodavasal strongly suggests that the thermal effect due to
changes in thermodynamic properties, i.e. higher specific heat capacity, is relatively much
more important than the kinetic effect, i.e. lower O2 concentration [56].
Thermal stratification may also contribute to a moderately longer CA05-50 with
increasing eEGR/ Φ. A more eEGR dilute mixture characterized by a higher Φ value
requires a higher TDC temperature, which, based on the experimental findings by Lawler
[100], should lead to more thermal stratification. A larger thermal width or wider temperature
distribution due to increased heat transfer from the core to the walls, because of a higher
TDC temperature, can lead to slower combustion i.e. longer CA05-50. Note that in an IC
engine it is not possible to maintain fixed TDC temperature, CA50, and NVO but different
composition. This would simply over-constrain the system, and in this experiment an
effort was made to minimize bias due to CA50 and thermal/ compositional stratification,
so TDC temperature had to be adjusted to maintain CA50 while eEGR was added, hence
thermal stratification due to different TDC is unavoidable and one cannot conclusively
gauge, whether the thermodynamic property or the thermal stratification effect contributes
more to the moderate CA05-50 increase with increasing Φ.
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(a) Specific isobaric heat capacity





































(b) In-cylinder oxygen concentration
Figure 4.5 Heat capacity and oxygen content as function of fuel-to-air equivalence ratio Φ for
different intake pressures
Lastly, fuel-to-charge ratio, Φ′, increases relatively by∼ 10 % slightly when Φ increases
from 0.4 to 0.95, because intake temperature, Tint, was raised to maintain constant CA50
while eEGR was increased and composition modified. Although IVC timing, intake and
exhaust pressure were fixed, gas density at IVC decreases with increasing Tint/ Φ. This leads
to lower total trapped mass and consequently higher Φ′ in spite of using the same fueling
rate. Higher Φ′ generally implies a shorter burn duration i.e. CA05-90. This means that if
the experiment was done at perfectly fixed Φ′, CA05-90 could be even longer than it was,
concealing the other effects to some extent, most notably due to thermodynamic properties
and thermal stratification.
4.3.3 Boost Pressure Effect
Similar to composition in section 4.3.2, there are also multiple ways to explain the observed
differences in CA05-90 with respect to intake boost pressure including chemical kinetics
and thermal/ compositional stratification. This section will discuss each of them in an effort
to justify the findings, but no conclusive statements can be made that is attribution to and
quantification of each phenomenon is not possible.
Elevated intake boost pressure, Pint, is known to promote chemical kinetics and leads to
earlier and faster ignition given everything else remains fixed. For this reason, at the same
air/eEGR dilution condition (Φ), temperature needs to be lower around TDC to maintain
constant CA50, because Φ′ and Φ are the same. Note, however, once ignition of a certain
portion of the charge has occurred, a higher Pint might conceivably also promote faster
combustion due to chemical kinetics. But the measurement shortening of CA05-50 with
increasing Pint seems very small (∼ 0.5 cad), indicating that the effects due to kinetics
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(a) In-cylinder temperature at intake valve closing




































(b) In-cylinder temperature 10 cad bTDC

























(c) internal EGR fraction
Figure 4.6 Average in-cylinder temperatures as function of fuel-to-air equivalence ratio Φ for
different intake pressures
during the bulk part of combustion is relatively less important, compared to ignition of the
first portion of the charge.
Thermal stratification could potentially also affect burn rates. The lower TDC
temperature associated with higher Pint may imply decreased thermal stratification i.e. a more
narrow temperature distribution within the combustion chamber, which could explain the
minor retardation of CA05 and decrease in CA05-50 as well. Another argument employing
heat transfer consideration in conjunction with thermal stratification is is the larger amount
of total trapped mass in the case of Pint=2.5 bar. A larger amount of total trapped mass
is accompanied by a lower relative heat loss. If every parameter including core gas and
wall temperature, which is a hypothetical condition, was the same, a decrease in relative
heat loss would imply a decrease in thermal stratification potentially leading to a shorter
CA05-50. With increasing Pint, however, the engine load also increases because more fuel
is added resulting in a larger absolute amount of heat rejected through the cylinder walls,
which yields an increase in wall temperature. Although the increase in wall temperature
cannot be quantified, because it was not measured, a smaller difference between core gas
and wall temperature, provided core gas temperature was constant, implies less heat loss
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hence a more narrow temperature distribution and thus faster burn.
Lastly, the pressure differential, dP=Pexh-Pint, was held constant and not scaled according
to fueling rate unlike the total amount of charge was via adjusting Pint accordingly. As
a result, internal EGR (iEGR) decreases slightly with increasing Pint despite NVO being
held constant. Since there has not been any work done in determining whether NVO alone,
dP alone or both combined to some extent affect thermal/ compositional stratification in
a NVO engine, it is possible to conclusively say that the high Pint case with less iEGR
has less thermal/ compositional stratification. But if it had less thermal/ compositional
stratification, this could result in a shorter burn duration as well. It is difficult to evaluate
which mechanism dominates, but since all of them, chemical kinetics, thermal stratification
due to TDC temperature and thermal/ compositional stratification due to iEGR, point into
the same direction, and the sum of the effect on CA05-50 is small, this implies that each of
these effects is very small or almost negligible.
4.3.4 Emissions
Both peak cylinder temperature, Tmax, and in-cylinder O2 concentrations are important and
need to be considered when evaluating the effect of Pint and Φ on exhaust emissions. Tmax
follows a similar trend as T10 with Φ for each Pint, which is to be expected as Φ′ is the same
for all three Pint and increases with Φ (see Figure 4.7). Emissions are evaluated with the
emissions index on a relative base, accounting for tail pipe emissions normalized by the
amount of fuel burned, so that differences in fueling rate and load for different Pint do not
affect the analysis.
NOx emissions are very low i.e. below the regulation limit of 1 g/kg fuel irrespective of
Pint and Φ. Because of the low the relatively low load conditions chosen for this experiment
i.e. relatively low Φ′, Tmax does not exceed the NOx formation threshold (∼1900 K). CO
and THC emissions both decrease with increasing Φ owing to the fact that a larger portion
of the charge is comprised of EGR, iEGR and eEGR, which implies that on average a larger
portion of the charge has a second chance to burn and complete combustion. The net result
is that combustion efficiency increases with increasing Φ/ eEGR addition for all three Pint.
The decrease for CO with Φ is much less than for THC. CO emissions are insensitive to
Pint, whereas THC emissions exhibit a sensitivity in that higher Pint leads to lower THC
emissions. In the following, the trends for both CO and THC emissions are considered in
more detail.
CO emissions decrease from ∼ 65 g/kg fuel for Φ=0.4 to ∼ 25 g/kg fuel for Φ=0.95,
which corresponds to a decrease by a factor of ∼ 2.5. The total amount of EGR, that is the
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burned gas retained in-cylinder via NVO strategy (iEGR) and exhaust gas fed back to the
intake via an external EGR loop (eEGR), increases from ∼ 35 % to ∼ 65 % corresponding
to an increase by a factor of ∼ 1.8, which is less than the increase in CO. The shape of the
CO emissions versus Φ should follow the total EGR fraction curve inversely, but that is not
the case, because the CO emissions exhibits a steeper slope at low Φ relative to the total
EGR fraction line. The strong decline of CO for low Φ could be due to increasing Tmax,
while there is still a net excess of O2 . For larger Φ, there is less O2 available, but Tmax is
sufficiently high.
THC emissions decrease only by factor of ∼ 1.5 from low to high Φ depending on
Pint. This is less than the increase in total EGR would suggest suggesting that THC is
largely not only from quenching of combustion near cylinder walls but to a significant
extent from crevices. This also explains the disproportionately lower than expected decrease
of THC with increasing Φ, because there is always a certain amount of unburned fuel or
intermediate combustion products that are not fully oxidized when outgassing irrespective
of Φ. THC emissions are less by a factor of ∼ 1.5 for the high Pint case compared to the low
Pint case for the same Φ. Part of this difference with increasing Pint can be attributed to a
higher piston and cylinder wall temperature, due to higher load and fueling rate, effectively
decreasing the density and mass fraction in the crevices. Assuming piston and crevice gas
temperatures of 400 K and 500 K for Pint=1.5 bar and Pint=2.5 bar respectively only amounts
to a ratio of 1.25, which is less than the observed value of 1.5. This suggests that there may
be other reasons e.g. the notion that THC also results from quenching near walls hence
incomplete combustion. Because the temperature required for breakdown of fuel and initial
hydrocarbons is less than that required for complete oxidation of CO to CO2 , the region
where THC is prevalent due to quenching is closer to the cylinder walls.
4.3.5 Indicated Efficiencies
Gross indicated efficiency decreases irrespective of Pint as Φ increases owing to less
advantageous thermodynamic properties i.e. lower γ , as can be seen in Figure 4.8. Increasing
Pint also leads to an increase in gross indicated efficiency efficiency, primarily because of a
decrease of relative heat loss. GT Power was used to validate both of these trends, that is with
respect to Φ and Pint, quantitatively. While the former one could be verified entirely using
the engine simulation software, only∼ 50 % of the latter one could be verified and attributed
to Pint. This implies that the heat transfer model does not fully capture the observed trends
and/ or that other unknown factors may be involved.
A higher combustion efficiency with increasing Φ yields net indicated efficiency lines
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(a) Peak average in-cylinder temperature































(b) Emissions index for NOx































(c) Emissions index for CO
































(d) Emissions index for THC







































































(f) Total EGR fraction
Figure 4.7 Emissions indexes, peak temperature and combustion efficiency as function of fuel-to-air
equivalence ratio Φ for different intake pressures
that drop off less with increasing Φ relative to the gross indicated efficiency lines. In general,
high efficiency values are attained especially for high Pint. The results also show that eEGR
does not reduce efficiency by a lot, although higher loads can be achieved. Therefore,
replacing some of the incoming air with eEGR is useful in extending the high load.
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(a) Gross indicated efficiency
































(b) Net indicated efficiency
Figure 4.8 Indicated efficiencies as function of fuel-to-air equivalence ratio Φ for different intake
pressures
4.3.6 Knock and Combustion Stability
Maximum pressure rise rate, PRRmax, shows no clear trend with Φ, but PRRmax values are
higher for increased Pint (see Figure 4.9). In fact, PRRmax values scale reasonably well
with Pint, that is a higher Pint yields a higher TDC pressure, and for the same Φ′, CA50 and
CA10-90, a higher Pint/ PTDC should yield a higher PRRmax as well. Peak cylinder pressure,
Pmax, should scale in a similar fashion, but this is not exactly the case, because the ratio of
Pmax at Pint=2.5 bar and Pint=1.5 bar is less than the ratio of Pint indicating that higher Pint
may have less relative heat loss hence higher Pmax. Pmax decreases with increasing Φ due
to the effect of thermodynamic properties i.e. larger specific heat capacity, CP, yielding a
slightly slower burn duration for all Pint. Low-pass ringing intensity, R.I.LP, captures and
reflects effects of Pint and Φ on PRRmax and Pmax yielding a higher R.I.LP value for higher
Pint, but there is no clear trend with Φ.
Lastly, combustion variability, quantified as COV of IMEPg, shows no dependency on Φ
/ eEGR, but it is lower for higher Pint. There are various potential reasons for this, but at this
point it can only be speculated. The higher Pint case has less iEGR because dP held constant
and was not scaled with Pint and fuel mass. So, a larger amount of iEGR could potentially
imply an increased level of thermal/ compositional stratification even though was kept NVO
constant for all three Pint cases. More iEGR could imply that there is more feedback from
the previous cycle affecting the following cycle.
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(a) Peak pressure rise rate



























(b) Peak cylinder pressure





























(c) Low-pass ringing intensity






























(d) Coefficient of variance of IMEPg
Figure 4.9 Parameters relevant to knock limit as function of fuel-to-air equivalence ratio Φ for
different intake pressures
4.4 Comparison to Phenomenological Burn Rate Model
In this section, a phenomenological combustion model suitable for advanced combustion
modes including HCCI is evaluated by comparing it with experimental data. The model,
recently proposed by Ortiz-Soto, predicts burn rate at CA50 based on a variety of engine
and combustion parameters [145]. Making simplifications for pure HCCI combustion at a
constant engine speed of 2000 rpm, the equation to calculate RoHRCA50 is given as follows














where ΦF/O is the fuel-to-oxygen equivalence ratio, XSCP is the fraction of stoichiometric
combustion products, Tign is the in-cylinder temperature at auto-ignition, Pign is the cylinder
pressure at auto-ignition, and funmix is an expression capturing the level of unmixedness
in the combustion chamber, which assumes a binary mixture of iEGR and fresh inducted
charge comprised o air and eEGR. f2(CA50) is a function of CA50, which captures the
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effect of combustion phasing on burn duration based on the piston position.
RoHRCA50 is calculated based on equation (4.1) substituting appropriate values for
the engine and combustion parameters, ΦF/O, XSCP, Tign, Pign, funmix, CA50, from the
experiment. Tign and Pign are evaluated at 10 cad bTDC, before any significant heat release
has occurred, which is a simplification but sufficiently adequate. From Figure 4.10, showing
the experimentally determined RoHRmax with the one predicted by the combustion model, it
can be seen that the model, in general, captures the experimental trends with Φ and Pint very
well. In particular, the absolute RoHRmax values for each Pint shows good agreement, and
the slightly increasing trend of RoHRmax with Φ for all Pint other than 1.5 bar is adequately
captured. The latter one can be attributed to both the oxygen term, ΦF/O, and the ’EGR’
term, XSCP. The former one increases, because O2 concentration decreases while fuel
mass remains constant, and is responsible for the increase in RoHRCA50 as Φ increases.
The latter one reflects the the relative amount of combustion products and the associated
thermodynamic effect i.e. XSCP increases with Φ thus (1-XSCP) decreases, which counteracts
some of the increase due to ΦF/O.
Based on the experimental results presented earlier in this Chapter, one could see
relatively small influence of composition and boost pressure on burn duration. Although the
model tested here was only calibrated against a limited set of experimental engine data under
naturally aspirated conditions and complementary 3-D CFD simulation runs under boosted
conditions, the comparison in this section shows reasonable agreement. The implication
is that a combustion model does not need to be very complicated to capture trends. In
particular, the very weak pressure dependency of RoHRmax is reflected in a very small
exponent of 0.13, where a value of 0 would imply complete independence.
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
4.5.1 Summary of Results and Discussion
The goal of this chapter was to study, isolate and quantify the effect of the two fundamental
thermo-physical parameters, pressure and composition, on burn duration. The relative
importance of each of these was investigated by conducting experiments under very
controlled conditions utilizing the high degree of freedom of the engine. Combustion
phasing, CA50, overall fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio, Φ′, and NVO were held constant
throughout the sweeps to avoid or minimize bias from any of these parameters.
Intake boost pressure and composition were found to have a minor and moderate effect
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Figure 4.10 Peak rate of heat release: comparison between experiment and model as function of
fuel-to-air equivalence ratio for three intake boost pressures
on burn duration respectively. Partially replacing the incoming air with eEGR thus increasing
Φ yields a moderate increase in burn duration for all Pint i.e. ∼ 2 cad when Φ increases
from 0.4 to 0.95. Increasing Pint from 1.5 bar to 2.5 bar yields a very small shortening of
burn duration by ∼ 0.5 % irrespective of Φ. eEGR addition leads to improved combustion
efficiency, especially at high Pint, due to decreasing CO and THC emissions. This offsets
some of the decrease in gross efficiency with increasing Φ due to thermal property effects i.e.
lower γ . THC emissions show some sensitivity to Pint, whereas CO emissions are insensitive
with respect to Pint. Higher Pint leads to slightly higher ringing intensity and lower COV of
IMEPg values.
This work cannot isolate and quantify the extent to which the mechanism is responsible
for the increase and decrease in burn duration with Φ and Pint respectively. Instead, this
work showed that the experimental observations are trendwise in agreement with previous
works. One of the key contributions of this work is that it could be shown that intake boost
pressure has no significant effect on burn duration. Most likely, the increase in burn duration
with Φ is associated with corresponding changes of thermodynamic properties and thermal
stratification due to different TDC temperatures and total amount of trapped masses. The
experiments did not provide any evidence for O2 concentration and chemical kinetics to
impact burn duration.
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4.5.2 Appraisal of Results and Contributions
The results presented in this chapter focus exclusively on combustion and burn rates. It
could be shown that for stable HCCI operation burn rates in this gasoline-fueled NVO
HCCI engine are relatively insensitive to composition and especially intake boost pressure.
Previous findings investigating the effect of composition or eEGR addition in a PVO engine
could be confirmed independently with this NVO engine. In addition, for the first time
the effect of intake boost pressure was investigated independently over such a wide range
in a NVO engine under highly controlled conditions, and it was shown to be of minor
importance.
The experimental findings from this chapter provide additional support that, once ignition
has occurred, combustion i.e. the progression of auto-ignition throughout the charge in a
HCCI engine is largely determined by thermal/ compositional stratification. These findings
suggest that chemical kinetics are relatively less important compared to thermodynamic
properties and thermal and compositional stratification as a function of crank-angle for the
bulk combustion event. As could be seen from the ignition delay expression in chapter 1,
ignition and also combustion of any other charge parcel at a later point depends strongly
on temperature, and less so on composition and pressure. This work provides further
evidence for the hypothesis that HCCI combustion can be conceptually understood as a
cascade of sequential auto-ignition events, where thermal and compositional stratification
are predominant factors. The view of HCCI combustion as a perfectly mixed chemical
reactor, which is kinetically limited, seems to be less suitable.
From a modeling point of view, acknowledging this auto-ignition cascade as the
underlying mechanism for combustion, means that average values for fundamental thermo-
physical parameters such as composition and boost pressure are less important relative to
parameters adequately capturing thermal/ compositional stratification. Phenomenological
combustion models do not have to be very complex, and an effort should be made to
incorporate the effect of thermal and compositional inhomogeneities.
4.5.3 Shortcoming of Results and Next Steps
One of the limitations of the experiment performed is that the overall fuel-to-charge
equivalence ratio, Φ′, was not held perfectly constant while varying Φ, because of decreasing
IVC density due to increase in Tint. Another caveat was that dP was not scaled with fueling
rate and Pint, which led to slightly different amounts of iEGR trapped. It would be advisable
to address especially the first shortcoming by repeating the experiment such that Φ′ remains
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even though Φ changes. This could be accomplished by compensating for the decrease in
IVC density with slightly higher Pint for higher Φ data points. The third aspect could be
addressed by appropriately scaling dP with fuel injection rate.
Results in chapter 4 showed that lower engine speed can lead to longer burn duration
and lower TDC temperature. Combined with elevated boost pressure of 2.0 bar or above
low temperature heat release (LTHR) could be observed. Realizing that low engine speed
is a high load enabler, it would be very interesting to repeat the burn duration study in this
chapter at lower engine speed, because LTHR could potentially result in a much larger and
even non-linear effect of pressure and composition on burn duration.
The experiments conducted in this chapter were far away from both knock and
combustion variability limit. Moreover, combustion phasing was held constant. Since
chapter 3 provided strong evidence that both limits, but especially, the combustion variability
or stability limit are crucial in determining the maximum load capability of a boosted NVO
HCCI engine. Therefore, it would be very interesting to gain further insight into how the
two fundamental thermo-physical parameters considered in this chapter but also others,
notably NVO, because it is associated with thermal/ compositional stratification, affect the
combustion phasing limits. This will be the subject of study of chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Combustion Phasing Limits: Effects of
Boost Pressure, Composition and NVO
As the maximum load limit is approached, both combustion phasing limits, knock and
combustion variability, occur simultaneously confining the the viable combustion phasing
window to a single point. A better understanding how these limits are affected by
various fundamental thermo-physical parameters, including boost pressure, composition
and negative valve overlap (NVO), can be extremely valuable and provide directions for
further improvements and/ or extension of the maximum load capability of a NVO HCCI
engine. Chapter 3 showed that another boosted engine with positive valve overlap exhibited
much lower combustion variability, which could potentially be related to the positive valve
overlap strategy employed in that engine. This chapter investigates the potential effects of
intake boost pressure, composition and NVO on both combustion phasing limits by means
of controlled experiments. Therefore, this chapter represents an important link between
chapters 3 and 4, as it combines the practical aspects of the maximum load limit with the
fundamental ones, thus providing some unique contributions.
5.1 Relevance of Combustion Phasing Limits
Combustion phasing limits, that is knock and combustion variability limits for advanced
and retarded combustion timing respectively, occur simultaneously at the maximum load
limit in a HCCI engine. Higher fueling rates hence loads for a given intake boost pressure
yield higher peak pressure rise rates, which can be attenuated by retarding combustion
phasing. Later CA50 can therefore be used to keep ringing intensity in check, which is used
to quantify the knock limit. Increasing Pint not only facilitates higher loads but also further
CA50 retard. However, CA50 cannot be retarded beyond a certain point, the combustion
stability limit, which can exhibit bi-modal behavior, where an overly advanced cycle follows
a partial or complete misfire due to the internal feedback via hot iEGR from the previous
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cycle and vice versa. Operating at the combustion variability limit could potentially be very
deleterious to the engine, as structural components could easily be severely and irreversibly
damaged.
Note that knock also occurs at the maximum load limit in addition to a high level of
combustion variability. Having a large number of cycles with fairly advanced combustion
phasing amongst the ensemble of all cycles could lead to higher than normal engine
component temperatures and consequently possibly damage. Excessive ringing is known
to significantly augment heat transfer, because the resulting standing pressure waves tend
to break down wall boundary layers. Not only can the engine structure be damaged, but
the operating condition is highly undesirable from a harshness, vibration and noise point of
view. Also, from a controls point of view, it is extremely challenging or nearly impossible
to properly manage and control this erratic combustion behavior near the knock limit.
Whereas chapter 3 showed that ignition requirements and engine constraints determine
the practical maximum load limit of a NVO HCCI engine, and chapter 4 showed that burn
duration is fairly insensitive toward changes in intake boost pressure and composition, the
objective of this chapter is to shed light on how various thermo-physical parameters affect
both combustion phasing limits. The role of intake boost pressure, composition and negative
valve overlap (NVO) will be investigated through means of controlled experiments, where
combustion phasing is varied. The following section describes the experimental procedure
in more detail.
5.2 Experimental Procedure
The experiments performed in this chapter are also well controlled, because many engine
parameters are held constant to facilitate isolation of the effects of various fundamental
thermo-physical parameters on the combustion phasing limits. The primary goal was to
sweep combustion phasing (CA50) while keeping as many thermo-physical parameters
constant, so that effects and causes of individual parameters can be separated and isolated.
Table 5.2 shows those engine parameters that applied to all the different experiments
performed in this chapter irrespective of the individual thermo-physical parameter studied.
In contrast, Table 5.2 gives an overview of parameters that vary according to the fundamental
thermo-physical parameter being studied and whose isolation from others was sought.
For the study of the effect of intake boost pressure, Pint, in chapter 5.3, fueling rate was
scaled accordingly so as to maintain approximately constant overall fuel-to-charge ratio
Φ′ amongst all Pint. As the effect of composition i.e. external EGR (eEGR) addition is
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Table 5.1 Engine operating parameters applied to all experiments throughout chapter 5
Parameter Value Unit
Engine speed 2000 rpm
Fuel pressure 100 bar
Pressure differential (Pexh-Pint) 0.5 bar
Coolant temperature 90 ◦C
Oil temperature 90 ◦C
Fuel injection timing 330 cad bTDC
Table 5.2 Specific engine operating parameters applied to experiments and separated according to
the effect studied in each sub-chapter of chapter 5
Effect Boost Pressure Composition NVO
(Chpt. 5.3) (Chpt. 5.4) (Chpt. 5.5)
Parameter Unit
Intake pressure 1.5 / 2.0 / 2.5 1.5 1.5 bar
Fuel flow rate 10.5 / 14.5 / 18.5 10.5 10.5 mg/cyc.
External EGR 0 0 / 36 / 46 0 - 31 / 36 - 41 %
F/A equiv. ratio Φ 0.4 0.4 / 0.8 / 0.95 0.4 - 0.8 / 0.8 - 0.95 -
Neg. valve overlap 90 90 90 / 120 cad
F/C equiv. ratio Φ′ 0.25 0.25 / 0.30 / 0.33 0.27 / 0.31 -
Intake temperature 40 - 140 110 - 240 70 - 200 ◦C
studied in chapter 5.4, fueling rate and Pint were held constant, while different external EGR
rates were used (0-46 %). For the study of the effect of negative valve overlap (NVO), two
sets of experiments were performed at a lower and higher NVO setting, one with lower
and one with higher eEGR/ Φ. The goal was to achieve approximately constant overall
fuel-to-charge ratio, Φ′, amongst different NVO for comparison. Effectively, in this case,
internal EGR (iEGR) is partial replaced with eEGR isolating the potential effect of thermal/
compositional owing to iEGR/ NVO.
A key aspect of all experiments in this chapter, other than in Chapter 5.5), is that
combustion phasing, CA50, was varied via adjustments of intake temperature, and not NVO,
to minimize any potential thermal/ compositional stratification bias due to iEGR/ NVO.
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(d) Fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio
Figure 5.1 Boundary conditions as function of CA50 for different intake pressures
5.3 Boost Pressure Effect on Combustion Phasing Limits
The experimental procedure followed for investigating the effect of intake boost pressure
on both combustion phasing limits is displayed in Figure 5.1. For a given intake pressure,
Pint, starting from a retarded operating condition at the combustion variability limit, Tint
was gradually increased to advance CA50 from stability limit to early CA50 approaching
the knock limit. Φ′ was approximately constant i.e. 0.25, 0.27, and 0.29 for Pint of 2.5 bar,
2.0 bar, and 1.5 bar respectively. For each Pint, CA50 only increased slightly as CA50 was
advanced owing to the higher Tint thus decreased IVC density.
Figure 5.2 shows results with respect to both combustion phasing limits i.e. knock and
combustion variability limit. The combustion variability limit (COV of IMEPg) is insensitive
to Pint, as the curves corresponding to different Pint almost fall on top of each other. COV
of IMEPg remains low i.e. ∼ 1 % for CA50=1-6 cad aTDC and it only starts to increase
significantly for CA50 later than 6-8 cad aTDC. Therefore, intake boost pressure appears to
have no effect on the combustion variability/ COV of IMEPg limit.
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The knock limit, however, is sensitive to Pint irrespective of the ringing intensity metric
used i.e. low-pass or high-pass. First, the focus lies on low-pass ringing intensity, and then
high-pass ringing intensity is addressed. Peak cylinder pressure rise rates, PPRmax, increase
as CA50 is advanced for all Pint, because the bulk part of the heat release due to combustion
occurs closer to TDC and the piston is descending at lower speed. Higher Pint yields higher
PPRmax, because a larger amount of heat is released, simply due to the fact that more fuel
is injected and undergoes combustion. Peak cylinder pressure, Pmax, scales with Pint and
fueling rate, which also scales with Pint, hence it is greater for higher Pint. According to
the ringing intensity equation for R.I.LP, PPRmax enters the numerator and is squared while
Pmax enters the denominator. The result is that R.I.LP increases approximately in a linear
fashion with Pint. Note that the effect of Pint is more pronounced for more advanced CA50,
because the piston is closer to TDC.
The high-pass ringing intensity increases dramatically for a CA50 of 5 cad aTDC or
earlier. The case with higher Pint exhibits significantly higher R.I.HP compared to the case
with lower Pint. Both ringing metrics, R.I.LP and R.I.HP, seem to agree relatively well until a
value of ∼ 4 MW/m2 is reached, beyond which R.I.HP increases to a much larger extent than
R.I.LP. Note that the high-pass ringing intensity appeared to agree more with the audible
noise monitored during the experiments via an intercom.
Figure 5.3 compares the results for very advanced and slightly retarded combustion
phasing with CA50=1.5 cad aTDC and CA50=5.5 cad aTDC respectively. The reason for
choosing these was that the former one shows significant discrepancy between both ringing
intensity metrics and the latter one there is still agreement. Note that the median cycle with
respect to peak cylinder pressure is plotted.
The cylinder pressure traces for the advanced cases exhibit significant pressure
oscillations, which increase with intake pressure. The maximum amplitude of the pressure
oscillation for the advanced case at Pint=2.5 bar amounts to ∼ ± 4 bar. This fluctuation
corresponds to ∼ ± 4 % relative change of e.g. in-cylinder temperature i.e. ∼ ± 60
K. The majority of the heat has already been released for the advanced cases around 5
cad aTDC. The frequency of the pressure oscillation, ∼ 5-6 kHz, corresponds to the first
resonance mode. Generally, as CA50 is advanced, Tmax increases, burn duration is shorter
and more heat is released in a shorter period of time. Also, the piston is closer to TDC
and its descending velocity is relatively low so that pressure rise due to heat release is not
significantly attenuated.
The main reason for the existence of these larger pressure oscillations and knock for the
cases with advanced CA50, especially in conjunction with high Pint could be that almost
half of the heat release occurs before or close to TDC, which yields higher in-cylinder
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(a) Peak pressure rise rate





























(b) Peak cylinder pressure






























(c) Low-pass ringing intensity































(d) Coefficient of variance of IMEPg






























(e) High-pass ringing intensity

































(f) Low-pass vs. high-pass ringing intensity
Figure 5.2 Parameters relevant to knock and combustion variability limits as function of CA50 for
different intake pressures
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temperature. Once auto-ignition occurs presumably in the hottest portion of the fuel-air-
EGR mixture and combustion progresses, pressure waves develop and standing waves form.
It is conceivable that pressure peak due to the magnitude of the oscillation can lead to
an instantaneous increase of in-cylinder temperature, including the hottest portion of the
charge, thus promoting faster reactions and burn rates. The pressure fluctuations may act to
self-enforce and speed up the heat release. In particular, a higher boost pressure results in a
larger magnitude of pressure/ temperature oscillations, even before significant heat release
has occurred, which then allows more self-reinforcement and higher pressure oscillation ins
turn. The relative importance and impact of these pressure waves is greatest when CA50 is
advanced.
Emissions are primarily dictated by peak in-cylinder temperatures and are therefore
sensitive to combustion phasing and overall fuel-to-charge ratio (see Figure 5.4). Peak
in-cylinder temperature, Tmax, is higher for the lower Pint case, due to slightly higher Φ′,
and decreases as CA50 is retarded for all Pint due to the fact that the piston downward
motion acts to attenuate pressure/ temperate increase. NOx emissions are higher for lower
Pint due to higher Tmax because of Φ′, but generally below the limit of 1 g/kg fuel. CO
emissions increase as CA50 is retarded, more notably for high Pint due to too low Tmax to
facilitate complete combustion even in the colder regions closer to the combustion chamber
walls. THC emissions also increase with increasing CA50, but to a much lesser extent than
CO emissions, probably because the majority of the THC stems from crevice regions and
the required temperature for fuel break-down is lower than that for CO oxidation. Note
that the low Pint case has relatively higher THC emissions compared to the high Pint case.
Combustion efficiency is mainly the result of trends in CO and THC emissions and decreases
with increasing CA50 especially when CA50 is retarded to a point that Tmax is below 1400
K. CO emissions contribute most to the shape of the combustion efficiency lines, which is
the reason why it is fairly insensitive to Pint.
Figure 5.5
Maximum gross indicated efficiency occurs at CA50 ∼ 4-6 cad aTDC as a result of
a trade-off between expansion-to-compression work ratio and wall heat loss. Higher Pint
leads to a decrease in relative heat losses, which is considered to be one of the major factors
responsible for the obvious difference in gross indicated efficiency between different Pint.
Thermodynamic properties are almost identical between the three Pint, hence cannot be the
main reason for this difference in efficiency. Note that there is no clear trend and correlation
with burn duration either.
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(a) Cylinder pressure (CA50=1.5 cad aTDC)






























(b) Cylinder pressure (CA50=5.5 cad aTDC)





























(c) dPcyl (CA50=1.5 cad aTDC)






























(d) dPcyl (CA50=5.5 cad aTDC)






























(e) Rate of heat release (CA50=1.5 cad aTDC)






























(f) Rate of heat release (CA50=5.5 cad aTDC)
Figure 5.3 Cylinder pressure, pressure difference between unfiltered and filtered cylinder pressure,
and rate of heat release for early (CA50=1.5 cad aTDC) and slightly retarded (CA50=5.5 cad aTDC)
combustion phasing as function of crank-angle for different intake pressures (results are based on
median cycle with respect to peak cylinder pressure)
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(a) Peak average in-cylinder temperature
































(b) Emissions index for NOx
































(c) Emissions index for CO

































(d) Emissions index for THC































(e) Emissions index for CO vs. peak temperature






































Figure 5.4 Emissions indexes, peak temperature and combustion efficiency as function of
combustion phasing (CA50) for different intake pressures
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(a) Gross indicated efficiency































(b) Net indicated efficiency
































(c) Specific heat capacity γ



































(d) Peak rate of heat release































(e) Burn duration CA05-90



































(f) Peak rate of heat release vs. CA05-90
Figure 5.5 Indicated efficiencies as function of combustion phasing (CA50) for different intake
pressures
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(c) In-cylinder oxygen concentration


















(d) Fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio
Figure 5.6 Boundary conditions as CA50 for different composition (amounts of eEGR)
5.4 Composition Effect on Combustion Phasing Limits
To investigate the effect of composition on the combustion phasing limits, Pint is held
constant at 1.5 bar and different amounts of EGR are added (Φ=0.4, 0.8 and 0.95), as can be
seen in Figure 5.6. Oxygen concentration decreases substantially with increasing amounts
of eEGR. Φ′ is relatively constant during each CA50 sweep, but is not exactly same between
three different Φ cases, because of substantially different Tint requirements. For each Pint,
Tint is gradually increased to advance CA50 from the combustion variability/ stability to the
knock limit.
Figure 5.7 shows quantities related to knock and combustion variability limits. There
appears to be a small dependency of the combustion variability limit, COV of IMEPg, on the
charge composition i.e. more eEGR addition leads to a small decrease in COV of IMEPg at
fixed CA50, which translates into slightly later CA50 with eEGR when the same COV limit
value is imposed. The separation of lines with different composition only becomes apparent
for CA50 later than 6 cad aTDC, while there is no discernible difference for earlier CA50.
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A possible explanation for the eEGR effect on COV of IMEPg could be the higher TDC
temperature along with increased thermal stratification and larger specific heat capacity
i.e. lower γ . The former implies slightly longer burn duration allowing for more stable
combustion at same CA50, and the latter may make the mixture thermal more inert and less
susceptible to fluctuations in temperature due to fluctuation in iEGR amount or different
burn profiles.
On the other hand, for advanced CA50, a similar trend with eEGR for the low-pass
ringing intensity can be observed i.e. higher Φ yields lower R.I.LP, hence earlier CA50 is
possible if one were to impose the same fixed limiting value for R.I.LP. Both of these findings
i.e. lower R.I.LP with more eEGR and lower Pint are in agreement with the findings about
burn duration with respect to these fundamental thermo-physical parameters in Chapter 4.
Note, however, that the low-pass and high-pass ringing intensity values show opposite trends
with respect to the parameter studied. While changes for both low-pass and high-pass R.I.
values were in the same direction i.e. they would both increase with increasing Pint, adding
eEGR leads to a decrease in R.I.LP, but to an increase in R.I.HP. There is only moderate
agreement between both metrics as long as the R.I. value does not exceed 1.5 MW/m2.
The high eEGR case (Φ = 0.95) has visibly larger high-frequency cylinder pressure
oscillations than the low eEGR case (Φ = 0.4), as can be seen in Figure 5.8. Whereas the
effect of lower R.I.LP with increasing eEGR could explained by slightly slower burn duration
and larger thermal inertia of the diluent, the increase in R.I.LP with increasing eEGR is less
clear. There is a chance that the first portion of the charge undergoing combustion, burns
more vigorously hence creating more high pressure oscillations, because it is hotter and the
mixture closer to stoichiometry.
Partially replacing air with eEGR helps to improve combustion efficiency mainly due
to higher in-cylinder peak temperatures due to somewhat higher Φ′ (see Figure 5.9). Later
CA50 leads to lower Tmax hence lower combustion efficiency. The increase in CO with later
CA50 is more pronounced than the increase in THC owing to the fact that relatively more
CO is created in quenching regions near the walls. NOx emissions increase with eEGR
addition but are well below the limit of 1 g/kg fuel, because Tmax never exceeds 1900 K.
Gross indicated efficiency decreases with successive eEGR addition as a direct result of
changes of the thermodynamic properties i.e. lower ratio of specific heat capacities, γ , with
increasing Φ. Note, that gross indicated efficiency reaches its maximum value for slightly
later CA50 with increasing eEGR due to a decrease in burn duration. The moderately longer
burn duration for Φ=0.95 compared to Φ=0.4 manifests itself in slightly lower peak rates
of heat release. Net indicated efficiency follows similar trend as gross efficiency, although
lines for different eEGR/ Φ are spaced closer together.
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(a) Peak pressure rise rate




















(b) Peak cylinder pressure























(c) Low-pass ringing intensity

























(d) Coefficient of variance of IMEPg























(e) High-pass ringing intensity



























(f) Low-pass vs. high-pass ringing intensity
Figure 5.7 Parameters relevant to knock and combustion variability limits as function of CA50 for
different composition (amounts of eEGR)
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(d) Rate of heat release



















(e) Mass fraction burned





















(f) Ratio of specific heat capacities
Figure 5.8 Cylinder pressure, average in-cylinder temperature, pressure difference between
unfiltered and filtered cylinder pressure, rate of heat release, mass fraction burned, and ratio of
specific heat capacities for early (CA50=4 cad aTDC) combustion phasing as function of crank-angle
for fuel-to-air equivalence ratios (results are based on median cycle with respect to peak cylinder
pressure)
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(a) Peak average in-cylinder temperature


























(b) Emissions index for NOx


























(c) Emissions index for CO



























(d) Emissions index for THC
































(e) Emissions index for CO vs. peak temperature
Figure 5.9 Emissions indexes, peak temperature and combustion efficiency as function of
combustion phasing (CA50) for different fuel-to-air equivalence ratios
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(a) Gross indicated efficiency

























(b) Net indicated efficiency


























(c) Specific heat capacity γ



























(d) Peak rate of heat release

























(e) Burn duration CA05-90
Figure 5.10 Indicated efficiencies as function of combustion phasing (CA50) for different fuel-to-
air equivalence ratios
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Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(a) Negative valve overlap














 Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
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(b) Intake Temperature















Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(c) Fuel-to-air equivalence ratio















Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(d) Fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio
Figure 5.11 Boundary conditions as CA50 for different NVO and composition
5.5 NVO Effect on Combustion Phasing Limits
The effect of thermal/ compositional stratification due to iEGR/ NVO on the combustion
phasing limits is investigated at constant Pint of 1.5 bar by partially trading eEGR with iEGR.
As can be seen in Figure 5.6, combustion phasing sweeps were performed for different
combinations of NVO, 90 and 120 cad, and fuel-to-charge ratio, Φ, to be able to compare
different NVO and overall fuel-to-charge ratio, Φ′. For each CA50 sweep, Tint is gradually
increased to advance CA50 from the combustion variability/ stability to the knock limit.
Knock and combustion variability limits are both affected by increasing amount of NVO
although in very different ways, as can be seen in Figure 5.12. Higher NVO implies a larger
amount of internally fed-back and recycled burned residual gas, which consequently leads
to higher combustion variability. Therefore, if the same COV of IMEPg limit was imposed,
less CA50 retard could be accomplished in case of high NVO. This is true irrespective of
overall Φ′. On the other hand, higher NVO facilitates lower ringing intensity values, both
R.I.LP and R.I.HP, which allows further combustion phasing advance, if a fixed R.I. value
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were to be imposed. Note, that, while eEGR addition led to a slightly wider viable CA50
operating window, increasing NVO leads to a shift of the operating window toward earlier
CA50. It appears that the gain toward advanced phasing is greater than the loss on the
combustion variability limit, hence adding NVO may increase to a slightly wider viable
operating window that is shifted toward earlier CA50.
When comparing R.I.LP and R.I.HP, there is again only partial agreement between both
metrics over a limited range i.e. R.I. up to 3 MW/m2 beyond which R.I.HP increases
relatively much more than R.I.LP. This corresponds to a CA50 of ∼ 4 cad aTDC i.e. all
cases that are more advanced suffer from some form of disagreement. The reason for lower
R.I., both high-pass and low-pass, with increasing NVO is most likely directly associated
with an increase in thermal/ compositional stratification owing to more iEGR. Also, note
that the NVO cases with higher Φ′ both show higher R.I.HP values than the cases with lower
Φ′ for advanced CA50. The reason for that is most likely a larger amount of fuel for a
given amount of charge hence a more vigorous heat release accompanied by a shorter burn
duration.
Figure 5.13 also shows earlier beginning and slower burn rate for the lower NVO cases
relative to the higher NVO cases for both Φ′, which is supporting the observation that
increasing NVO decreases R.I.LP. As far as R.I.HP is concerned, the same observation
holds true, but also lower Φ′ leads to lower R.I. value. The reason for that could be higher
in-cylinder temperature prior to combustion hence more thermal stratification and there
less knock. It is difficult to make any definitive conclusions based on the nature of the
experiments, but everything else was held constant.
Figure 5.14 shows low-pass and high-pass ringing intensities for each individual cycle,
and one can see that there is much less variability from cycle to cycle for R.I.LP compared
to R.I.HP data. This demonstrates that burn rates that determine pressure rise rates and peak
pressures, both entering the R.I.LP equation, are fairly stable at this advanced operating
condition with CA50=2 cad aTDC. In contrast, R.I.HP exhibits more variability due to its
nature i.e. standing pressure waves are generated and measured. Note, though, that for
NVO=90 cad the absolute values and variability are greater for higher Φ′. This is remarkable,
since larger NVO usually implies more internal cyclic feedback and hence more variability.
But this is apparently not the case for advanced CA50 and the lower peak temperature before
combustion for lower NVO case thus less thermal stratification may be responsible for the
variability.
Inspecting cyclic quantities at a later combustion phasing, closer to the stability limit i.e.
CA50=6 cad aTDC, cyclic quantities do not offer any additional insight as to why higher
NVO is responsible for slightly higher COV of IMEPg (see Figure 5.15). At this point, the
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Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(a) Peak pressure rise rate

















Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(b) Peak cylinder pressure




















Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(c) Low-pass ringing intensity






















Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(d) Coefficient of variance of IMEPg




















Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(e) High-pass ringing intensity
























Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(f) Low-pass vs. high-pass ringing intensity
Figure 5.12 Parameters relevant to knock and combustion variability limits as function of CA50
for different NVO and composition
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 Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(a) Cylinder pressure






















Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(b) In-cylinder temperature





















Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(c) dPcyl















Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(d) Mass fraction burned
Figure 5.13 Cylinder pressure, average in-cylinder temperature, pressure difference between
unfiltered and filtered cylinder pressure, and mass fraction burned for early combustion phasing
(CA50=2 cad aTDC) as function of crank-angle for different NVO and fuel-to-charge equivalence
ratios (results are based on median cycle with respect to peak cylinder pressure)



















Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(a) Low-pass ringing intensity



















Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(b) High-pass ringing intensity
Figure 5.14 Ringing intensities for all 200 cycles for early combustion phasing (CA50=2 cad
aTDC) as function of NVO and fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio
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Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(a) Low-pass ringing intensity




















Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(b) High-pass ringing intensity
















Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(c) dPcyl
























Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.27 NVO=120cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=  90cad
Φ ’ ∼0.31 NVO=120cad
(d) Rate of heat release
Figure 5.15 Ringing intensities, peak in-cylinder temperature, and combustion phasing for all 200
cycles for late combustion phasing (CA50=6 cad aTDC) as function of NVO and fuel-to-charge
equivalence ratio
most plausible reason seems to be amore internal feedback through NVO/ iEGR.
There are not many surprises regarding emissions, as can be seen from Figure 5.16.
Notice that combustion phasing and Tmax are the key factors that determine emissions.
Higher Φ′ yields higher Tmax thus more NOx emissions. The same holds true for CO and
THC emissions and combustion efficiency.
Burn duration is clearly affected by NVO i.e. higher NVO (120 cad vs. 90 cad) yields
approximately to 2 cad increase in CA10-90 irrespective of CA50, as can be seen in Figure
5.17. This manifests itself also in lower values for peak RoHR for the NVO=120 cad cases,
which are on average ∼ 15 J/cad smaller. Both burn duration and thermodynamic properties
are largely responsible for difference in indicated gross and net efficiency. The highest
efficiency is attained by the case combining the lowest NVO and highest Φ′ value.
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Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(a) Peak average in-cylinder temperature























Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
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(b) Emissions index for NOx
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(c) Emissions index for CO


























Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
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Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(d) Emissions index for THC





























Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=120 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(e) Emissions index for CO vs. peak temperature
Figure 5.16 Emissions indexes, peak temperature and combustion efficiency as function of
combustion phasing (CA50) for different negative valve overlap (NVO) and fuel-to-charge ratios
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(a) Gross indicated efficiency
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(b) Net indicated efficiency
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(c) Specific heat capacity γ
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(d) Peak rate of heat release






















Φ ’ ~0.27 NVO=  90 cad
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Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=  90 cad
Φ ’ ~0.31 NVO=120 cad
(e) Burn duration CA05-90
Figure 5.17 Indicated efficiencies as function of combustion phasing (CA50) for different fuel-to-
air equivalence ratios
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5.6 Summary and Conclusions
5.6.1 Summary of Results and Discussion
The goal of this chapter was to study, isolate and quantify the effect of the three fundamental
thermo-physical parameters pressure, composition and stratification (via NVO) on both
combustion phasing limits i.e. knock and stability limit. Experiments under controlled
conditions were performed to isolate the individual effects employing a high degree of
freedom engine. Combustion phasing sweeps were performed via intake temperature
adjustments to focus on one effect at a time.
Boost pressure was found to have no effect on the combustion stability limit, however, it
could be shown that increasing boost pressure led to an increase in ringing intensity for more
advanced combustion phasing. The results are in agreement with findings from Chapter
4 and can be attributed to small changes in burn duration. Moreover, it was found that
both ringing intensity metrics do not agree beyond a certain point if CA50 is sufficiently
advanced and R.I. values exceed 4 MW/m2.
Substituting part of the incoming air with eEGR was found to have beneficial effects
on both the stability and knock limit. Most likely, the improved stability quantified by
COV of IMEPg could be due to a higher in-cylinder temperature prior to combustion thus
more thermal stratification before combustion starts, which yields a slightly longer burn
and improves stability for fixed CA50. eEGR addition also was found to decrease R.I.LP
for advanced CA50, which is in agreement with Chapter 4 and can be explained by larger
thermal inertia due to thermodynamic properties. Again, above a certain threshold of only
1.5 MW/m2, both ringing intensity metrics diverge.
Partially replacing eEGR with iEGR by increasing NVO and decreasing EGR rate was
found to increase COV of IMEPg likely due to increased feedback of burned residual gas
from the previous cycle via NVO valve strategy. The effect on the stability limit was
relatively small and so it was difficult to quantify. As a matter of fact, more data points
would have proven useful to more accurately capture the stability limit. Increasing NVO
also was found to result in longer burn duration, by ∼ 2 cad, which is significant. This is
reflected by lower R.I.LP.
5.6.2 Appraisal of Results and Contributions
The results presented in this chapter are a very important part of this doctoral work, as they
integrate findings from previous chapters on maximum load limit and burn duration. In
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general, good agreement between the results of Chapter 4 on burn rates and the findings
on the knock limit in this chapter was shown. Increasing the amount of NVO used has
a big effect on burn rates and can be used to extend maximum load limit, because either
more advanced CA50 or higher fueling rates are feasible given the same knock constraint.
Addition of eEGR was even found to be helpful in two ways that is low-pass ringing intensity
decreased and also stability limit can be slightly extended.
From the results, it appears that both NVO and eEGR addition are helpful in extending
the operating range of a NVO HCCI engine under the conditions studied. Boost pressure
was found to have a limiting effect on the knock limit and did not show any benefit on the
stability limit. However, this experiment was done at a fixed intake pressure of 1.5 bar,
and the potential benefit of being able to retard combustion phasing later with higher boost
pressure is not taken into account.
Another important finding of this chapter was that the two ringing intensity metrics
commonly and often used interchangeably, R.I.HP and R.I.LP, are not necessarily in
agreement, especially for advanced combustion phasing, high loads and operation near knock
limit. Therefore, caution should be exercised when moving from the original, and probably
more appropriate, metric, R.I.HP, to the more simplistic metric, often used for modeling
purposes, R.I.LP. Some potential explanations were given in terms of cycle-to-cycle statistics,
but certainly more work is required to fully understand the implications.
5.6.3 Shortcoming of Results and Next Steps
This study of the combustion phasing limits suffers from a few shortcomings. For example,
the NVO effect that is trading off between iEGR and eEGR was only studied over a narrow
range of NVO. The fuel-to-charge ratio was also only varied within a narrow range. A
major limitation of the study was that the eEGR and NVO part of the study were only
carried out at a modest boost pressure of 1.5 bar. At a higher boost pressure, where more
combustion phasing retard would be possible, possibly different findings could be made
especially regarding the stability limit.
In this study, other parameters that could potentially affect both combustion phasing
limits i.e. start of injection and pressure differential (dP=Pexh-Pexh) were not evaluated.
However, it is quite likely that both of the parameters may have significant impact on both




Recommendations for Future Work
In this thesis, boosted HCCI experiments were performed under carefully controlled
conditions in a NVO engine to investigate the effects of boost pressure, charge temperature
and composition, and thermal/ compositional stratification on the maximum load limit.
The results of the maximum load sweeps in this research were compared to results of a
well instrumented HCCI engine with conventional PVO strategy reported in the literature.
By means of a complementary parametric modeling study, key enablers for high load
operation were identified and their effects on load extension quantified. Carefully performed
experiments, holding as many operating parameters as possible constant, enabled isolation
and quantification of the individual effects of boost pressure and eEGR on burn duration.
This research generated an enhanced understanding of the knock and combustion variability
limits and yielded new insights into what these limits depended on and how they affected
the maximum load capability in a NVO HCCI engine.
This chapter summarizes important findings and conclusions from the results presented
in chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this doctoral work, highlights key contributions and concludes by
suggesting and discussing potential areas of interest that could be addressed in the future.
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
6.1.1 Maximum Load Limit of NVO Engine
In Chapter 3, the maximum load limit of a practical boosted HCCI NVO engine is
experimentally investigated focusing on the effects of operating parameters such as diluent
(eEGR vs. air), intake temperature, engine speed and overall turbocharger efficiency. The
results showed that the high load and boosting limit of HCCI combustion in a NVO engine
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is mainly dictated by engine hardware constraints and how various operating parameters
affect ignition timing. In addition, the maximum achievable load for this NVO engine was
found to be less than that obtained by previous workers on a boosted PVO engine due to less
efficient breathing, less stable combustion, which limits the achievable combustion phasing
retard, and lower maximum allowable peak cylinder pressure.
• Adding external EGR (eEGR) and partially replacing the incoming air with burned
gas enabled higher maximum IMEPg and Pint to be attained. This was due to
implications of composition (more eEGR) on the ignition process, requiring higher
IVC temperature to maintain ignition timing, thus increasing NVO and alleviating the
constraint of limited cam-phasing authority until a higher load condition. External
EGR resulted in lower thermal efficiency due to lower γ , but this could be partially
compensated for with higher combustion efficiency. Lowering the intake temperature
had a similar effect as adding eEGR that is lowering the IVC temperature and requiring
more NVO to maintain combustion phasing.
• Lowering the engine speed facilitated significantly higher achievable maximum load
for all Pint primarily due to a shorter burn duration. A faster burn rate with respect to
crank-angle degrees enabled combustion to be phased later, while still operating the
engine at the stability limit. The more pronounced descending motion of the piston at
a later CA50 attenuates the pressure rise rate due to heat release for a given constant
fuel injection rate. Since a constant ringing intensity value was imposed, a higher
dP/dθ was permissible in case of the lower engine speed yielding the same dP/dt
because of lower dθ/dt. Because of CA50 retardation and higher permissible peak
pressure rise rate, it was possible to increase the fuel injection rate, while still keeping
knock intensity in check. In addition, for Pint equal to or greater than 2.0 bar, low
temperature heat release (LTHR) was observed at lower engine speed, which was
found to enable even further combustion phasing retard and higher loads.
• Overall turbocharger efficiency (OTE) affects the maximum load limit mainly through
modifying the relative amount of trapped hot internal EGR, which has implications
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on the valve strategy. Higher OTE or relatively lower exhaust back-pressure enabled
higher maximum IMEPg by increasing the cam phasing authority leeway because of a
reduced iEGR fraction.
• A parametric modeling study using GT Power was performed comparing this NVO
engine to published data from a PVO engine. The results showed that high load in
the UM NVO engine for a given Pint was limited by low volumetric efficiency due
to inadequate breathing. Hot iEGR yielded a decreased IVC density and lower and
shorter valve profiles restricted gas flow through the engine and increased pumping
work. Decreasing engine speed not only helped for the aforementioned reasons of later
CA50 and shorter burn durations, but also because of increased volumetric efficiency
and allowing higher maximum pressure rise rates, while still satisfying the knock
constraint. The SNL PVO engine showed shorter burn durations than the UM NVO
engine, even at the same engine speed, indicates that shorter burn duration, by itself or
as a result of other yet unknown effects, is an enabler for further combustion phasing
retard and higher loads.
6.1.2 Effects of Composition and Boost Pressure on Burn Duration
In chapter 4, the effects of intake boost pressure and composition on burn duration were
investigated. Experiments under very controlled conditions were conducted taking full
advantage of the high degree of flexibility of the engine setup. For each of the three different
Pint ranging from 1.5 to 2.5 bar, fuel-to-charge ratio, Φ′, was kept approximately constant
by scaling the amount of fuel injected with Pint. NVO was fixed at 90 cad to minimize the
potential effect of varying thermal/ compositional stratification and dP was held constant at
0.5 bar to attain similar iEGR fractions between different Pint cases. Combustion phasing
was held constant (CA50=5 cad aTDC) to avoid any bias, because it is knowns to affect burn
duration. Composition was gradually changed as intake air was replaced successively with
increasing amounts of eEGR. Intake temperature was used to adjust and maintain CA50
during the sweep. These detailed studies on burn rates showed minimal effects of intake
boost pressure and moderate effects of composition.
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• Replacing air with eEGR (increasing Φ), thus decreasing in-cylinder O2 concentration
and increasing CO2 and water concentration, led to a moderate increase in burn
duration especially during the early stage of heat release. Peak rates of heat release
did not reflect these changes, because they were neglegibly small.
• Increasing boost pressure, Pint, caused a minimal shortening of the burn duration, but
pressure rise rates and knock were unaffected.
• Combustion efficiency increases with increasing eEGR and Pint. CO emissions were
found to be independent of Pint and only varied with Φ. However, THC emissions
varied not only with Φ but also with Pint.
• THC, most likely stemming from crevices, were found to decrease with increasing
Pint suggesting a smaller fraction of the charge being trapped in the crevices at higher
Pint due to higher load and piston temperature. Another possible explanation could be
more post-burn-up in crevices due to steeper temperature gradients near the wall in
case of higher Pint.
6.1.3 Effects of Boost Pressure, Composition and NVO on Combus-
tion Phasing Limits
In chapter 5, the effects of intake boost pressure, composition (Φ) and NVO on the
combustion phasing limits were investigated. Combustion phasing sweeps via intake
temperature adjustments were performed to study how both of the combustion phasing limits,
knock and combustion variability, depend on the aforementioned individual parameters.
Because knock and combustion variability occur simultaneously at the maximum load limit,
understanding the limit behavior in more detail was crucial to understanding the maximum
load limit of this engine.
• The experimental results showed that external EGR (eEGR) addition, or replacing air
with eEGR, yielded a wider operating window, which could lead to a higher maximum
load. The results were in agreement with previous findings from Chapter 3.
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• Intake boost pressure had no direct effect on either of the combustion phasing limits,
which was found to be in agreement with Chapter 4.
• A higher value of negative valve overlap (NVO) increasing the amount of retained
internal EGR (iEGR) had a negative effect on combustion stability, likely due to
increased cycle-to-cycle feedback. Consequently, less combustion phasing retard
could be achieved for the higher NVO case, therefore, reducing the potential maximum
attainable load. On the other hand, NVO had a positive effect on the knock or ringing
intensity limit. The knock limit could be further advanced with higher NVO, because
of reduced peak pressure rise rates likely due to enhanced thermal/ compositional
stratification because of a larger amount of iEGR. This would allow either advancing
combustion phasing or increasing fuel injection rate thus load with higher NVO.
Overall. increasing NVO shifted the viable combustion phasing window toward
earlier CA50.
6.2 Contributions
Within the realm of downsizing of modern IC engines and deploying advanced combustion
strategies, boosted HCCI combustion is a logical extension of naturally aspirated HCCI
combustion in an attempt to leverage the benefits of HCCI operation such as increased
efficiency over a wider load range. The experiments performed demonstrate a high level of
control of boosted HCCI combustion in a practical NVO engine. Using a highly flexible
single-cylinder research engine capable of boosted operation, the effects of a variety of
engine operating parameters on combustion and performance were analyzed in terms of
fundamental parameters such as intake boost pressure, charge temperature and composition
(Φ), and thermal/ compositional stratification (NVO).
This current work is unique in that it combines and integrates the current work with
various findings from previous works and applies them towards boosted HCCI combustion in
a NVO engine to gain an enhanced understanding of the mechanisms limiting the maximum
load capability. Important contributions are:
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• Experimental results demonstrated that boost pressure facilitated later combustion
phasing hence a higher maximum attainable load and improved efficiency due to
enhanced charge dilution and more advantageous thermodynamic properties of a
leaner mixture.
• The maximum achievable load in a practical NVO engine was shown to be largely
determined by both ignition requirements and overall engine constraints especially
cam phasing authority and maximum allowable peak cylinder pressure.
• Maximum load experiments conducted at lower engine speed revealed that a shorter
burn duration in crank-angle degrees facilitating later combustion phasing was
responsible for a higher maximum attainable load for a given boost pressure. Low
temperature heat release (LTHR) was identified to play an additional role at highly
boosted operation.
• 1-D engine simulation software was used to augment the experiments and analysis
work. The difference in maximum attainable load between the NVO engine used in
this research and an extensively studied PVO engine could be largely explained with
thermodynamics and breathing considerations.
• Burn duration and combustion phasing need to be considered together and not
independently, when evaluating the potential to extend the load limit. In particular,
isolating the effect of pressure and composition on burn duration demonstrated a
moderate effect of composition and minimal effect of boost pressure on burn rates,
• Both combustion phasing limits, knock and stability, were found to be very important
to the maximum load limit. This work, for the first time, quantified and separated
effects of various fundamental thermo-physical parameters (boost pressure, NVO/
stratification, eEGR) on these limits. Especially, the stability limit was identified to
offer a lot of potential for further extending the maximum load capability, provided
one could attain more stable combustion at even later combustion phasing.
• The experimental results suggested that the maximum load was more dependent on
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the combustion stability and overall engine constraints than on burn rates, which were
relatively insensitive to changes in pressure and other thermo-physical parameters.
6.3 Recommendations for Future Work
This doctoral thesis focused on single-cylinder NVO engine experiments to gain insight
into the boosted HCCI combustion process and was augmented by a complementary 1-D
engine simulation exploring the difference in maximum achievable load between this engine
and another well-known PVO engine. The results were valuable and informative, and they
provide direction for further experimental and computational work that can shed more light
into the fundamental mechanisms limiting the maximum load capability of a NVO HCCI
engine.
Future work should focus on the following aspects: (a) determine sensitivities of burn
rates with respect to other operating parameters including engine speed, NVO and overall
fuel-to-charge dilution ratio, (b) investigate the effects of back-pressure (OTE), injection
timing, and overall fuel-to-charge dilution ratio on knock and combustion variability limits,
(c) further understand why the SNL PVO engine is characterized by more stable combustion
(lower COV of IMEPg) and faster burn rates, (d) investigate the potential of boosted spark-
assisted HCCI (SACI) for further load extension, and (e) incorporate findings into an
enhanced 1-D simulation model capable of advanced boosted IC engines.
(a) Burn rates and the shape of the burn profile are directly related to maximum pressure
rise rates and ringing intensity defining the knock limit. A more complete understanding
of burn rate sensitivities to other quantities than intake boost pressure and composition
(eEGR vs air dilution) will be helpful. Longer burn duration is desirable from a knock
limit standpoint. Shorter burn duration, although by itself is disadvantageous, can
yield a net benefit by enabling further combustion phasing retard. The mechanisms
responsible for shorter burn duration at lower engine speed have not yet fully been
explored. Therefore, conducting experiments at constant CA50 at different engine
speeds and boost pressures will help isolate and quantify the effect of engine speed.
Similarly, studying the impact of NVO over a wide range on burn duration for fixed
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CA50 can help clarify and quantify the effect of NVO and iEGR on lengthening burn
duration. Overall fuel-to-charge equivalence ratio, Φ′, was not exactly constant during
the experiments in Chapter3, but Φ′ increased with increasing Φ, which could potentially
have biased the experiment and made the burn duration increase with increasing Φ
appear smaller than it actually is if Φ′ was constant. A compensated Φ sweep, where
either Pint or IVC is slightly adjusted to compensate for decreasing charge density with
increasing Φ would allow a more non-biased measurement of burn duration.
(b) Although burn duration and ringing intensity are important as they affect the knock
limit, combustion variability is even more important, because it determines how much
CA50 retard can be achieved, which is a high load enabler. While experiments in this
thesis shed light into the effects of Pint, NVO and eEGR on the limit, the effects of other
parameters including OTE/ dP, start of injection (SOI) timing and Φ′ still remain to be
explored. A larger pressure differential (dP) will yield a larger iEGR fraction for the
same NVO, but it is not clear if and how much dP matters in addition to NVO/ IVC
alone as far as combustion variability is concerned. The injection timing is believed
to potentially have a larger impact than previously suggested, because with larger dP
(low OTE) there will be back-flow into the intake after IVO. Moreover, early SOI may
involve fuel reforming and contribute to early formation of reactive intermediates, and
late SOI may increase charge inhomogeneity. In fact, based on the SOI, there may be
significant spray impingement on the piston, which could potentially dramatically effect
homogeneity of the mixture hence combustion stability. Finally, Φ′ may also affect
stability due to its direct effect on peak and post-combustion in-cylinder temperatures
affecting quenching of combustion close to walls. Low Φ′ and Tcyl,max may lead to
more quenching at the walls increasing combustion variability. On the other hand, high
Φ′ and Tcyl,max may initially be aiding combustion stability, beyond a certain point may
cause disruption of the wall boundary layers due to increased heat transfer because of
knock finally yielding less stable combustion again.
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(c) The SNL PVO engine facilitates later CA50 and more stable combustion. While the
GT Power model allowed quantification of individual effects and identification of key
enablers, the model did not account for any combustion details and only experimentally
measured burn profiles were imposed. Studying and understanding what contributes
to enhanced combustion stability (much lower COV of IMEPg) is an important task
to be tackled by future experiments. At this point, one can only speculate whether
the largely different stability is due to the combustion chamber design and geometry
properties such as displacement volume, CR, valves, piston crown design or due to fuel
preparation strategy i.e. direct injection compared to port fuel-injection and SOI. In this
real, PVO experiments, with very less iEGR content, could be conducted to see if and
how much thermal/ compositional stratification due to iEGR/ NVO contributes to the
stability limit. Previous modeling work studying the effect NVO/ PVO valve strategy
and CR identified a certain favorable CR. It remains to be experimentally proven if this
is correct, as the model lacked any potential influence on knock and stability limits. As a
next step, in addition to assessing PVO vs. NVO strategy and different CRs, it would be
useful to test the effect of piston crown topology on combustion. Instead of employing
a piston with large cut-outs and squish, a pan-cake shape combustion chamber would
be used with smaller surface to volume ratio at TDC, this could potentially enhance
combustion stability. Although difficult to do with this engine, it may be useful to study
a scaled-up engine with larger valves or replace the 4-valve head with a 2-valve head
and see if bigger intake/ exhaust geometry will lead to fewer and larger eddies creating
less turbulence thus allowing faster burn rates and later CA50. Lastly, the effect of
LTHR could be studied in more detail to understand how much this effect is relative to
lower engine speed and shorter burn duration in terms of crank-angle degrees.
(d) A logical extension of this work on boosted HCCI combustion would be to study the
effect of spark-assist (SACI combustion) under boosted conditions. Combining the
benefits of naturally aspirated SACI and boosting for even higher loads will be of high
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practical value, whereas new insights into flame kernel development and the coupling of
combustion through flame propagation and auto-ignition under high pressure conditions
could be gained. Whereas multi-cylinder engines with bolted down turbocharger
equipment suffer from limited degrees of freedom, in particular achieving high EGR
rate is difficult, the high degree of flexibility of this single-cylinder engine will be
extremely valuable in covering a wide range of conditions in terms of boost pressure
and Φ′. In particular, the effect of boost pressure on the flame-portion and auto-ignition
portion of the burn and the coupling of these two distinct energy release modes will be
interesting. Other parameters such as composition, NVO, and engine speed on flame
kernel development and auto-ignition event will be important to study and quantify.
(e) The 1-D simulation package GT Power was used to explain the difference in terms of
maximum attainable load between the UM NVO engine and the SNL PVO engine, but
did not account for burn duration and combustion phasing limits. Given the situation,
that burn rates and both combustion phasing limits, knock and variability, have been
more extensively measured under boosted conditions for the first time, it would be
useful to develop and adopt an empirical model capturing the limit behavior and repeat
and expand on previous system level studies. Even before a new model is developed, the
current parametric study could still be improved. For example, as CA50 and CA10-90
were not studied independently, separation of these two effects could be valuable. Since
burn rates were imposed, ignition was not captured adequately for the individual steps
between the start and end points of the parameter walk. For example, rising CR would
entail a lower intake temperature or NVO to maintain proper ignition timing. This
aspect was not accounted for and a more refined study could incorporate these effects
based on the ignition delay. Similarly, as eEGR is increased, intake temperature should
be raised to account for that. Still, the most important aspect to attain a high fidelity
combustion model is to be able to adequately capture the combustion phasing limits, in
particular the stability limit.
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